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Abstract
Introduction: The identification of performance related factors (PRFs) is a
major goal in sports biomechanics. However, PRFs identified across studies
are inconsistent and this might be explained by the limitations of discrete point
analysis, which is commonly used. New data analysis techniques involving
continuous waveform analysis (e.g. functional principal component analysis,
fPCA) have been suggested, but their use in biomechanics is not widespread, and
they also have limitations. Another problem in current studies is the general use
of a single group analysis design. The primary aim of this work was to develop
and test a novel, enhanced method of continuous waveform analysis. A secondary
aim was to examine the benefits of a subgroup analysis design, when identifying
performance related factors.
Methods: A self-developed data analysis technique (Analysis of Continuous
Phase; ACP) was compared to fPCA and discrete point analysis in their ability
to identify PRFs in the countermovement jump (CMJ). In addition, the generally
used single group design was compared to a subgroup analysis design.
Results: The ability to explain jump height was: ACP (99 %), fPCA (79 %) and
discrete point analysis (23 %). ACP identified previously hidden PRFs in CMJs
and was able to explain inconsistencies in previous studies that used discrete
point analysis. The subgroup analysis demonstrated a better ability to describe
jump height than the single group analysis (+10 %) and indicated that different
subgroups / individuals have different PRFs.
Conclusion: The findings of this work demonstrate large advantages of continuous data analysis, especially the novel ACP method, and in employing a
subgroup analysis. Furthermore, findings indicate that discrete point analysis
and single group analysis are sources of inconsistencies in previous experiments
on the CMJ.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The success of a movement task such as a vertical jump, a tennis serve or a soccer
kick is dependent on various external and internal factors acting on an athlete.
Athletes and coaches endeavour to alter the internal factors (e.g. technique,
neuromuscular capacity, coordination) through training interventions in order to
enhance performance outcome. To design and optimise a training intervention
it is necessary to identify the biomechanics based performance related factors.
Performance related factors are features that have been found to (a) discriminate
between poor and good performances or (b) correlate to the performance outcome
of a movement task. However, examination of the studies that have searched
for these factors reveals an inconsistency in results, generating an unsatisfactory
situation for athletes and coaches, since it is not clear what an optimal training
intervention needs to address.
Inconsistencies in performance related factors found across studies may be
caused by an inappropriate data analysis technique and / or a lack of consideration of inter-subject variability. Discrete point analysis is by far the most utilized
data analysis technique in biomechanical experiments and involves the analysis
of individual data points that are preselected (e.g. peak knee power, knee power
at peak force). It is a common believe that these variables hold important informa1

tion and collectively describe the movement task. Functional principal component
analysis (fPCA) appears to be a promising and most commonly used continuous
waveform analysis procedure. In addition, fPCA is part of the functional data
analysis family, and treats a signal as a single function rather than as a series of
individual data points. As such, fPCA does not require a linear time normalization, which can alter the data (Donoghue et al., 2008), allowing examination of the
underlying structure while maintaining all of the information in the signal (Ramsay and Silverman, 2002). To examine data functional data analysis incorporates
the representation of the data in smooth functions and allows the application of
landmark registration or other tools such as fPCA. However, it may be limited by
three factors. However, discrete point analysis holds three significant limitations
that might play a major role in the inconsistencies observed across studies. Firstly,
the pre-selection of measures is strongly dependent on previous knowledge and
has the potential to discard extremely important information (Donoghue et al.,
2008; Dona et al., 2009). Secondly, discrete point analysis does not necessarily
take into account the position of pre-selected variables (i.e. the timing of the
peak force). Finally, discrete point analysis cannot examine performance related
features that exist as phases, which cannot be captured in a single time point.
An alternative to discrete point analysis is a continuous waveform analysis
which has grown in popularity within many disciplines, including biomechanics,
and has been reported to provide a better insight than discrete point analysis
(Dona et al., 2009; Donoghue et al., 2008; Newell et al., 2006; Godwin et al., 2010;
Ryan et al., 2006; Harrison et al., 2007; Ramsay and Silverman, 2002). Functional
principal component analysis (fPCA) appears to be a promising and most commonly used continuous waveform analysis procedure. However, it may be limited
by three factors. Firstly, while it can be done, fPCA is generally performed over
the whole movement cycle, where the influence of non-key phases has the potential to mask performance related features. Secondly, the location and length of a
2

phase over which a performance related feature exists tend to be estimated based
on subjective inspection of a visual tool (Donoghue et al., 2008; Dona et al., 2009;
Godwin et al., 2010; Harrison et al., 2007; Newell et al., 2006; Ramsay, 2006; Ryan
et al., 2006). Finally, fPCA generally does not examine the combined magnitudetime domain1 . It would therefore, be useful to develop a continuous waveform
technique to address these limitations.
Limitations in the performed data analysis technique may not be the only
reason for the inconsistencies in performance related factors across previous
studies. Inter-subject variability within a group level analysis (single group
analysis) may also contribute. While, various movement strategies within a
movement task can lead to the same movement outcome, performance related
factors might differ across movement strategies and mask each other in a group
level analysis (Stergiou, 2004; Stergiou and Scott, 2005). A possible solution to
avoid the masking of performance related factors during an analysis is to employ
a subgroup level analysis; where similar patterns (curve shapes or movement
strategy) are classified into separate groups (clusters).
The countermovement jump (CMJ) is an important task in a number of sports
(e.g. volleyball, basketball) and its biomechanics have been frequently studied
(Klavora, 2000). However, features that relate to the performance outcome (jump
height) are often inconsistent. For example, maximum vertical ground reaction
force is reported in some studies as a performance related factor (Cormie et al.,
2009; Dowling and Vamos, 1993; Sheppard et al., 2009), while it is not in others
(Morrissey et al., 1998; Newton et al., 1999; Petushek et al., 2010).
The primary motivation of the present work was to examine the influence of
discrete point analysis and inter-subject variability to inconsistencies across previous studies and to develop a combination of data analysis approaches (Analysis
1

The combined magnitude-time domain merges information from the time and magnitude
domain and can reflect important information for example the impulse-momentum relationship
in vertical jumps.

3

of Charactering Phases) which could more effectively identify real performance
related factors. A secondary motivation was the application of Analysis of Charactering Phases to identify performance related factors in kinematic and kinetic
waveforms for the CMJ.

4

Chapter 2
The State of the Discipline: Data
Analysis in Biomechanics
Research studies in the field of biomechanics aim to identify performance related
factors, by comparing differences between groups of individuals (e.g. pre- vs.
post-training) or by examining the relationship (e.g. correlation) between a factor
(e.g. kinematic or kinetic measure) and the performance outcome. The present
work uses the term performance related rather than performance determining
factor because it, like the vast majority of studies, solely examines the relationship
of a parameter’s magnitude to performance. Hence, the present and most previous
study design’s do not demonstrate a cause-effect relationship which would be
required for a parameter to be considered as a performance determining factor.
Over the last few decades, the ability of data recording has improved significantly. As such, the recorded data is temporal dependent, and high in dimensionality and variability and data analysis has become challenging. In contrast to the
technological developments, the data analysis techniques commonly employed
have not changed significantly and the vast majority of biomechanical studies continue to use discrete point analysis to examine the observed data. While discrete
point analysis does provide some level of insight it has significant limitations and
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may be a possible source for the inconsistencies across previous studies. Due
to these limitations, a variety of new approaches have been applied to examine
biomechanical data.
This chapter will give an overview of the research model used to compare
different data analysis techniques, and the limitations and possibilities of common
and novel data analysis techniques applied in biomechanical research studies.

2.1

Research Model: Countermovement Jump

The countermovement jump (CMJ) was chosen as research model due to its
clearly defined and easily measurable performance outcome. The performance
outcome, jump height, is directly and fully determined (theoretically) by the
impulse-momentum relationship. This property allows the comparison of the
effectiveness across analysis techniques in their ability to identify performance
related factors in the vertical ground reaction force data (force). In addition,
the CMJ is an important task in a number of sports (e.g. volleyball, basketball)
and its biomechanics have been frequently studied (Klavora, 2000). However,
the understanding of neuromuscular factors that determine it performance is
challenging since performance related factors are inconsistent across studies.

2.1.1

Basic Mechanics

The CMJ can be separated into three phases; the unloading, the loading and the
propulsion phase (Figure 2.1). In maximal effort CMJ’s the aim is to jump as high
as possible. The CMJ is initiated by an unloading phase where the height of the
body’s centre of mass (CoM) reduces as the hip, knee and ankle joints flex. This
results in the force time curve falling below body weight (Meylan et al., 2010).
The loading phase starts with an eccentric contraction of muscles to decelerate
the downwards velocity of the body’s CoM. The propulsion phase starts with the
6

extension of the hip, and knee and the plantar flexion of the ankle joint, caused
by a concentric contraction of the hip and knee extensor muscles and the ankle
plantar flexors, respectively and propulsion phase propels the CoM vertically from
the ground (Bobbert et al., 1986). The sum of the rotation moments in each of the
extending joints defines the net vertical ground reaction forces (forces) generated
during the propulsion phase and fully determines jump height (Figure 2.1). The
eccentric loading phase enhances the subsequent concentric propulsion phase
impulse, which is associated by the stretch-shortening cycle, and enhances the
performance of the jump (Bobbert et al., 1996; Bosco et al., 1981; Moran and
Wallace, 2007; Laffaye and Wagner, 2013). Enhancements associated with the
stretch-shortening cycle are greater with higher magnitudes of eccentric loading
(Cavagna et al., 1968), higher speeds of eccentric loading (Bosco et al., 1981),
smaller amplitudes of stretch (Marshall, 2010) and shorter durations between the
eccentric loading phase and the concentric propulsion phase Moran and Wallace
(2007). While not examined within the present work, performance related factors
identified during the concentric propulsion phase may be the results of the loading
strategy during the eccentric loading phase.
The use of an unloading and loading before the propulsion phase enables
athletes to enhance the performance of the jump, which is associated with enhancements of the stretch-shortening cycle (Bobbert et al., 1996; Bosco et al., 1981;
Moran and Wallace, 2007; Laffaye and Wagner, 2013). The stretch-shortening
cycle is influenced by the pre-activation of the muscles in the unloading phase,
the stretch (eccentric contraction) of the muscles in the loading phase, and the
shortening (concentric contraction) in the propulsion phase. While not examined
within the present work, performance related factors identified may be the results
of the stretch-shortening cycle.
The rotation moments (flexion or extension) in hip, knee and ankle joint during
a CMJ are caused by forces generated from skeletal muscles. Magnitude and tim7

Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of the CMJ; the impulse generated during the
propulsion phase is shaded grey and was determined using the Centre of Mass
(CoM) power
ing properties of the muscular force development is determined by the number,
frequency and synchronisation of electrochemical messages (motor unit action
potential) sent form the nervous system to the muscles (Tortora and Derrickson,
2008). Appropriate neuromuscular training can induce adaptations to the muscular force development by altering the number or frequency of motor unit action
potentials, a better synchronisation of action potentials or by muscle hypertrophy.
Such changes may lead to a greater impulse during the propulsion phase and
thus may increase maximal CMJ jump height.
The impulse generated during the propulsion phase is a key determinant of
CMJ jump height and hence is the only phase considered in the present work.
However, it is recognised that the loading phase of a CMJ influences the propulsion phase and is an important factor in for CMJ jump height (Bobbert et al., 1996;
Bosco et al., 1981; Moran and Wallace, 2007; Laffaye and Wagner, 2013). Due
to the importance of the propulsion phase in CMJ, the relationship of various
parameters within the propulsion phase to jump height has been examined. This
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includes the forces produced during the CMJ generated by the body as a whole
and each joint. In addition, many studies have examined parameters describing
jumping technique and coordination as they may give a greater insight into the
performance of CMJ jump height (AragonVargas and Gross, 1997b; Bobbert and
Van Soest, 1994; Lees, 2002; Vanezis and Lees, 2005).

2.1.2

Previously Identified Performance Related Factors

Kinematic Waveforms The CMJ is often simplified by considering the
body’s centre of mass (CoM) as a projectile and its performance can be enhanced
by increasing the vertical CoM height at takeoff and / or the vertical CoM velocity
at takeoff.
The vertical CoM height at takeoff has been shown to be higher in skilled compared to non-skilled jumpers (Cormie et al., 2009). The vertical height of the CoM
is determined by the joint angle of the hip, knee and ankle joint and examining
these might identify a specific joint extension pattern that is beneficial towards
CMJ jump height. However, to the author’s knowledge only one study exists,
which has examined the relationship between joint angles at takeoff and jump
height (AragonVargas and Gross, 1997b). However, in the study of AragonVargas
and Gross (1997b) joint angles at takeoff of the ankle, knee and hip joint were
not included in good jump height predictor models. The second principle to
enhance the performance of a CMJ is to increase the vertical CoM velocity at
takeoff (Equation 2.1), which is dependent on the generated net impulse.

2
jump height = (vtakeof
f /2g)

(2.1)

Where the vertical CoM velocity at takeoff is vtakeof f and g is gravity. Consequently, vertical CoM velocity at takeoff has been described as a very strong
predictor (r2 = 0.95) for jump height (AragonVargas and Gross, 1997b). A parame9

ter that has been found to increase the vertical impulse is the CoM amplitude. The
CoM amplitude is the difference between the minimum and maximum CoM position and has been reported to be a significant predictor of jump height (AragonVargas and Gross, 1997b). However, while large CoM amplitudes hold the potential
to increase the impulse, large CoM amplitude can also be counter-productive
towards generating high forces at the start of the propulsion phase (Marshall,
2010). The ability to generate high forces at the start of the propulsion phase
depends on the amount of flexion within a joint at the end of the loading phase. If
the flexion angle is too large it can decrease the ability to generate high extension
moments at the start of the propulsion phase due to the force-length relationships
within a muscle (Hill, 1939). While, numerous studies have examined joint angles
at the start of the propulsion phase, no study examined the relationship initial
joint angles and jump height in CMJ (Marshall, 2010).

The most important waveform in CMJ is the vertical

Kinetic Waveforms

ground reaction force (force) curve because its magnitude (f) and temporal (t)
information completely determine the amount of the generated impulse (Equation
2.2).
Z

takeof f

f (t)dt = mass ∗ ∆velocity

(2.2)

start

Hence, the performance of a CMJ depends on a combination of the duration of
the propulsion phase (phase duration) and forces generated during the propulsion
phase. The phase duration however was not found to be a significant predictor
of jump height in the study of AragonVargas and Gross (1997b). This might be
explained by the fact that an increase of the phase duration requires a proportional
increase of the CoM amplitude to not affect jump height. Hence, increasing
phase duration may lead to CoM amplitudes that are counter-productive towards
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generating high forces at the start of the propulsion and can have no, or a reducing
effect to the performance outcome.
In contrast to increasing phase duration, increasing forces during the CMJ has
a non-controversial positive impact on jump height (Zajac, 1993). Consequently
previous research has mainly focused on forces generated during the CMJ.
A frequently studied discrete parameter is peak force, which implicitly or
explicitly appears to be viewed as a criterion to generate high forces throughout
the propulsion phase. While it would be assumed that peak force should be identified consistently as a performance related factor, it is reported in some studies
as a performance related factor (Cormie et al., 2009; Dowling and Vamos, 1993;
Sheppard et al., 2009; Harman et al., 1990) but not in others (Morrissey et al., 1998;
Newton et al., 1999; Petushek et al., 2010; Florı́a and Harrison, 2013). Dowling
and Vamos (1993) and Harman et al. (1990) found a significant relationship of
peak force to jump height (r = 0.53 and r = 0.52, respectively). Sheppard et al.
(2009) found that the change in peak force is related to the change in jump height
(r = 0.55). Cormie et al. (2009) found peak force to be greater in skilled jumpers
(23.4 N/kg = 100 %) compared to non-skilled jumpers (21.0 N/kg = 90 %). In
contrast, Morrissey et al. (1998) examined two training interventions and found
no significant increase in peak force within group A which increased significantly
jump height, while group B showed a significant increase in peak force but not in
jump height. Newton et al. (1999) and Petushek et al. (2010) examined the effect
of a training intervention. Both reported non significant changes in peak force but
significantly enhanced jump heights. Two exceptional studies that examined force
curves are Cormie et al. (2009) and Florı́a and Harrison (2013). Both studies used a
point-by-point analysis to examine every point in time for its relationship to jump
height. While Cormie et al. (2009) identified the end (95-98 %) of the movement
cycle to be related to jump height, Florı́a and Harrison (2013) identified the start
(1-15 %) of the movement cycle as a performance related factor. However, these
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studies should not be compared directly. Cormie et al. (2009) examined thirty male
subjects (20.2 ± 2.9 years), while Florı́a and Harrison (2013) examined twentyfour girls (6.5 ± 0.8 years). In addition, a point-by-point analysis results in an
underestimation of variability (Lenhoff et al., 1999; Duhamel et al., 2004; Schwartz
et al., 2004). This limitation might be overcome by using a bootstrap approach
to estimate the variability in the data (Dixon et al., 2013). An explanation for
the contrasting findings of peak force might be that it solely captures magnitude
information of the force curve. Hence, some studies have examined parameters
that combine temporal and magnitude information. A parameter that combines
both temporal and magnitude information is the rate of force development, which
is often calculated using initial and maximum force (Equation 2.3).

RoDF =

(f orcemaximum − f orceinitial )
(∆time)

(2.3)

However, while Newton et al. (1999) and Morrissey et al. (1998) reported
that an improvement in rate of force development is associated with a change in
jump height, Cormie et al. (2009) found higher but not significant rate of force
development in non-skilled (25.0 N/kg/s = 100 %) compared to skilled jumpers
(24.0 N/kg/s = 96 %).
In contrast to peak force and initial-to-maximum rate of force development,
peak CoM power (Equation 2.4 and Equation 2.5) is found by many studies to
have a strong relationship (r > 0.72) to jump height (Cormie et al., 2009; Dowling
and Vamos, 1993; Harman et al., 1990; AragonVargas and Gross, 1997b).

CoM power(t) = f orce(t) ∗ vertical CoM velocity(t)
Z

(2.4)

t

(f orce(n) − body weight)dt)/body mass

vertical CoM velocity(t) = (
n=1
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(2.5)

Table 2.1: Previously reported kinematic parameters generated during a CMJ
(peak moment, peak power and work done)
Study

Subjects

Aragon-Vargas and
Gross (1997)

52 male
Physically
active

Bobbert et al.
(1986)

13 male
Handball

Bobbert et al.
(1987)

10 male
Volleyball

Vanezis and Lees
(2005)

Vanrenterghem et
al. (2008)
Hubley and Wells
(1983)

9 male
Soccer (high
group)
9 male
Soccer (low
group)
20 male
Physically
active
6 male
Physically
active

Peak moment
(Nm*kg-1)
Hip
4.0
Knee
3.0
Ankle
3.3
Hip
4.7
Knee
3.7
Ankle
3.4
Hip
5.0
Knee
4.3
Ankle
3.1
Hip
3.5
Knee
3.4
Ankle
3.1
Hip
3.1
Knee
3.1
Ankle
2.8
Hip
3.7
Knee
2.8
Ankle
3.2
-

Peak power
(W*kg-1)
Hip
16.3
Knee
20.1
Ankle 25.9
Hip
19.5
Knee
20.6
Ankle 24.4
Hip
18.0
Knee
30.1
Ankle 28.9
Hip
15.9
Knee
18.5
Ankle 21.6
Hip
12.6
Knee
15.6
Ankle 17.1
Hip
15.9
Knee
15.3
Ankle 19.4
-

Work done
(J*kg-1)
Hip
2.8
Knee
2.3
Ankle 2.2
Hip
3.2
Knee
2.3
Ankle 2.2
Hip
2.5
Knee
2.1
Ankle 1.8
Hip
2.5
Knee
2.1
Ankle 1.8

Percentage
contribution
Hip
38
Knee
32
Ankle
20

Hip
Knee
Ankle
Hip
Knee
Ankle

Hip
Knee
Ankle

43
29
28
41
31
28
41
31
28

To understand how a greater CoM peak power can be achieved, it is necessary
to investigate properties of the forces generated in the extending joints, that can
be described by joint moment, joint power and joint work-done (Table 2.1).
Joint moments represent a summed measure for the amount of the force
generated by the extending muscles within a joint. The analysis of joint moments
might therefore give an indication if the relative strength across joint extensor
muscles should follow a specific pattern to achieve a maximal CMJ jump height.
Peak moments have been reported to be highest in the hip joint (Vanezis and Lees,
2005; Bobbert et al., 1987; Vanrenterghem et al., 2008). Peak moments in knee
and ankle joint however are not ranked consistently, some studies found peak
moments in the knee joint to the greater than the ankle joint (Bobbert et al., 1987;
Vanrenterghem et al., 2008), while others found the opposite (Vanezis and Lees,
2005; AragonVargas and Gross, 1997b). In terms of the relation of joint moments
to jump height, AragonVargas and Gross (1997b) identified the peak hip moment
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(r = 0.53) and hip moment at the start of the concentric phase (r = 0.48) to be
significantly related to jump height.
Joint power represent a measure for the explosiveness of muscles that extend a
joint and might give an indication if a specific pattern in joint power is necessary
to enhance jump height. The majority of studies that examined peak power
reported it is greatest in the ankle joint (AragonVargas and Gross, 1997b; Bobbert
et al., 1986; Vanezis and Lees, 2005; Vanrenterghem et al., 2008), while Bobbert
et al. (1987) found the knee joint to generate the greatest power. Although the
hip joint is often reported to generate the smallest peak power (AragonVargas
and Gross, 1997b; Bobbert et al., 1986; Vanezis and Lees, 2005; Bobbert et al.,
1987), Vanrenterghem et al. (2008) identified the knee joint to have the smallest
peak power. While Vanezis and Lees (2005) identified ankle peak power to differ
significantly between a group of good (21.6W/kg = 100 %) and poor (17.1W/kg =
79 %) jumpers, Vanrenterghem et al. (2008) found no significant relationship (r
= 0.18) between ankle peak power and jump height. In addition, AragonVargas
and Gross (1997b) reported knee peak power as an important predictor of jump
height1 , while Vanrenterghem et al. (2008) reported no significant correlation to
jump height (r = 0.12).
The last parameter discussed in this work is joint work-done. Work-done2 has
been used by a number of researcher to identify which joint is dominant during
the CMJ (Bobbert et al., 1986; Vanezis and Lees, 2005; Hubley and Wells, 1983;
Vanezis and Lees, 2005). The majority of the findings indicate that the order across
the joints is (descending): hip, knee and ankle joint (Bobbert et al., 1986; Vanezis
and Lees, 2005). However, Hubley and Wells (1983) found that the knee joint
was dominant, followed by the hip and ankle. Vanezis and Lees (2005) found
1

Knee peak power was included in several best predictor models of jump height (0.48 < r2 <
0.61)
2
The reader should note, that work-done is not in an directly related to jump height on either a
joint and whole body level
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significant higher work done in the ankle joint in good jumpers (2.2J/kg = 100 %)
compared to poor jumpers (1.8J/kg = 81 %).
In summary, eight parameters (beyond the impulse-momentum relationship,
vertical CoM velocity and CoM displacements) were found to be a performance
related factor; peak force, rate of force development, peak hip moment, hip
moment at the start of the propulsion phase, CoM peak power, ankle peak power,
knee peak power knee and ankle work-done. However, only the CoM peak power
appears to have been consistently identified across studies. Consequently, no
clear indication exists of what an optimal training intervention has to address to
enhance performance, beyond the CoM peak power.

2.2

Discrete Point Analysis

A factor that can restrict the identification of performance related factors is the
data analysis technique performed. The vast majority of studies that examined
the CMJ in biomechanics almost exclusively use discrete point analysis; of all
the reviewed studies only Cormie et al. (2009) and Florı́a and Harrison (2013)
did not. In discrete point analysis, a continuous waveform is reduced to preselected summary variables (e.g. mean) or key events (e.g. peak or time to
peak) assuming that the pre-selected discrete measures collectively describe the
observed waveform. These variables are subsequently analyzed for differences
between groups (e.g. skilled athletes vs. non-skilled athletes) or for a relation to a
dependent variable using a univariate approach such as a t-test or a correlation
analysis. This ’self-selected’ data reduction, however, holds four significant
limitations.
Firstly, the pre-selection of measures is strongly dependent on previous knowledge and the experience of a researcher, and hence has the potential to discard
extremely important information (Dona et al., 2009; Donoghue et al., 2008). This
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can be highlighted by the variance and inconsistency in the number of analyzed
measures across previous studies, which differs drastically across studies. For
example, AragonVargas and Gross (1997b) examined thirty-two variables using
the whole body and joint kinematics and kinetics. Vanezis and Lees (2005) examined nine variables using only joint kinetics (ankle, knee and hip peak power,
moment and work done); while Vanrenterghem et al. (2004) examined twelve
variables spread over whole body and joint kinematics and kinetics. Despite the
difference and variety in considered variables, most of the reviewed studies do
not report or examine the timing of key events or the modality / shape of curves.
How strongly previous knowledge and experience influences the pre-selection of
discrete measures can be shown by comparing directly the number of examined
variables just within force curves. Within a selection of 15 studies that searched
for performance related factors within the forces generated during vertical jumps,
a total of fourteen ’key’ measures were examined, while the number of analyzed
measures varied from one to six across these studies (Cormie et al., 2009; Dowling
and Vamos, 1993; Feltner and MacRae, 2011; Harman et al., 1990; Kollias et al.,
2004; Laffaye and Choukou, 2010; McBride et al., 2002; Meylan et al., 2010; Morrissey et al., 1998; Newton et al., 1999; Pappas et al., 2007; Petushek et al., 2010;
Sheppard et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2011; Walsh et al., 2007).
Secondly, discrete point analysis does not consider the vast majority of a signal.
For example, AragonVargas and Gross (1997b) examined thirty-two variables
within 16 waveforms that described whole body and joint kinematics and kinetics.
Assuming that every waveform consisted of 101 data points, AragonVargas and
Gross (1997b) examined only 1.4 % of their data. The reader should note that
AragonVargas and Gross (1997b) examined two times more information within
the waveforms compared to Vanezis and Lees (2005) and Vanrenterghem et al.
(2004), which examined only 0.5 % and 0.7 % of their data.
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Thirdly, the analysis of a discrete point might not be appropriate to identify
performance related factors because a discrete point represents only a ’snapshot’
of a variable. A ’snapshot’ of a moment-time curve might not be able to capture
performance related factors as they may occur over phases and are not necessarily
captured in a single data point. Hence, it might be important to consider specific
phases of a movement which cannot be done using a discrete point analysis.
Finally, discrete point analysis does not necessarily take into account the
position of ’key’ measures. For example, when examining the peak in a bi-modal
waveform, where the peak could occur at the first or second maximum, discrete
point analysis has the potential to compare measures that represent non-related
neuromuscular capacities. This may partly explain the contrasting results in
previous studies that used discrete point analysis.

2.3

Continuous Waveform Analysis

One possible solution to overcome limitations in discrete point analysis is to
analyze kinematic and kinetic waveforms as a whole. Over the last decade much
work has been dedicated to this idea and has introduced analysis techniques
originating from a variety of fields including computer science, psychology, cognitive science, physics and engineering (Chau, 2001a,b; Kelso, 1995; Ramsay,
2006). Chau reviewed, in two texts, data analysis techniques that have been
used in gait studies to overcome limitations of discrete point analysis such as:
multivariate statistics (e.g. principal component analysis, factor analysis and
multiple correspondence analysis), fractal dynamics (e.g. de-trended fluctuation
analysis), neuronal networks (multilayer forward network) or time frequency
analysis (wavelet transformation; Chau 2001a,b). Additionally, new data analysis
theories have been introduced to analyze coordination or pattern of variation
within data such as: dynamical system theory (Kelso, 1995) or functional data
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analysis (Ramsay and Silverman, 2002). In contrast to discrete point analysis,
continuous waveform analysis considers every possible variable within a waveform, can detect patterns within data and is not inappropriately influenced by any
previous knowledge or the experience of the user. Consequently, the use of continuous waveform analysis over discrete point analysis has been recommended
in multiple studies (Dixon et al., 2013; Ullah and Finch, 2013; Crane et al., 2010;
Dona et al., 2009; Preatoni et al., 2009; Epifanio et al., 2008; Donoghue et al., 2008;
Newell et al., 2006; Ryan et al., 2006; Ramsay, 2006; Harrison et al., 2007).
The theory of functional data analysis received great attention in a variety of
fields, which is highlighted by 363 citations of the book ’Functional data analysis’
solely in 2013 (assessed on Goggle scholar at November 6th 2013). The basic idea
of functional data analysis is to transform a series of independent data points into
a series of dependent data coefficients, called functional data (Ryan et al., 2006).
The main goals of functional data analysis are listed below, while mathematical
principals are described in Appendix A and B:
• To represent data in ways that allow further analysis
• To display data and highlight various characteristics
• To study important sources of patterns and variation
• To explain variation in the outcome or dependent variables by using input
or independent variable information
• To compare two or more sets of data with respect to a certain type of variation, where two sets of data can contain different sets of replications of the
same function or different functions for common sets of replicates (Ramsay
and Silverman, 2002)
Functional data analysis is generally performed in four steps: a) derivation of
functions, b) landmark registration, c) data analysis, and d) visualising findings.
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Derivation of functions: Data is typically captured in discrete time points over
regular intervals and contains noise. A number of techniques can be applied
to reduce the noise in the raw data (e.g. digital filtering as described in Winter
2009). In functional data analysis, the application of basis function expansions is
used to reduce the noise in a waveform and to generate smooth functions. Hence,
functional data analysis provides an effective smoothing approach (Ramsay, 2006).
How functional data is created is described in detail in Appendix A.
Landmark registration: A procedure which is often applied before examining
the generated functional data is landmark registration. Biomechanical waveforms
follow often similar pattern, with distinct visible features (e.g. peak values).
Landmark registration aligns these features to allow a comparison of curves and
provides a more meaningful average curve. However, landmark registration
cannot be applied in some cases because some waveforms do not hold visible
features or when the timing of landmarks is not comparable across curves. Hence,
the application of landmark registration depends on the data examined and is
therefore not always performed. More information about landmark registration
can be found in Ramsay and Silverman 2002.
Data analysis: Functional data analysis uses existing data analysis techniques
to examine the generated functions.
Visualising findings: Following data analysis, findings in functional data analysis are often represented visually to allow insightful interpretation.
The full process of performing a functional data analysis is described in Appendix A and B, using functional principal component analysis as an example.
Despite the increase in awareness of functional data analysis, only 84 actual
research studies in the public health and biomedical field have used it (Ullah and
Finch, 2013).
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2.3.1

Functional Principal Component Analysis

One of the more promising and applied techniques for extracting information
from functional data is functional principal component analysis (fPCA); 51 of the
84 studies (60.7 %) in the public health and biomedical field used fPCA (Ullah
and Finch, 2013). Specifically in biomechanics studies, the number of researchers
that recommend the use of fPCA over discrete point analysis is growing (Dixon
et al., 2013; Ullah and Finch, 2013; Crane et al., 2010; Dona et al., 2009; Preatoni
et al., 2009; Epifanio et al., 2008; Donoghue et al., 2008; Newell et al., 2006; Ryan
et al., 2006; Ramsay, 2006; Harrison et al., 2007).
Functional principal component analysis transforms the collected waveforms
into functions and detects patterns of variance within the functions, which are
used to analyse the data by performing a principal component analysis. The
key benefit of fPCA is the ability to reduce the dimensionality of a set of signals,
while preserving the information needed to describe a data set (Jolliffe, 2005). In
addition, fPCA is part of the functional data analysis family, and presents a signal
as a single function rather than as a series of individual data points. As such,
fPCA does not require linear time normalization, which can alter the data (Dona
et al., 2009), and uncovers the underlying structure while maintaining all of the
information in the signal (Ramsay, 2006).
To date the only research study that has used fPCA to examine the CMJ is Harrison et al. (2007), which analyzed lower limb kinematic data from children with
different developmental stages, performing a vertical jump. Their study aimed to
identify factors that can distinguish between different developmental stages in
children using inter-segment coordination pattern of the hip-ankle, hip-knee and
knee-ankle joint angle. The results of the analysis indicate that the coordination
pattern between the knee and hip are most effective at discriminating between
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developmental stages and support the application of fPCA for the analysis of joint
coordination or time series data.
Like Harrison et al. (2007) other studies have recommended the use of fPCA
for biomechanical analysis. Donoghue et al. (2008) examined the mechanisms of
chronic achilles tendon injury and reported that fPCA was able to provide additional information about movement patterns compared to traditional approaches.
Dona et al. (2009) identified and evaluated performance related factors in race
walking using fPCA. They reported that fPCA was able to provide evidence of
athletes technical differences and asymmetries even when traditional discrete
point analysis failed to do so. Furthermore, generated principal components
provided features for race walkers classification and identified potentially important technical differences between higher and lower skilled athletes. Epifanio
et al. (2008) examined the sit-to-stand of individuals with and without an osteoarthritic condition. They analyzed analogous knee flexion angle and flexor
moment waveforms using a bivariate fPCA and reported that fPCA presents
better discriminatory power compared with the classical multivariate approach
PCA.

Factors That Can Influence Findings of Functional Principal Component Analysis
While previous studies highlight strongly the benefits of fPCA, there are factors
that can influence the ability of fPCA to identify performance related factors: the
chosen number of basis, the chosen order and the chosen number of examined
principal components.

The Use of Functional Data

The ability to detect performance related factors

using functional data can be influenced by the chosen number of basis (n basis)
and the chosen order (h order; degree of freedom - 1) within a basis system. Both
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Table 2.2: The amount of variance examined in previous studies
Study
Examined % of variance
(Carriero et al. 2009)
61.0
(Mantovani et al. 2011)
85.0
(Harrison, Ryan, and Hayes 2007)
<90.0
(Daffertshofer et al. 2004)
90.0
(Deluzio and Astephen 2007)
90.0
(Newell et al. 2006)
94.3
(Dona, Preatoni, and Cobelli 2009)
95.0
(Wrigley et al. 2006)
97.0
(Coffey et al. 2011)
97.5
(Epifanio et al. 2008)
97.8
(Donoghue et al. 2008)
<98.0

factors determine the fit of the function to the discrete data and, to the author’s
knowledge, their impact towards the performance of fPCA has not been examined.
The reader who has not worked previously with functional data is referred to
Appendix A or to the text of Ramsay and Silverman (2002) for information about
functional data.

The Chosen Number of Examined Principal Components Another factor
that can influence the ability of fPCA to detect performance related factors is the
number of principal components examined. The reader who has not worked
previously with fPCA/PCA is referred to the Appendix B or the text of Jolliffe
(2005) for detailed information about fPCA.
When applying fPCA a threshold (x % of the total variance in the data) is
chosen by the user, which defines the amount of information in the original signal
preserved and determines the number of retained principal components. While a
variety of thresholds are used, a 95 % threshold appears to be the most frequently
used in recent biomechanical studies (Table 2.2; Carriero et al. 2009; Mantovani
et al. 2011; Harrison et al. 2007; Daffertshofer et al. 2004; Deluzio and Astephen
2007; Newell et al. 2006; Dona et al. 2009; Wrigley et al. 2006; Coffey et al. 2011;
Epifanio et al. 2008; Donoghue et al. 2008).
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Principal components beyond the threshold of 95 % are often discarded as they
account for little of the variation in the data (Donoghue et al., 2008; Daffertshofer
et al., 2004), while the examined variance can be as low as 61 % (Carriero et al.,
2009). This is based on the assumption that only principal components with
large effect sizes, called Eigen values, describe important patterns of variation.
However, the Eigen value of a principal component is based on its influence
to the variance within the data set and may have no relation to the examined
dependent variable. Hence, the Eigen value does not necessarily describe the
pattern of variation that is sensitive to changes in the dependent variable (von
Tscharner et al., 2013). This is supported by findings of Harrison et al. (2007)
and von Tscharner et al. (2013). The study of von Tscharner et al. (2013) found
a principal component (generated from discrete data) which explained only 1.8
% of the variances in the data to have the highest accuracy in discriminating
between running pattern in two different shoe conditions. Harrison et al. (2007),
considered only three principal components in their analysis (< 90 % of the total
variance in the data), found a principal component that explained only 7 % of the
variances in the data to be the best discriminator between different development
stages in vertical jumps performed by children.

Limitations of Functional Principal Component Analysis
Despite the fact that fPCA has many advantages for data analysis in biomechanics
it also presents two possible limitations: (a) the score generation, and (b) it
generally does not examine the combined magnitude-time domain

The Generation of Principal Component Scores

An advantage of fPCA is

that it examines the whole continuous curve when screening a sample of curves
for pattern of variation. However, computing subject scores (principal component
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scores) by utilizing the whole movement cycle3 might hamper the ability of fPCA
to identify performance related factors. The aim of principal component scores is
to describe how strong an individual is affected by a pattern of variance. When
calculating principal component scores it is assumed that phases that hold high
variation (key phases) have an overwhelming effect on the generated principal
component score. However, non-key phases also contribute to the final score.
Biomechanical data often contain small differences between populations and it is
necessary to capture accurately the behaviour of a subject to a pattern of variance.
Oscillations in the principal components score outside of the key phases do not
belong to the specific pattern of variance defined by a principal component and
might inappropriately alter the final principal component score. This effect can be
visualized by demonstrating the growth of a principal component score over time
to its final value (Figure 2.2). It is clearly visible in figure 2.2 that non-key phases
before and after the key phase (e.g. 56-68 %) artificially alter the final principal
component score.

The Examination of the Combined Magnitude-Time Domain

A limitation

in fPCA is that previous studies did not examine the combined magnitude-time
domain, which can hold important information. The author believes it is important to consider the combination of absolute timing and magnitude during an
analysis. As an example, a data capture of multiple jumps performed by an athlete
may result in very similar force-time curves. Even when differences in jump height
do exist, neither the time history nor the force history data alone may differ significantly across the jumps. However, given that the impulse-momentum relationship
completely determines jump height, analyzing the combined magnitude-time
domain might enable the detection of such differences. Consequently, analyzing
3
Crane et al. 2010; Dona et al. 2009; Preatoni et al. 2009; Epifanio et al. 2008; Donoghue et al.
2008; Newell et al. 2006; Ryan et al. 2006; Ramsay 2006 and Harrison et al. 2007
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Figure 2.2: Demonstrates the differences in principal component scores calculated
over the whole cycle vs. modified principal component scores (calculated over
the key phase)
the combined force-time domain has a significant importance and can provide
important information.
To date, no data analysis technique appears to fully address the above mentioned limitations.

2.4

Single Group and Subgroup Design

Another reason for the contrasting findings in previous CMJ studies that aimed
to identify performance related factors may be inter-subject variability (different
groups of subjects utilising different movement strategies). It has been suggested
in previous research that jumping strategies differ across individuals (Vanezis
and Lees, 2005), which may in turn imply that performance related factors differ
across individuals. If performance related factors differ across individuals, the
generally used study design (single group design) is likely to have, at least in part,
contributed to the inconsistency in the findings of the reviewed studies.
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The statistical analysis in biomechanical research studies is generally performed using a single group design (Bates, 1996). In a single group design it is
assumed that performance related factors within a group (e.g. male athletes in
volleyball) are equal across the entire population. However, movement strategies may differ significantly across athletes and may have different performance
related factors that could mask each other in a single group analysis (Stergiou,
2004; Stergiou and Scott, 2005; Bates, 1996; Vanezis and Lees, 2005). For example,
Vanezis and Lees (2005) found in their study that some individuals were knee
dominant, while others were hip dominant (as determined by the mechanical
work-done). In light of this finding, the performance of a CMJ might relate more
to knee joint kinematics and kinetics for some individuals, while it relates more
to the hip joint kinematics and kinetics for others (as indicated by AragonVargas
and Gross 1997a). Consequently, utilizing a single group analysis for a sample of
individuals where the performance of a CMJ is related to either the knee or the
hip joint kinematics or kinetics will mask performance related factors; the knee
dominant subgroup masks the performance related factors of the hip dominant
subgroup, vice versa4 .
An alternative design is the analysis of subgroups, which accounts for different
movement strategies across individuals. A subgroup analysis classifies individuals into subgroups (clusters), based on their movement strategies, and aims to
maximize the ability to predict dependent variables (e.g. performance) of a data
set by classification (Han et al., 2006). Hence, a subgroup analysis should not mask
4

Another design is the analysis of a single subject, which assumes that every individual has a
unique movement strategy and consequently unique performance related factors (Bates, 1996).
However, findings are dependent on the studied athlete itself and its current mental and physical
condition during the data capture (Backman and Harris, 1999). Consequently, findings are limited
because the number of observations might affect findings (due to practice or fatigue effects), the
generalization of findings is problematic and the comparison of interventions is difficult (as the
ordering of interventions might affect results (Morgan and Morgan, 2008; Backman and Harris,
1999).
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performance related factors, or at least reduce the risk of masked performance
related factors.
While the subgroup design is frequently used in experiments that examine
human gait (Carriero et al., 2009; O’Byrne et al., 1998; Kienast et al., 1999; Toro
et al., 2007; O’Malley et al., 1997; Stout et al., 1995), no study that examined the
CMJ appears to have used a subgroup analysis.
Kienast et al. (1999) classified joint kinematics of 24 children with cerebral palsy
and 15 healthy children, using a k-nearest neighbour algorithm with three clusters.
The subgroup analysis classified 95.3 % of the healthy and 6.7 % of children with
cerebral palsy into cluster1, 37.3 % of children with cerebral palsy into cluster 2
and 4.7 % of the healthy and 56.0 % of children with cerebral palsy into cluster3.
This indicates that the subgroup analysis was a feasible design to differentiate
between normal and pathological walking patterns. Similar results were found
by Carriero et al. (2009), who examined gait pattern between normal and children
with spastic diplegic cerebral palsy using a fuzzy c-mean cluster analysis. The
findings of both studies help to recognize pathological gait pattern and can lead to
an earlier start of rehabilitation interventions and hence have a huge importance
for clinical implications. Toro et al. (2007) used a hierarchical cluster analysis to
increase the understanding of walking patterns in children with cerebral palsy.
In their study, they examined joint kinematics of 56 children with cerebral palsy
(boys and girls, 5-16 years). Findings show that 82 % of the examined gait cycles
hold walking pattern associated to cerebral palsy, which were classified into three
general walking patterns (crouch, equines and other gait types), while 18 % of
the data indicated a normal walking pattern. The classification of gait patterns
enabled clinicians without access to analysis equipment to rely on visual or simple
video gait assessment, allowing care pathways to be standardized for different
gait patterns, with subsequent service delivery and efficiency benefits (Toro et al.,
2007). This demonstrates a huge benefit of a subgroup analysis.
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However, there is a lack of standardised methods of gait classification (Toro
et al., 2007) caused by the variety of classification techniques, which may result
in different clusters (Jain et al., 1999; Hastie et al., 2001; Witten and Frank, 2005;
Martinez et al., 2004), and the lack of biomechanical studies that have compared
the ability of cluster techniques to identify movement strategies
To the knowledge of the author, no biomechanical study has compared the
ability of cluster techniques to identify movement strategies. In light of this, the
following section describes the basic ideas behind three commonly used data
clustering techniques.

2.4.1

Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical clustering follows the idea that the similarity of individuals is represented by the distance of the observed measures (features) to each other. A
hierarchal cluster algorithm starts with considering each individual as one group
(Step1; Figure 2.3). Subsequently, it calculates the distance between every individual and searches for the two individuals with the smallest distance to each
other (e.g. the two most similar individuals), which are then merged into one
group. In the next iteration the two merged individuals are considered as one
group that is located at the mid-point between both individuals (Step2; Figure 2.3).
The hierarchical clustering algorithm repeats this process until it has created one
single group that contains every individual (Step3-5; Figure 2.3; Segaran 2007).
The results of hierarchical clustering are commonly visualized in a graph
called a dendrogram. The dendrogram displays the calculated distances and the
connections made by every repetition until the sample of individuals get merged
into one group (Figure 2.4; Segaran, 2007).
In the given example, it can be seen that individuals E and D are much closer
than individuals A and B (Figure 2.4). Further, it can be seen that individual C was
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Figure 2.3: Demonstrates the process of hierarchical clustering

Figure 2.4: Shows the dendogram generated using hierarchical clustering
closer to the centre of E and D than A and B. The simplicity and great visualisation
in hierarchical clustering make it an often used tool to explore data. However,
disadvantages in hierarchical clustering are: it requires the user to choose the
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number of groups and it requires the generation of inter-point distances between
the individuals, where different inter-point measures can give very different
results (Hastie et al., 2001; Martinez et al., 2004; Witten and Frank, 2005).

2.4.2

K-Means Clustering

A very popular alternative method is k-means clustering. In k-means clustering
the number of clusters is chosen prior to analysis and individuals are assigned into
groups based on the location of their observations (features). K-means clustering
starts with k randomly placed centroids (Step1; Figure 2.5). The factor k represents
the number of clusters chosen. Centroids represent a group’s or cluster’s location
in space. Once the centroids have been placed, each individual is assigned to
the nearest centroid (Step2; Figure 2.5). Subsequently, every centroid’s location
is moved to the average location of its members (the individuals that have been
assigned to a centroid; Step3; Figure 2.5). This process it repeated until the
members of a centroid stop changing (Segaran, 2007) and is visualized below
(Figure 2.5). K-means clustering can be performed without calculating interpoint distances and is usually more suitable for large data sets than hierarchical
clustering (Martinez et al., 2004). However, the construction of a dendrogram is
computationally prohibitive and the number of clusters needs to be chosen prior
to analysis (Jain et al., 1999; Witten and Frank, 2005; Martinez et al., 2004; Hastie
et al., 2001).

2.4.3

Model-Based Clustering

Both hierarchical and k-means classification techniques follow a deterministic process where the generated clusters and their members are somewhat dependent on
the ordering of samples (Witten and Frank, 2005). Consequently, a third method,
model-based clustering techniques might be more appropriate for classifying
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Figure 2.5: Demonstrates the process of k-means clustering using a sample of
individuals, with k = 2 clusters. Black dots represent centroid’s
biomechanical data. Model-based clustering techniques assign individuals to
clusters based on their fit to a given mathematical model. One often used model
is the Gaussian mixture model. The Gaussian clustering model is based on the
assumption that the distribution from the examined individuals is generated by
multiple probability distributions (Han et al., 2006) and clustering approaches aim
to detect these underlying distributions. To do so, a popular and well established
method is the maximum likelihood estimation which can be estimated using
the Expectation-Maximization algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977; Han et al., 2006).
The theory of model-based clustering will be explained using the example data
visualized below (Figure 2.6).
The idea of Gaussian mixture model clustering (in a biomechanical understanding) is that every movement strategy can be represented by a specific probability
distribution, among the overall probability distribution. Hence, every movement strategy can be presented as a cluster with its own distribution (mean and
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Figure 2.6: Example of a sample of features of individuals
standard deviation). The Expectation-Maximization algorithm can be used to
identify underlying distribution within the probability distribution and can be
seen as an extension of the k-means algorithm (Han et al., 2006). As in k-means,
the Expectation-Maximization algorithm starts with a guess by generating k random probability distributions. Subsequently, it calculates for each individual the
probability of a membership to one of the k estimated probability distributions
(Expectation). The calculated probability of membership is then used to update
or re-estimate the mean and standard deviation of the generated k probability distributions (Maximization). This process is repeated until the mean and standard
deviation of the k probability distributions converge (Figure 2.7; Han et al. 2006;
Martinez et al. 2004). The interested reader is referred for further reading to the
text of McLachlan and Peel D. (2000).

2.4.4

Factors that Influence the Performance of a Cluster Analysis

Input Features The success of a subgroup analysis is not just dependent on
the choice of the right clustering technique; it is also dependent on the input
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Figure 2.7: Result of Gaussian mixture model clustering using a sample of individuals
features (observations of individuals) used (Jain et al., 1999). Jain et al. reported
that no critical analysis of clustering algorithms has examined the important
questions: ”Should the input features be normalized?” and ”Which normalization
approach is appropriate for a given situation?”. Normalisation refers to the
change of the features domain into another domain which could expose important
information. Consequently, normalizing the input features can be really helpful
in identifying the ’true’ clusters of the data. To date, numerous normalization
techniques exist; e.g. Chebyshev, Mahalanobis, City-block (Manhattan) Metric,
Minkowski to name just a few. It appears that current research has aimed to create
specific measures to optimize the accuracy for a given situation. However, the
effect of normalizing input features when identifying movement strategies from
biomechanical data has not been examined previously.
Normalization techniques are based on two basic ideas. The first theory
is to use the distance between features as a indicator of similarity. A simple
normalization technique to increase the strength of the distance is to use the
squared Euclidean distance, which could increase the ability to identify movement
strategies of a clustering technique. The second theory is to use the relationship
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between individuals as a indicator of similarity. A simple normalization technique
to expose the relationship between individuals is to transform into their input
features their correlation.
A aim of data clustering in biomechanics is to classify different movement
patterns into separate clusters. Movement patterns that are similar are, theoretically, likely to be correlated, and might ’overlap’ in space with other movement
patterns due to a wide range of feature magnitudes. Therefore, using the distance
as a indicator of similarity might not be sufficient, while using the relationship
may be sufficient. The reviewed gait studies that used a subgroup analysis used
exclusively the Euclidean distance (original distance domain), which might have
hampered their ability to separate movement patterns accurately. To the author’s
knowledge, no biomechanical study has examined the influence of normalising input features on the ability of a clustering technique to identify movement pattern.
The present work is focused on only one distance measure (Euclidean Distance)
and similarity measure (correlation). The reader who wants more information on
normalization techniques is advised to research ’proximity measures’ or to read
the following texts Jain et al. (1999), Everitt et al. (2011) or Carugo and Eisenhaber
(2010).

The Number of Clusters

Of equal importance to choosing the appropriate

distance measure is the choice of the number of clusters. To examine how many
clusters should be used during a cluster analysis a variety of ideas exist and four
approaches will be briefly explained using the example data (Figure 2.6).
The first approach uses ’fusion levels’ and the ’elbow rule’ to estimate the best
number of clusters. Both were introduced by Mojena (1977) and can only be used
when performing hierarchical clustering. The ’fusion level’ is described by the
distance between the groupings, which is plotted against the number of clusters.
To decide how many clusters should be used, the user has to search the ’elbow’ in
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the generated curve (Figure 2.8). The ’elbow’ is indicated by a distinctive break
in the decreasing slope of the ’fusion level’. Using the example data (Figure 2.6),
the ’fusion levels’ and the ’elbow rule’ suggest to use two clusters (Figure 2.8).
The advantage of this approach is its simplicity, but with more complex data set
multiple ’elbows’ can occur which suggests multiple ’best’ numbers of clusters.

Figure 2.8: Fusion levels of the sample of individuals. It can be seen that the
’elbow’ in occurs at k = 2 clusters
The second approach to estimate how many clusters should be chosen is
the silhouette statistic. The silhouette statistic can be used for any clustering
technique and visualizes the similarity between every individual within a cluster
(Figure 2.9). Individuals with a large silhouette value (width which can range
from 0 to 1) are well classified, while individuals with small silhouette values are
classified poorly (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990; Martinez et al., 2004).
For the example data, it can be seen that almost all individuals, for k = 2 in
clusters 1 and 2, have high silhouette values, while for k = 3 most silhouette values
in clusters 1 and 2 are low. In addition, Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990) suggested
using the average silhouette width to estimate the number of clusters. The overall
mean silhouette values are 0.92 and 0.82 for k = 2 and k = 3, respectfully. Based
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Figure 2.9: Silhouette statistic of the sample of individuals. The red line in cluster
1 in the left graph represents one random individual
on the author’s interpretation of both the silhouette plot’s overall mean silhouette
values, two clusters (k = 2) is the better choice for the example data.
The third approach is called gap statistic (Tibshirani et al., 2001). Gap statistic
can be used for any clustering technique and seems to be successful at estimating
the number of clusters (Hastie et al., 2001; Martinez et al., 2004). In gap statistic,
the within-cluster dispersion of a data set [log(Wk )] is compared with the average
within-cluster dispersion [log(W̄k )] computed from B reference data sets (uniform
copy’s of the real data) that hold a null distribution (no clusters). The difference
∗
between the within-cluster dispersions (Wk,b
) represents the gap statistic (Equation

2.6 and 2.7).

gap(k) = W̄k − log(Wk )

(2.6)

where

W̄k =

1 X
∗
log(Wk,b
)
B b
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(2.7)

Tibshirani et al. (2001) suggest that the optimal number of clusters is when the
k gap statistic is greater or equal to the k-1 cluster minus its standard deviation of
the within-cluster dispersion of the computed B reference data sets (Equation 2.8,
2.9 and 2.10).
s
sdk =

1 X
∗
− W̄ )
log(Wk,b
B b

(2.8)

p
1 + 1/B

(2.9)

sk = sdk

gap(k) ≥ gap(k = 1) − sk+1

(2.10)

The interested reader is referred to the text of Tibshirani et al. (2001) or Martinez et al. (2004) for further information. For the given example, the optimal
number of clusters is k = 2 (Figure 2.10).

Figure 2.10: Gap statistic of the sample of individuals
The reader should note the local maxima in the plotted gap statistic at k = 3 and
k = 5. These local maxima show an increase in the gap between the within-cluster
dispersion of a data set to the within-cluster dispersion for the reference data sets
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and indicate that choosing 3 or 5 clusters might also give a beneficial insight to
the data.
The above presented approaches are somewhat dependent on visual inspection
and the experience of the user to read those graphs. Another approach, which
measures the predictive power for different solutions (i.e. the different number of
clusters) and that does not depend on visual inspection is cross-validation. Crossvalidation is often used to estimate the value of smoothing factors (Martinez
et al., 2004; Ramsay, 2006) and can be used to evaluate the accuracy of a cluster
solution (Han et al., 2006). However, cross-validation can only be performed if a
dependent variable exists within the data. Fortunately, this is sometimes the case
in biomechanical data. To perform a cross-validation to determine the optimum
number of clusters, a regression analysis can be used to assess the predictive
power for the number of clusters, where the k (number of clusters) with the
highest ability to predict the dependent variable is the optimal solution. This is
in accordance with the aim of performing a cluster analysis to find an optimal
classification that maximizes the ability to predict dependent variables of a data
set (Han et al., 2006).

2.5

Aims of This Work

The current process of identifying performance related factors in biomechanical
studies appears to have two major limitations: the use of the commonly performed
discrete point analysis, and the generally performed group analysis design. As
a consequence, previously found performance related factors are inconsistent
across CMJ studies which can hamper the ability to identify effective movement
techniques and neuromuscular intervention programmes.
Due to limitations in discrete point analysis, novel data analysis techniques
have been purposed for biomechanical analysis. One of the most promising
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techniques is functional principal component analysis (fPCA), which has been
shown to be much more powerful than discrete point analysis. However, it is
unclear if factors that have to be chosen during an fPCA influence the ability of
fPCA to identify performance related factors (Chapter 3 and 4). In addition, fPCA
holds two potential limitations for biomechanical experiments. Consequently,
the primary aim of the present work is to develop a novel technique which
can address the limitations of previously employed data analysis techniques
in biomechanics (Chapter 5).
In respect to the generally performed group analysis design, the review of
previous research supports the assumption that different movement strategies
exist across individuals. A group analysis does not account for this and hence may
significantly hamper the ability to identify performance related factors. The use
of a subgroup analysis has been shown to be successful in identifying different
movement strategies and might therefore be more appropriate than a group analysis. However, a limitation in subgroup analysis is that it is unclear what clustering
methods should be used and if the data should be normalized. Consequently,
the secondary aim of this work is to examine which of the most commonly
used methods of clustering should be used and whether data normalization
(Euclidan Distance vs. Correlation) is useful (Chapter 6).
The knowledge created by examining both aims will create a data analysis
framework which might be able to increase our knowledge in respect to what
factors are related to performance. Hence, a tertiary aim is to apply the created
data analysis framework to determine the performance related factors for the
CMJ (Chapter 7).
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Summary of aims for each chapter
Chapter 3 to examine if the chosen number of basis and order influence the ability
to detect performance related factors in fPCA.
Chapter 4 to identify the optimal variance threshold in fPCA for jump height
prediction.
Chapter 5 to present a self developed data analysis technique, which addresses
the limitations of discrete point analysis and fPCA.
Chapter 6 to assess and compare the performance of commonly used classification techniques to appropriately identify movement patterns within
kinematic and kinetic waveforms and to examine if there are benefits to
performing a subgroup analysis compared to the commonly used single
group analysis.
Chapter 7 to identify performance related factors in CMJ using the previously
identified most appropriate data analysis techniques.
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Chapter 3
The Influence of Number of Basis
and Order in Functional Data
3.1

Introduction

Despite the fact that fPCA has many advantages for data analysis in biomechanics,
the user needs to chose a number of basis (n basis) and order (h order; degree of
freedom - 1) when transforming the discrete into functional data. It is unclear
if these factors can influence the ability of fPCA to identify performance related
factors. A common suggestion is to use the smallest n basis and h order that
generate a good fit to the observed data (Ramsay, 2006; Ferraty, 2011). The
fit to the observed data can be assessed by various approaches such as visual
examination or a root mean square error (RMSE) measure (Ramsay, 2006; Ferraty,
2011). However, suggested values might differ across approaches and it is not
clear if and how strong such differences affect the ability to describe a dependent
variable (e.g. jump height).
The aim of this section is to examine if the suggested values of n basis and
h order differ between the methods of ’visual examination’ and RMSE, and if
differences effect the ability to detect performance related factors in fPCA.
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3.2

Method

For the visual examination, the smallest n basis and h order that resulted in a
good fit, judged by the author, were used as suggested n basis and h order.
For the RMSE approach, the RMSE was generated for multiple n basis and h
order. To estimate the optimal n basis, the RMSE was calculated for a range of n
basis (n = 5, ... ,49)1 , with h order set at h = 52 . To estimate the optimal k order, the
RMSE was calculated for a range of h order (h = 1, ... ,25), with n basis set at n =
25.
The RMSE (Equation 3.1) was generated by calculating the root square of the
difference between the solved function and the observed data (discrete curve).
The RMSE was averaged across each curve (i).

RM SE = N −1

Xp
(f unctioni − discrete curvei )2

(3.1)

The n basis and h order were considered as optimal when no significant
decrease in the RMSE occurred (Equation 3.2).

RM SEn−1,h−1  RM SEn,h ≈ RM SEn+1,h+1

(3.2)

To assess the ability of the suggested n basis and h order to describe a dependent variable, a stepwise multiple regression model was performed for each of
the given n basis and h order. The r2 -value generated by the stepwise multiple
regression model was used as the ability measure. The jump height of a CMJ was
chosen as the dependent variable because it is fully captured by force generated
during the propulsion phase. A sample of 42 force curves (from 42 separate people), captured using two force platforms (1000 Hz; BP-600900, AMTI, MA, USA),
1

The minimum number of examined basis is equal to the chosen degrees of freedom used
during the transformation. The maximum number of examined basis is one less than the minimal
number of discrete points within a curve across the examined curves
2
H order was set at 5 to allow a flexible adaptation of the function to the discrete data
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was used for the analysis. All curves were normalized to body mass (N/BM)
and only the propulsion phases were used for analysis. Functional principal
component scores were generated using VARIMAX rotated functional principal
components and used as input variables (Appendix B). The VARIMAX rotated
functional principal components accounted for 99 % of the variance in the data
set.

3.3

Results

The visual examination demonstrated a good fit between the functional and
discrete data at n = 20 and h = 3. Basis and order below these values resulted
in an under fitting of the function to the discrete data (shifted peak values and
differences in magnitude; Figure 3.1). The suggested n basis and h order explained
81 % of the variances in jump height (r2 = 0.81).

Figure 3.1: Example of under fitting caused by choosing a too little basis (n = 5, h
= 3)
For the RMSE approach, no significant decrease in the RMSE occurred at n
= 25 and h = 3 (Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3). The suggested n basis and h order
explained 81 % of the variances in jump height (r2 = 0.81).
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Figure 3.2: RMSE and r2 -values for a given numbers of basis

Figure 3.3: RMSE and r2 -values for a given order

3.4

Discussion

While visual examination (n = 20 and h = 3) and RMSE (n = 25 and h = 3) differed
in their suggestion how many basis should be used, no difference exist between
them in terms of their ability to describe the dependent variable. Both approaches
were able to describe 81 % of the variances in jump height (r2 = 0.81). Hence the
use of either visual examination or RMSE is a valid suggestion for how many
basis and order should be used when transforming discrete into functional data.
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Further, the assumption that the chosen n basis and h order can limit the ability
of fPCA to describe a dependent variable is not supported. The influence of n
basis and h order to describe variances in jump height is minor for functions that
result in a good fit to the observed data. This is demonstrated by the consistency
of r2 -values around the suggested n basis and h order (Figure 3.2 and 3.3).

3.5

Conclusion

The choice of n basis and h order has a minor effect on ability of functional data to
describe a dependent variable, for functions which show a good fit to the discrete
observations. Hence, the need to choose n basis and h order does not represent
a limitation in functional data analysis. However, the choice of n basis needs to
result in a good fit to the discrete data, which can be judged by visual examination
or the RMSE. The chosen h order should be between 3 and 5 as suggested in
Ramsay (2006).
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Chapter 4
Identification of an Optimal Number
of Principal Components
4.1

Introduction

Another important factor in fPCA is the chosen amount of preserved information.
The amount of information preserved in a principal component is described by
its Eigen value and the sum of all Eigen values fully describes the examined data.
When applying fPCA, a threshold (x % of the total variance in the data) is chosen
by the user, which defines the amount of information preserved and determines
the number of retained principal components. While a variety of thresholds have
been used across previous studies, a threshold of 95 % or less appears to be the
most common in recent biomechanical studies (Table 4.1; Carriero et al. 2009;
Mantovani et al. 2011; Harrison et al. 2007; Daffertshofer et al. 2004; Deluzio and
Astephen 2007; Newell et al. 2006; Dona et al. 2009; Wrigley et al. 2006; Coffey
et al. 2011; Epifanio et al. 2008; Donoghue et al. 2008).
This 95 % threshold is chosen based on the fact that a small number of principal
components usually describe essential features of the data (Daffertshofer et al.,
2004; Donoghue et al., 2008). Consequently, principal components beyond the
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Table 4.1: Summary of previous used examined percentage of within the analyzed
data
Study
Examined % of variance
(Carriero et al. 2009)
61.0
(Mantovani et al. 2011)
85.0
(Harrison, Ryan, and Hayes 2007)
<90.0
(Daffertshofer et al. 2004)
90.0
(Deluzio and Astephen 2007)
90.0
(Newell et al. 2006)
94.3
(Dona, Preatoni, and Cobelli 2009)
95.0
(Wrigley et al. 2006)
97.0
(Coffey et al. 2011)
97.5
(Epifanio et al. 2008)
97.8
(Donoghue et al. 2008)
<98.0

threshold of 95 % are often discarded as they are thought to have very little
influence (Donoghue et al., 2008). A tool that can be used to determine beyond
what number of principal components there will be little influence on the data
is the scree plot. A scree plot is a line that shows how much variance within
a data set is preserved by a number of principal component (red line in figure
4.1). However, the captured influence of principal components in this context
is assessed only in relation to the data’s variance rather than the variance in the
dependent variable, the latter of which is extremely important in biomechanical
analyses. It is important to realise that the effect size of a principal component
describes its influence to the data and not its influence to the dependent variable
(von Tscharner et al., 2013).To date, no biomechanical studies appear to have
examined if there is an optimal threshold that retains sufficient information to
best describe a dependent variable.
The aim of this chapter is to identify the optimal threshold for jump height
prediction and test if a principal component beyond the 95 % threshold can have
significant influence on explaining the dependent variable.
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4.2

Method

A feed-forward back-propagation network (network) with a single hidden layer
containing 20 hidden units was used to identify the optimal threshold for inferring
a dependent variable (jump height) from an input matrix (principal component
scores). The jump height of a CMJ was chosen as the dependent variable because
it is fully captured by the force generated during the propulsion phase of the jump.
A sample of 42 force curves (from 42 separate people), captured using two force
platforms (1000 Hz; BP-600900, AMTI, MA, USA), was used for the analysis. All
curves were normalized to body mass (N/BM) and only the propulsion phases
were used for analysis.
Functional principal component analysis was performed to generate principal
components for a given threshold using the captured force curves. The generated
principal components were VARIMAX rotated to optimize their interpretability
(Ramsay, 2006; Harrison et al., 2007). Principal component scores were calculated
to reflect the degree to which a subject is affected by a principal component over
the whole function (Ramsay, 2006).
The fPCA threshold can be seen as a parameter of the jump height’s prediction
model. In machine learning the optimal value for such parameters is typically
chosen using a leave-one-out cross-validation, which uses one sample as the
test data and retains the other samples as training data (Hastie et al., 2001; Han
et al., 2006). This process was repeated until each sample was used once as test
data. The network was trained using the principal component scores as input
data and jump heights as target data. After training, the principal component
scores of the test sample were input into the network to predict jump height. The
absolute difference between predicted and actual jump height (absolute error)
was calculated to measure the accuracy of the network, and averaged over each
round of cross-validation. Cross-validation was performed for fPCA thresholds
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from 75-100 % by increasing the number of retained principal components. The
entire process was repeated 25 times using different random initial weights in the
network to achieve a repeatable measure of the expected accuracy.
A repeated measurement ANOVA (Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons) was performed to examine the effect of the threshold on the magnitude
and spread of the absolute error of the network. The significance level was set at
α = 0.05. Data processing and statistical analysis were performed using MatLab
(R2012a, MathWorks Inc., USA).

4.3

Results

The statistical analysis and visual inspection show clear differences across the generated absolute errors (Figure 4.1). Thresholds smaller than 90 % (up to 2 principal
components) show the largest magnitude and spread in absolute errors when predicting jump height, thresholds smaller than 99 % (up to 5 principal components)
and greater than 99.9 % (more than 11 principal components) show moderate
absolute errors and a wide spread of the absolute errors, while thresholds between
99 % (from 6 principal components) to 99.9 % (to 10 principal components) show
the smallest magnitude and spread in absolute errors. The statistical analysis
found significantly lower (p < 0.001) absolute errors for the thresholds between 99
% and 99.9 % compared to other thresholds. The spread in absolute error values
was significantly greater in thresholds for principal component 1-4 compared to
thresholds for principal component 2-25 (p < 0.05).

4.4

Discussion

Findings show that fPCA thresholds between 99-99.5 % (optimal threshold) are
most effective in describing jump height, generating significantly lower absolute
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Figure 4.1: Absolute error (cross-validated) of the used network in predicting
jump height from principal component scores. Each point is the average accuracy
from a complete run of cross-validation
error than other thresholds. Thresholds below the optimal threshold (< 99 %) generated significantly higher absolute errors, indicating that the performed fPCA did
not preserve enough information for the neural network to find the relationship
between input data and target (dependent) data accurately. Thresholds above the
optimal threshold (> 99.5 %) generated significantly higher absolute errors than
the optimal threshold, because they preserved unnecessary information (such
as noise) that decreased the power of the input data to explain the target data.
Further, statistical analysis and visual inspection of the generated absolute error
shows higher variation in absolute error below or above the optimal threshold,
highlighting again either a lack of information or too much information retained.
The findings indicate that principal components beyond the threshold of 95
% can hold very important information, demonstrating that the effect size of
principal components represents its relation to the variances in the data, not the
variances in the dependent variable. Consequently, principal components beyond
the threshold of 95 % had a large influence on the dependent variable (jump
height) and decreased significantly absolute error values. For example, principal
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Table 4.2: The percentage of the data’s variance explained by a principal component (PC), the absolute error and the change in absolute error
PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 PC8
% PC
75.6 13.9 6.1 2.1 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.3
absolute error
7.3 7.8 6.4 6.1 5.4 2.4 2.5 2.6
change in absolute error --0.5 -1.4 -0.3 -0.7 -3.0 0.1 0.1

component 6 accounted for 0.5 % of the variances in the data and decreased the
absolute error of the jump height prediction by 3 cm, while principal component
2 accounting for 13.9 % of the variances in the data actually increased the absolute
error of the jump height prediction by 0.5 cm (Table 4.2).
This has also been demonstrated in previous research. von Tscharner et al.
(2013) reports that principal components (generated using discrete waveforms)
accounting for as little as 3.3 % and 1.8 % allowed for a significant classification
rate of 72.7 % and 81.8 %, respectively. Harrison et al. (2007), who considered
only three principal components (< 90 % of the total variance in the data), found
a principal component accounting only 7 % of the variances in the data to be
the best discriminator between different development stages in vertical jumps
performed by children. This indicates that fPCA as employed in most previous
studies may have been limited in its ability to identify factors; eight of the twelve
studies listed in table 4.1 have not examined variances beyond 95 % and hence
ignored possible important information. Further, principal components beyond a
threshold of 99.9 % significantly increase absolute error in this experiment. This
indicates that principal components beyond a threshold of 99.9 % can be discarded
without the lost of important information.
Finally, the number of principal components suggested by the scree plot (4
principal components) differs from the optimal number identified by the network.
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The scree plot underestimates the number of principal component needed to
describe jump height because it assesses the influence of a principal component
to the data’s variance, not the variances in the dependent variable. It should be
noted however that this comment specifically relates to the number of principal
components needed to describe the dependent variable. The use of the scree
plot may be appropriate when selecting the number of principal components to
describe variances in the data.

4.5

Conclusion

An optimal fPCA threshold to describe a dependent variable (jump height) accurately utilizing force data is within 99-99.9 %. A scree plot should not be used to
choose the number of principal components when the research aim is to describe a
dependent variable (although it can possibly be used when the research question
relates to describing the variances in the data set itself). Further, the findings
demonstrate it is extremely important to select the correct number of principal
components because even principal components that account for only a small
amount of variance in the whole data set can account for large variances in a
dependent variable.
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Chapter 5
Analysis of Characterising Phases
5.1

Introduction

The identification of performance related factors is a major goal in sports biomechanics, providing useful information to athletes, coaches and sport scientists
for developing and improving training programs to optimise performance. The
most commonly used technique to identify such features is discrete point analysis,
which reduces the dimensionality of a waveform by examining pre-selected ’key’
measures (e.g. maximum or minimum). However, this approach may present
three significant limitations. Firstly, the pre-selection of measures is strongly
dependent on previous knowledge and has the potential to discard extremely important information (Donoghue et al., 2008; Dona et al., 2009). Secondly, discrete
point analysis does not necessarily take into account the position of ’key’ measures. For example, when examining the peak in a bi-modal waveform, the peak
could occur at the first or second maximum. Consequently, discrete point analysis
has the potential to compare measures that represent non-related neuromuscular
capacities. Finally, discrete point analysis cannot examine performance related
features that exist as phases.
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One possible solution to overcome these limitations is to analyze kinematic and
kinetic waveforms as a whole, by performing for example a functional principal
component analysis (fPCA; section 2.3.1), which has been recommended over
discrete point analysis by a number of researchers (Donoghue et al., 2008; Dona
et al., 2009; Godwin et al., 2010; Harrison et al., 2007; Newell et al., 2006; Ramsay,
2006; Ryan et al., 2006). The key benefit of fPCA is the ability to reduce the
dimensionality of a set of signals, while preserving the information needed to
describe a data set (Jolliffe, 2005). In addition, fPCA is part of the functional
data analysis family, and treats a signal as a single function rather than as a
series of individual data points. As such, fPCA does not require a linear time
normalization, which can alter the data (Dona et al., 2009), allowing examination
of the underlying structure while maintaining all of the information in the signal
(Ramsay, 2006). Despite the fact that fPCA has many advantages for data analysis
in biomechanics it also presents three possible limitations (section 2.3.1).
To date, no data analysis technique appears to fully address the above mentioned limitations. The aim of this section is to present a self developed data
analysis technique named ’Analysis of Characterising Phase’, which aims to
address the limitations within discrete point analysis and fPCA.

5.2

The Idea of Analysis of Characterising Phases

The main idea behind Analysis of Characterising Phases (ACP) is to detect phases
of variance (pattern characterising phases) within a data set, which are separated
into segments (based on their influence on the pattern characterising phases). The
segments with the strongest effect are considered as key phases and are utilized
to calculate subject scores (similarity scores). Similarity scores aim to capture
how similar two waveforms are over a key phase and can be calculated utilizing
the time, magnitude and the combined magnitude-time domain; allowing for
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a statistical analysis for differences across groups, or a key phase’s relation to a
dependent variable in each domain of the waveform. If a key phase demonstrates
significant differences across groups, or a significant relation to a dependent variable, the process of computing and analyzing similarity scores is re-iterated for the
segment with the next highest effect on the pattern characterising phase to identify
the exact phase over which performance related factor exist (see section 5.3).
Examining similarity scores differs significantly from examining discrete measures (e.g. peak force). A discrete measure solely represents a ’snapshot’ of the
movement at a specific point in time and might not be capable of describing fully
a specific movement pattern that determines the success of movement. In contrast,
similarity scores represent a summary of multiple ’snapshots’ and may have a
greater ability to describe a movement pattern that relates to the performance
outcome of a movement.
Examining similarity scores also differs from examining principal component
scores because similarity scores are not influenced by non-key phases. As described in section 2.3.1, it is assumed that ’key phases’ have an overwhelming
effect on the magnitude of principal component scores. However, non-key phases
contribute to a principal component scores’ magnitude, which could hamper
the ability of fPCA to describe a movement pattern that does relate to the performance outcome of a movement. In contrast to principal component scores,
the magnitude of a similarity score is determined exclusively by key phases. In
addition, due to the generation of principal component scores, fPCA requires the
user to subjectively identify the phases of the movement cycle which influence
the movement outcome (i.e. jump height); because principal component scores
are generated over the whole movement cycle. In contrast, ACP identifies these
phases objectively, which is important to identify the exact phase that has to be
overloaded during a training intervention to enhance performance.
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Another advantage of identifying key phases is the possibility to examine
the time, magnitude and combined magnitude-time domain, by extracting the
information within the identified key phases. Examining every domain of a waveform might give a better insight into the performance of a movement; examining
the combined magnitude-time domain might hold important information (e.g.
impulse-momentum relationship) and has not been examined before.

5.3

The Process of Analysis of Characterising Phases

The following section explains ACP (Figure 5.1) and is separated in three sections:
a) normalization, b) identification of characterising phases and, c) examining
pattern characterizing phases. Initial steps of ACP (data normalization and Eigen
analysis) are covered in Appendix A and B.

Normalization Biomechanical data is often a collection of waveforms differing in length (duration), which has to be normalized before applying ACP
using both the magnitude and time domain. A basis b-spline system can be used
as an approach for normalization to avoid linear time normalization. General
properties of basis b-spline system are outlined elsewhere (Ramsay, 2006; Eilers
and Marx, 1996; Daffertshofer et al., 2004).

Identification of Pattern - Characterizing Phases To identify key phases,
ACP uses the magnitude domain to calculate a variance-covariance matrix, which
describes the variance in the data and can be seen as a ’Model of Variance’. To
detect and separate patterns of variation contained in the variance-covariance
matrix, ACP performs an Eigen analysis. An Eigen analysis seeks to find a simplified description of the variance-covariance matrix by solving the Eigen function
generating Eigen vectors, called principal components, and Eigen values. Prin-
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Figure 5.1: Flow chart describing the process of ACP
cipal components can be seen as a series of loadings, where high positive or
high negative values demonstrate high distribution, indicating a specific ’pattern
of variance’. Every principal component has a corresponding Eigen value that
represents the influence of a principal component on the data set. The sum of all
Eigen values fully describes the system created by the variance-covariance matrix,
where each Eigen value indicates the effect size of the corresponding principal
component (Appendix B). To increase the interpretability of the retained principal
component, ACP performs a VARIMAX rotation (Ramsay, 2006; Harrison et al.,
2007; Ryan et al., 2006). Subsequently, the rotated principal components are used
to identify pattern-characterizing phases, called key phases. Analysis of Characterizing Phases identifies the position and sign of the principal component’s absolute
maximum to establish a start and an end point of a key phase. The last value dif57

fering in sign before the absolute maximum is defined as the start of the key phase,
while the first value differing in sign after the absolute maximum is defined as the
end of the key phase (Figure 5.2a). After a key phase is identified ACP separates
the key phase into segments, based on thresholds (e.g. 100 %, 95 % and 90 % of the
principal component peak). These segments vary in their pattern-characterizing
potential from high to low. The highest pattern-characterizing potential is defined
by the data between thresholds 1 and 2 (Figure 5.2b). The second highest patterncharacterizing potential is defined by the segments between thresholds 2 and 3
prior and after the segment with the highest pattern-characterizing potential, and
so on.

Examining Pattern - Characterizing Phases To examine the identified key
phases, participant scores (similarity scores) have to be calculated as a measure
of behaviour across participants. Analysis of Characterizing Phases uses the
information gained in the previous step (Identification of Pattern - Characterizing
Phases) to calculate a similarity score which reflects the difference within the
segment holding the highest pattern-characterizing potential, between the curves
of a participant and a reference curve (e.g. mean curve). Similarity scores can
measure the relationship between curves with respect to time, magnitude or the
combined magnitude-time domain, and are used for statistical analysis. Similarity
score (SS) can be generated by calculating the area between a participant’s curve
(p) and the mean curve across the data set (q) for every point (i) within a key phase
(Equation 5.1 for the time or magnitude domain; Equation 5.2 for the combined
magnitude-time domain).
Z
score =
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qi − pi

(5.1)

Figure 5.2: Visualisation of a) the detection of the start and the end point of a key
phase over the whole function and, b) the separation of a key phase into segments
with different pattern-characterizing potential)

Z
score =

0.5(∆time qi,i+1 + ∆time pi,i+1 )∆magnitude qi pi

(5.2)

A low similarity score indicates high similarity between the signals, and vice
versa. Where a significant difference between the similarity scores is evident,
ACP re-calculates the similarity score within the segments of the next lowest
pattern-characterizing potential phase (to explore the exact phase over which
the difference exists). If, for example, the scores of the phase with the highest
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potential (Figure 5.2b: 81.8-87.7 %), defined between thresholds 1 and 2, were
able to describe the movement outcome, ACP iterates the analysis from the scores
generated with the segments within the second highest potential (Figure 5.2b:
80.1-81.8 % and 87.7-88.5 %), identified between thresholds 2 and 3, separately.
This process is terminated when (i) a non-significant stage, (ii) the start point, or
(iii) the end point of the key phase is reached, and explores the total phase over
which a difference exists. In the illustrated example given (Figure 5.2), it should
be noted that for the second iteration the score is calculated using the data ranging
from 80.1-81.8 % and 87.7-88.5 % of the movement cycle (individually), without
the data within the highest pattern-characterizing potential (81.8-87.7 %). This
allows ACP to individually explore phases with different pattern-characterizing
potential, thereby avoiding a possible overwhelming effect of a highly significant
phase erroneously causing a non-significant phase to appear significant.

5.4

Comparison to Other Data Analysis Techniques

To compare the ability of analysis techniques in identifying performance related
features, it is necessary to examine a movement where the performance outcome
is clearly defined and fully captured by the examined waveform. In CMJ, the
performance outcome (jump height) is fully determined by the force-time history
as evident from the impulse-momentum relationship for the propulsion phase.
The aim of this section is to compare and assess the ability of discrete point
analysis, fPCA and ACP in identifying performance related features captured by
the force generated during the propulsive phase of the CMJ.

5.4.1

Methods

Subjects One hundred-and twenty five male athletes (age = 22.4±4.2 years;
mass = 71.1±9.4 kg; height = 1.82±0.1 m), who were physically active, experienced
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in performing the CMJ (based on the sports they played: Gaelic football, Gaelic
hurling and basketball), and free from lower limb injury participated in this study.
The University Ethics Committee approved the study and all participants were
informed of any risk and signed an informed consent form before participation.

Data collection

Prior to data collection, every participant performed a stan-

dard warm-up routine consisting of low intensity jogging, stretching and ten
sub-maximal and five maximal CMJ. Data collection comprised of participants
performing 15 maximum effort CMJs without an arm swing, standing with each
foot on a separate force platform (1000 Hz; BP-600900, AMTI, MA, USA). Participants rested for 30 seconds between trials. Based on jump height, the best jump
performance of each subject was identified and used for analysis. Jump height
was calculated by the centre of mass vertical velocity at takeoff, with takeoff determined when the force fell below 5 N. Only the vertical force-time curve during the
propulsion phase was analysed because it holds the information needed to fully
describe jump height. The start of the propulsion phase was identified from the
power-time curve of the body’s centre of mass, when the power became positive
(Figure 5.3).

Discrete Point Analysis

Based on previous literature (Cormie et al., 2009;

Dowling and Vamos, 1993; Morrissey et al., 1998; Newton et al., 1999; Petushek
et al., 2010; Sheppard et al., 2008) the following measures were identified and used
for statistical analysis in the discrete point analysis: a) initial force, b) maximum
force, c) initial-to-maximum rate of force development, d) time from initial-tomaximum force, e) percentage initial-to-maximum force, f) time from maximum
force to take-off, and g) propulsion phase duration (Figure 5.4). Mean force and
the impulse were not included in the examined measures, since these variables
cannot give an insight into how movement technique or neuromuscular capacities
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Figure 5.3: Identification of the propulsion phase
should to be altered during a training intervention to enhance performance. The
initial-to-maximum rate of force development was calculated from the initial force
to the point at which the maximum force occurred (Cormie et al., 2009). All results
are reported as mean ± standard deviation.

Figure 5.4: Examined variables using the discrete point analysis on an example
force curve
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Functional Principal Component Analysis

Functional principal component

analysis was performed to generate principal component scores, which were used
for statistical analysis. The principal component scores used retained more than 99
% of the variance of the data (section 4.4), and were VARIMAX rotated to optimize
their interpretability (Harrison et al., 2007; Ramsay, 2006; Ryan et al., 2006). To
transform the discrete data into functional data a beta-spline (b-spline) basis
system was chosen because of its ability to model non-periodic data (Ramsay,
2006), and reproduce natural fluctuations (Ryan et al., 2006). No additional
smoothing was applied to the functional data as it resulted in good fit and smooth
derivatives. The time domain was not included within the extracted features as it
is not in most of the studies which previously used fPCA (Donoghue et al., 2008;
Dona et al., 2009; Godwin et al., 2010; Harrison et al., 2007; Ramsay, 2006; Ryan
et al., 2006).

Analysis of Characterising Phases Analysis of Characterising Phases was
applied to generate similarity scores, which were used for statistical analysis.
Key phases were identified using information from VARIMAX rotated functional
principal components, which retained more than 99% of the variance within the
data’s magnitude domain. Key phases were used to calculate similarity scores
for the time, magnitude and combined magnitude-time domain by calculating
the area between a participant’s curve (p) and the mean curve across the data set
(q) for every point (i) within a key phase (Equation 5.1 for the time or magnitude
domain; Equation 5.2 for the combined magnitude-time domain).

Data Analysis Generated features for each data analysis technique (discrete
measures, principal component scores and similarity scores) were input into a separate stepwise multiple regression model to assess the ability of each technique to
explain jump height. The ability of a regression model to describe jump height was
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judged based on its r2 -value, which was classified into weak (r2 < .09), moderate
(.09 < r2 < .49) and strong (r2 > .49; Cohen 1988). In a multiple regression model
two or more predictor variables can be highly correlated, which is called multicollinearity, which can affect the selection of predictor variables. Multicollinearity
can be addressed by a) removing one of the highly correlated features from the
data, or b) performing a principal components analysis to generate uncorrelated
features. However, the issue of multicollinearity was not addressed because the
present work focuses on identifying which technique has the greatest ability to
describe jump height not to identify which of factor determines jump height. The
normality of the data was assessed by calculating skewness and kurtosis statistics. Features were considered to be normally distributed if the magnitude of the
skewness and kurtosis statistics divided by their respective standard errors did
not exceed ± 1.95 (Howell, 2012). If a feature was not normally distributed, it was
log transformed. Features were considered as outliers and removed when their
value exceeded 1.5 times the interquartile range (Martinez et al., 2004). Residual
plots of the generated regression models were used to assess the presence or absence of homogeneity of variance (Gelman and Hill, 2007; Larsen and McCleary,
1972). To compare the accuracy of the three data analysis techniques to explain
jump height, the prediction error of each regression model was measured using a
leave-one-out cross validation (see section 4.2) and analyzed for differences using
a repeated measure ANOVA (Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons).
The significance level was set at p = 0.05. Data processing and statistical analyses
were performed in MATLAB (R2012a, MathWorks Inc., USA).

5.4.2

Results

All examined features (discrete measures, principal component scores and similarity scores) were normally distributed, except for the following discrete measures:
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initial-to-maximum rate of force development, time from initial-to-maximum
force and percentage initial-to-maximum force. Residual plots of the generated
regression models indicated a good fit and homogeneity of variance for the computed residuals. Residuals were normally distributed (p > 0.195) with less than 5
% of the standardized residuals extending beyond a value of 2 or -2.
The regression model created using discrete measures (p < 0.001, r2 = 0.228,
std. error = 6.1) generated a moderate ability to explain the variance in jump
height (Table 5.1). Predictor variables were maximum force (p < 0.001, std. slope
= 0.70, slope = 18.1, 95 % CI = 11.9 to 24.3) and phase duration (p = 0.002, std.
1 = 0.36, slope = 54.6, 95% CI = Tables
slope
19.1 to 90.1).
2
Table 1: Predictor variables and r² values2of the generated regression models
Table
5.1: Predictor variables and r values of the generated regression models
Discrete point analysis
standardized
coefficient
0.70

feature
peak force
phase duration

0.36

Analysis of
Characterizing Phases

Functional principal component
analysis
feature
standardized
coefficient
estimated phase
PCscore5
0.39
80-88%

feature

PCscore1

phase 5

standardized
coefficient
0.40
comb.| 82-87%

1-13%

0.18

phase 2

comb.| 28-42%

0.60

PCscore2

24-46%

0.22

phase 3

time | 91-94%

1.76

PCscore3

90-95%

0.49

phase 4

comb.| 57-69%

0.65

phase 1

comb.| 1-9%

1.20

comb.| 91-94%

0.24

domain | phase

phase 3
r² = 0.228

3

r² = 0.787

r² = 0.989

Table 2: Prediction errors computed the generated regression models

The regression model created using
principal
component
scores (p < 0.001,
DPA
fPCA
ACP
r2 = 0.787, std. errorerror
= 3.2)
used four scores as predictor variables and showed a
(mean ± std) 5.03 ± 3.93 2.49 ± 2.18 0.59 ± 0.049
strong ability to explain jump heightDPA
(Table
variables were forces
< fPCA5.1).
< ACPPredictor
(p < 0.01)
at the beginning (approx. 1-13%, p < 0.001, std. slope *=p <0.18,
0.01 slope = 0.8, 95 % CI
= 0.4
4 to 1.3) the middle (approx. 24-46 %, p < 0.001, std. slope = 0.22, slope = 0.7,
95 % CI = 0.3 to 1.1) and the end (approx. 80-88 %, p < 0.001, std. slope = 0.39,
slope = 3.9, 95 % CI = 2.7 to 4.3 and approx. 90-95 %, p = 0.002, std. slope = 0.49,
slope = -1.5, 95 % CI = -2.5 to -0.5) of the movement cycle (Figure 5.5).
Similarity scores from the ACP method demonstrated the strongest ability
to explain variances in jump height (p < 0.001, r2 = 0.989, std. error = 0.7). The
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Figure 5.5: Predictor variables identified using fPCA indicating that differences in
jump height are described by forces over the movement cycle of approx. 1-13 %,
approx. 24-46 %, approx. 80-88 % and approx. 90-95 %
ACP regression model explained 98.9 % of the variance in jump height using five
key-phases as predictor variables utilizing information from the time domain
and the magnitude-time domain (Table 5.1). Predictor variables used in the ACP
regression model were key-phases in the beginning (1-9 %, p < 0.001, std. slope =
1.20, slope = 2765.6, 95 % CI = 2610.3 to 2920.8), the middle (28-42 %, p < 0.001,
std. slope = 0.60, slope = 1412.3, 95 % CI = 1328.3 to 1496.4 and 57-69 %, p < 0.001,
std. slope = 0.65, slope = 1167.6, 95 % CI = 1068.5 to 1266.6) and the end (82-87 %,
p < 0.001, std. slope = 0.40, slope = 1408.1, 95 % CI = 1249.8 to 1566.2; 91-94 %, p
< 0.001, std. slope = 0.24, slope = 1406.1, 95 % CI = 1165.8 to 1646.5) utilizing the
combined force-time domain; and the end of the movement cycles utilizing the
time domain alone (91-94 %, p < 0.001, std. slope = 1.76, slope = 4422.0, 95 % CI =
4233.2 to 4610.8; Figure 5.6).
With respect to the prediction errors computed during the leave-one-out cross
validation, the regression model created using the three data analysis techniques
differed significantly from each other (p < 0.01, Table 5.2): discrete measures
(error = 5.03±3.93cm) were greater than principal component scores from fPCA
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1

Tables

2

Table 1: Predictor variables and r² values of the generated regression models

Analysis of
Functional principal component
Characterizing Phases
analysis
Figure 5.6: Summarising
predictor
of ACP indicating
that
differences
standardized
feature variables
standardized
feature
standardized
feature
coefficient
coefficient
coefficient
estimated
phase
domain | phase
in jump height are described by
forces
over the movement
cycle of 1-9 %, 28-42
peak force
0.70 PCscore5
0.39 phase 5
0.40
80-88%
comb.| 82-87%
Discrete point analysis

% and 57-69 %, in the force-time domain; and 91-94 % in the time, force and
phase duration
0.36 PCscore1
0.18 phase 2
0.60
1-13%
comb.| 28-42%
force-time domain
PCscore2

24-46%

0.22

phase 3

time | 91-94%

1.76

PCscore3

90-95%

0.49

phase 4

comb.| 57-69%

0.65

comb.| 91-94%

0.24

(error = 2.49±2.18cm) which was greater than similarity
scores from
ACP 1.20
(error =
phase 1
comb.| 1-9%
0.59±0.49cm).r² = 0.228
3

phase 3
r² = 0.787

r² = 0.989

Table 2: Prediction errors computed the generated regression models

Table 5.2: Prediction errors computed the generated regression models

error (mean ± std)

DPA

fPCA

ACP

5.03 ± 3.93

2.49 ± 2.18

0.59 ± 0.049

DPA > fPCA > ACP (p < 0.01)
* p < 0.01

4

5.4.3

Discussion

The analysis techniques differ in their ability to describe the dependent variable
jump height. Based on their effectiveness (high to low) the techniques are ranked:
ACP (99 %), fPCA (79 %) and discrete point analysis (23 %).
Discrete point analysis had the lowest ability because it was not only incapable
of generating strong predictors from the force curves, it also generated erroneous
variables and hence treats non-related features as related features. For example,
visual examination of each force curve indicated that the curves were frequently
non-, uni- or bi-modal. The inconsistency in the curve shape resulted in large
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differences in the position of maximum force; maximum force could occur at the
start (non-modal), the middle or the end (uni- or bi-modal) of the movement cycle.
Hence, maximum force does not describe a consistent neuromuscular capacity
across subjects, making it difficult to identify appropriate training interventions,
and should only be examined when the shape of the examined waveforms is
considered1 . The same argument holds for time from initial-to-maximum force,
percentage initial-to-maximum force and initial-to-maximum rate of force development, because of their dependency on maximum force. Due to the pre-selection
of key measures and the inability to take into account their position, discrete
point analysis failed to generate information which would help to improve our
knowledge beyond the impulse-momentum relationship itself. These findings
(i) provide support for the suggestion that fPCA and ACP are better suited than
discrete point analysis for examination of waveforms with multi-modal shapes
(as well as novel or little researched data curves in biomechanics), and (ii) may
explain the direct contrast in findings between previous studies that used discrete
point analysis, where some found maximum force to be a performance related
factor (Cormie et al., 2009; Dowling and Vamos, 1993; Sheppard et al., 2008) while
others did not (Morrissey et al., 1998; Newton et al., 1999; Petushek et al., 2010).
The comparison between ACP and fPCA indicates that ACP is more effective
in describing jump height than fPCA (r2 = 99 % vs. r2 = 79 %, respectively)2 . A
1

In addition, no significant correlation exists between maximum force and jump height. However, this might be due to the differences in modality (curve shape). To examine the influence of
the modality of the curves each force curve was divided into two phases (phase1: 0-60 %; phase2:
60-100 %) and the magnitude and timing of the maximum force in each phase was re-examined
for correlation to jump height. The timing and magnitude of the maximum force in the second
phase were subsequently identified as moderate performance related factors (p = .003, r2 = .315
and p = .039, r2 = .172, respectively). The relationship between maximum force in the second
phase and jump height is similar to results reported by Dowling and Vamos (1993) and Harman
et al. (1990) who found a significant relationship of maximum force (unspecified region) to jump
height of r2 = 0.28 and r2 = 0.27, respectively.
2
It might be argued the ACP resulted in a higher ability to describe jump height because it
considered a greater range of the captured force curves. However, the reader should note that the
ACP regression model using two predictor variables (phase 5comb. and phase 1mag. ) had an equal
ability (r2 = 79 %) to the fPCA regression model using four predictor variables to describe jump
height.
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major reason for the difference between the techniques is that fPCA does not
inherently consider the time domain. To treat both techniques equally the variable
’phase duration’ was added to the fPCA regression model. This increases its
ability to explain variances in jump height by 12 % (r2 = 91 %) and highlights
the need to consider the time domain when performing fPCA. However, while
including the time domain enhanced the ability of fPCA to describe jump height,
ACP still outperforms fPCA by 8 %. The greater effectiveness of ACP is likely due
to a combination of three factors. Firstly, in contrast to fPCA, ACP utilizes the
combined magnitude-time domain. The benefit of examining the magnitude-time
domain is highlighted by the fact that the ACP regression model frequently included variables from the combined magnitude-time domain rather than features
from the magnitude domain. Secondly, unlike fPCA, ACP examined key phases
of the waveforms without the influence of non-key phases. Differences between
athletes are often small and non key phases can artificially increase or decrease
a subject score, which can alter findings and mask performance related features.
Finally, while ACP generates subject scores utilizing a key phase, fPCA generates
subject scores utilizing generated functional data. Functional data is represented
by coefficients that are calculated over pre-defined phases. The duration and
location of these phases is chosen prior to analysis and based on the fit of the
functional data to the discrete data. This approach can be a limitation as the
pre-defined phases do not coincide with key phases of the waveform. Key phases
spread across the pre-defined start and end points of the computed coefficients
can result in a reduced ability to capture key phases (Figure 5.7). In addition,
while not an aim of the present study, it is worth noting that fPCA is further limited because it generally requires the user to subjectively identify the phases of the
movement cycle which influence the movement outcome (i.e. jump height), while
ACP identifies them objectively. Given that biomechanical studies attempt to
identify an appropriate training intervention it is important to accurately identify
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the phase over which the performance related factor acts to ensure that a training
intervention enhances the performance related factor.

Figure 5.7: Demonstrates the possible disadvantage of using pre-defined boundaries of the basis when transforming discrete data to functional data. Key phases
might not be captured well as key phases do not lie within the boundaries of the
n basis
In conclusion, the continuous techniques (fPCA and ACP) were more effective
at identifying performance related features in the force curves of countermovement jumps than discrete point analysis. Additionally, ACP seems superior to
fPCA, since it (i) is able to statistically analyze the time, magnitude and combined magnitude-time domains and, (ii) examines solely key phases without the
deleterious interaction of non-key phases. Consequently, ACP may be able to
identify previously hidden performance related features, thereby identifying the
movement phase over which a training program should aim to alter technique or
neuromuscular capacities to enhance performance outcome.
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5.5

Conclusion

This chapter introduced a new data analysis technique (Analysis of Characterising
Phases), which addresses limitations of discrete point analysis and fPCA. Findings,
strongly suggest the use of continuous waveform analysis. Both continuous
waveform analysis techniques (fPCA and ACP) were able to describe jump height
approximately 70 % better than discrete point analysis, while the use of ACP
is suggested over fPCA. The findings of this section can be summarized as the
following:
1. Discrete point analysis may not only fail to identify performance related factors,
but it can also identify erroneous factors. This may explain, at least in part,
the contrasting findings in the literature
2. Continuous data analysis procedures (ACP and fPCA) on the other hand, can
identify functionally relevant performance related factors
3. The analysis strongly highlighted the importance of including the time domain
when performing a fPCA, including the variable ’phase duration’ to the
fPCA regression model increases its ability to explain variances in jump
height by 12 % (r2 = 91 %)
4. ACP outperformed fPCA because subjects scores are not influenced by non-key
phases, ACP considers the combined magnitude-time domain and does not
use functional data to generate similarity scores
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Chapter 6
The Influence of Inter-Subject
Variability
6.1

Introduction

The countermovement jump (CMJ) is an important task in a number of sports (e.g.
volleyball, basketball) and its biomechanics have been frequently studied (Klavora,
2000). However, identified features that relate to the performance outcome (jump
height) are often inconsistent (section 2.1.2). This makes it difficult to conclude
which neuromuscular capacities or movement techniques should be altered to
enhance jump height, the criterion performance outcome in CMJs. The present
work has demonstrated that some of the contrasting findings across studies
may be due to the use of discrete point analysis (section 5.4.3). An alternative
to discrete point analysis is a continuous waveform analysis (e.g. functional
principal component analysis or analysis of characterizing phases) which has
grown in popularity within many disciplines, including biomechanics, and has
been reported to provide a better insight than discrete point analysis (Dona et al.,
2009; Donoghue et al., 2008; Newell et al., 2006; Godwin et al., 2010; Ryan et al.,
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2006; Harrison et al., 2007; Ramsay and Silverman, 2002). This is supported by
findings of the present work (section 5.4.3).
An additional reason for the inconsistencies across studies however, may
be inter-subject variability. Force curves generated during a CMJ can differ
significantly in shape across subjects (e.g. non-modal, uni-modal or bi-modal),
which could imply that different movement strategies are being employed, which
may in turn have different performance related factors. This might explain some
the contrasting findings, since previous studies generally employed a single group
analysis which can, if different shapes have different performance related factors,
mask performance related factors (Stergiou, 2004; Stergiou and Scott, 2005; Bates,
1996). An alternative to a single group analysis is a subgroup analysis, which
classifies similar patterns (curve shapes or movement strategies) into subgroups;
so called clusters. An optimal classification maximizes the ability to predict
dependent variables (e.g. jump height) of a data set (Han et al., 2006). To the
author’s knowledge it appears that none of the previous CMJ studies have used
a subgroup analysis, while a subgroup analysis has been frequently performed
in studies that examine human gait (Carriero et al., 2009; O’Byrne et al., 1998;
Kienast et al., 1999; Toro et al., 2007; O’Malley et al., 1997; von Tscharner et al.,
2013; Stout et al., 1995) and demonstrate the advantages of doing so.
A challenge in subgroup analysis is that a variety of classification techniques
exists that may result in different clusters (Jain et al., 1999; Hastie et al., 2001;
Witten and Frank, 2005; Martinez et al., 2004). Additionally, while the number of
studies that have used continuous waveform analysis in the area of biomechanics
is increasing (section 2.3.1), little is known about the performance of different
clustering techniques with continuous waveform analysis in biomechanics. The
computed ’continuous’ features aim to represent the pattern of a curve over
multiple phases of the movement cycle and can be highly collinear, which may
influence results of some clustering techniques. Classification approaches differ
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in their underlying assumptions and can be divided broadly into hierarchical,
partitional and probabilistic clustering (Hastie et al. 2001; Martinez et al. 2004;
Witten and Frank 2005, section 2.4).
The advantage of hierarchical classification techniques is that they provide a
highly interpretable description of the hierarchy within the data (i.e. dendrogram)
and do not require the number of clusters to be chosen prior to the analysis.
However, the assignment of samples into clusters requires the generation of
inter-point distances of the input data (where different approaches can give very
different results) and imposes a hierarchical structure within the examined data
(Hastie et al., 2001; Martinez et al., 2004; Witten and Frank, 2005). In contrast,
partitional classification (e.g. k-means) can be performed without calculating
inter-point distances, it is commonly used and is usually more suitable for large
data sets (Martinez et al., 2004). However, the construction of a dendrogram is
computationally prohibitive and the number of clusters needs to be chosen prior
to analysis (Jain et al., 1999; Witten and Frank, 2005; Martinez et al., 2004; Hastie
et al., 2001). In addition, both hierarchical and partitional classification techniques
follow a deterministic process where the generated clusters and their members
are somewhat dependent on the ordering of samples (Witten and Frank, 2005).
Consequently, a third method, model-based clustering might be more appropriate
for classifying biomechanical data. Model-based clustering techniques assign
individuals into clusters based on their fit to a given mathematical model. An
often used model is the Gaussian mixture model (Han et al., 2006), which assign
subjects into clusters based on the nature of statistical inference might be more
appropriate for classifying movement strategies. Due to the variation in clustering
approaches, and the relative novelty of classifying continuous biomechanical
data, it is important to identify which classification technique has the greatest
ability to recognize and separate appropriately patterns within multiple curves.
The primary aim of this study is to assess and compare the performance of
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commonly used hierarchical, partitional and probabilistic classification techniques
and the influences of normalizing input data to appropriately identify patterns
within a sample of self created curves (manipulated data set) and a sample of
force curves captured during countermovement jumps (real data set), using a
continuous waveform analysis. A secondary aim is to examine if there are benefits
to performing a subgroup analysis compared to the commonly used single group
analysis when identifying vertical ground reaction force factors related to jump
height.

6.2

Methods

Manipulated Data Set

A random force curve from the real data set (Figure

6.1) was selected and used to create a sample of 100 manipulated curves, which
contained three clusters to reflect some of the general shapes of the force curve.
Curves in the first cluster (n = 33) were manipulated to have a unimodal shape,
where the peak value occurred from 25-30 % of the cycle. Curves in the second
cluster (n = 33) were manipulated to have a unimodal shape, where the peak
value occurred from 70-75 % of the cycle. Curves in the third cluster (n = 34) were
manipulated to have a bimodal shape, where the peak value occurred from 75-80
% of the cycle (Figure 6.1). To generate a manipulated data set the randomly
selected curve was transformed into a function, using seven coefficients and a bspline basis system (De Boor 1978; Ramsay 2006; Appendix A). The third (cluster 1
and 3) and fifth (cluster 2 and 3) coefficients were multiplied with a random factor
between one and two, while the fourth coefficient (Cluster 3) was multiplied
with a random number between minus one and zero. After the coefficients were
altered, manipulated curves were generated by solving the altered functions to
101 points. Subsequently, the peak position of each curve was shifted randomly
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in time, using a dynamical time warping approach (as described in Ramsay 2006),
within a random range of -2.5 and 2.5 %.

Figure 6.1: Manipulated data set, its pattern of variation (displayed by principal
component curves at the bottom of the figure) and its key phases (KP, blue
shading)

Real Data Set One hundred-and twenty two male athletes (age = 22.4 ± 4.2
years; mass = 71.1 ± 9.4 kg; height = 1.82 ± 0.1 m), who were physically active,
experienced in performing the countermovement jump (based on the sports they
played: Gaelic football, hurling and basketball), and free from lower limb injury
participated in this study. The University Ethics Committee approved the study
and all participants were informed of any risk and signed an informed consent
form before participation.
Prior to data collection, every participant performed a standard warm-up
routine consisting of low intensity jogging, stretching and ten sub-maximal and
five maximal effort countermovement jumps. Each participant performed 15
jumps without an arm swing, standing with each foot on a separate force platform.
Participants rested for 30 seconds between trials. Two force plates (BP-600900,
AMTI, MA, USA) recorded the vertical ground reaction force (1000Hz). Based on
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jump height, the best jump performance of each subject was identified and used
for analysis. Jump height was calculated by the centre of mass vertical velocity at
takeoff, with takeoff determined when the force fell below 5 N. Only the vertical
force-time curve during the propulsion phase was analyzed because it holds the
information needed to fully describe jump height. The start of the propulsion
phase was identified from the power-time curve of the body’s centre of mass,
when the power became positive.

Data Classification

To generate scores that capture the patterns within the

continuous waveforms, an Analysis of Characterising Phases (ACP) was performed (see section 5.3). Analysis of Characterising Phases detects phases of
variation (key phases) within the sample of curves which are used to generate
subjects scores (similarity score). Similarity scores were computed for key phases
using the magnitude domain. Similarity scores were determined by calculating
the area between a participant’s curve (p) and the mean curve across the data set
(q) for every point (i) within the key phases (Equation 6.1).
Z
similarity score =

p i − qi

(6.1)

Key phases were identified using the information generated by the principal
components needed to describe 99.5 % of the variances in the data (see section 4.4).
To increase the interpretability of the retained principal components a VARIMAX
rotation was performed (Harrison et al., 2007; Ramsay and Silverman, 2002).
Given that ACP generates just a few similarity scores to describe a complex
waveform, it was necessary to insure that the generated scores preserve the
information needed to cluster curves with similar patterns (shapes). The quality
of the preserved information was estimated, for only the manipulated data set, by
a subjective visual inspection of the generated similarity scores and was judged
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sufficient since a clear linear relationship exists for curves within each cluster
(Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2: Similarity scores of the manipulated data set; x, ∆ and  symbols
represent curves of the first, second and third cluster, respectively; symbols that
are filled represent the position of the centroid of a k-means clustering approach
and grey colored symbols represent misclassified similarity scores when using a
k-means
To classify the manipulated and real data sets the computed similarity scores
were input into a hierarchical classification algorithm (hierarchical classification),
a k-means approach (partitional classification) and an Expectation-Maximization
algorithm (model-based classification). Due to the linear relationship between
similarity scores within a cluster, where clusters could ’overlap’ in space possibly hampering the ability of the hierarchical and the k-means classification,
the hierarchical and the k-means classification were also performed using normalized similarity scores (as suggested in Jain et al. 1999). The normalization
was performed by transforming the similarity scores into their correlation matrix
(Equation 6.2), to quantify numerically the relationship between the similarity
scores, which cannot be described by distances of the generated similarity scores.
The correlation matrix (corrMat) between curves was created by calculating the
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Pearson’s r-value for the similarity scores (SS1, SS2, . . . , SSz) for every curve
(i, j = 1, 2, . . . number of curves).
Pn

(SS1i − SS1(i,j) ) . . . (SSzi − SSz(i,j) )
q
corrM at(i,j) = qP i=1
n
2...
(SS1
−
SS1
)
(SSzi − SSz(i,j) )2
i
(i,j)
i=1

(6.2)

The hierarchical algorithm calculated pairwise distances using Euclidean distance, and created a hierarchical cluster tree using the nearest distance (Martinez
et al., 2004). The quality of the hierarchical classification was measured by calculating the cophenetic correlation coefficient between the hierarchical cluster
tree and the pairwise distances (Sokal and Rohlf, 1962; Martinez et al., 2004).
Hierarchical classification properties were changed if the cophenetic correlation
coefficient was less than 0.7, which indicates a low or medium correlation between the hierarchical cluster tree and the pairwise distances1 (Cohen, 1988).
The k-means classification technique used the squared Euclidean distance as the
distance measure and the Expectation-Maximization algorithm was applied using
the Gaussian mixture model (Martinez et al., 2004).
For the manipulated data, the performance of each cluster technique was assessed by the percentage of accurately classified curves, accessed by counting how
often the assigned membership and the actual membership of a curve matched.
To examine the benefits of using a subgroup analysis, key phases were identified
using both a single group and a subgroup analysis, and directly compared. The
number of clusters in the subgroup analysis was set at three clusters due to the
contained number of general shapes (three shapes).
For the real data set, the performance of each cluster technique was measured by
assessing the ability to explain the variance in jump height (dependent variable)
across generated clusters. This approach was based on the assumption that an
appropriate grouping of force curve shapes (or similar movement strategies) does
1

All generated hierarchical cluster trees and the pairwise distances generated a cophenetic
correlation coefficient above 0.7
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not mask performance related factors and hence enhances the ability to describe
variances in jump height. In order to assess the ability to explain variances in jump
height for a given number of clusters the average r2 -value of a stepwise regression
analysis was computed across these clusters. The classification technique with x
clusters that generated the highest ability to explain variance in jump height was
considered the most appropriate classification technique for the captured force
curves. Input variables for the regression model were similarity scores measured
solely over the key phases of a cluster. If the stepwise regression analysis was
not able to identify any predictor variables within a cluster, the highest r2 -value
computed during the correlation analysis (between the generated similarity scores
and jump height) was used. If a cluster technique assigned only one participant
to a cluster, the cluster was discarded.
To examine the benefits of the subgroup analysis over a single group analysis
both the key phases and the predictor variables were compared when calculated
for the whole data set (single group) to the key phases and the predictor variables
selected within each of the generated clusters (subgroup analysis). The number of
clusters was set to increase from one to ten clusters. All statistical analysis were
performed using MatLab (R2012a, MathWorks Inc., USA)

6.3

Results

For the manipulated data set, the accuracy of the classification techniques was
(from high to low): Expectation-Maximization algorithm (100 % accuracy), kmeans clustering utilizing normalized scores (99 % accuracy), hierarchical clustering utilizing normalized scores (97 % accuracy), k-means clustering utilizing
similarity scores (73 % accuracy) and hierarchical clustering utilizing similarity
scores (72 % accuracy).
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Key phases for the whole group analysis were identified at 20-30 %, 45-57 %
and 72-82 % of the movement cycle. The key phases for each cluster, examined
using a subgroup analysis were identified at (a) 22-36 % and 82-91 %, (b) 55-67 %
and 78-87 % and (c) 60-68 %, and 81-89 % of the movement cycle for cluster 1, 2
and 3, respectively.
For the real data set, predictor variables (similarity scores computed from
key phases), identified by the stepwise regression analysis, were able to explain
78 % of the variances in jump height (r2 = 0.78) using the single group design.
Hierarchical clustering (normalized scores) reached its highest ability to describe
jump height using four clusters (85 %) and k-means (normalized scores) reached
its highest ability using four clusters (83 %). The Expectation-Maximization
algorithm, hierarchical clustering (non-normalized scores) and the k-means (nonnormalized scores) were not able to increase the ability to describe jump height
over that achieved using the single group analysis (Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3: Ability to describe jump height for the two hierarchical clustering, the
two k-means approaches and the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, at
multiple numbers of clusters
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Hierarchical (normalized scores) clustering explained most accurately the
variances in jump height but generated two clusters with sample sizes less than
ten members (Cluster 1 n = 7; Cluster 3 n = 6). For the clusters with small sample
sizes, the regression analysis was not able to identify predictor variables. Hence,
k-means (normalized scores) clustering was selected for further analysis, as it had
almost the same ability to describe variance in jump height with larger sample
sizes and better balanced cluster sizes. Visual inspection of the mean curves of the
generated k-means (normalized scores) clusters indicates that members of clusters
1 and 3 tend to follow a unimodal shape where peak force occurred before 15 % or
around 70 % of the movement cycle, respectively. Clusters 2 and 4 tend to follow
a bimodal shape where peak force occurred either before 15 % or around 80 % of
the movement cycle (Table 6.1; Figure 6.4). No significant difference exists in
jump height across the clusters.
Table 6.1: Describes mean curve shapes of members within the generated clusters
using k-means (four clusters; normalized scores)
Number Cluster modality
peak
Sample size
1
unimodal
around 70%
n = 11
2
bimodal around 10 or 70%
n = 53
3
unimodal
around 10%
n = 50
4
bimodal
before 10%
n = 08

r²
0.83
0.88
0.72
0.88

Key phases and identified predictor variables differed between the single
group and subgroup analysis, while the strongest relation to jump height occurred
at around 90 % across both subgroup and single group analyses (Figure 6.5). All
predictor variables were identified by the stepwise regression analysis. The reader
should note that the subgroup analysis was able to increase the ability to describe
variances in jump height using less information (less % of the movement cycle).
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Figure 6.4: Mean curves of clusters generated using k-means clustering with four
clusters

Figure 6.5: Key phases (grey and black shaded) identified using a single group
(s. group) and subgroup analysis (Cluster 1-4), the ability to explain variances
in jump height and the used % of the movement cycle to predict jump height.
Black shaded key phases represent identified jump height predictor variables.
The percentage plotted within the identified key phases is the ability to describe
jump height of the key phase alone (r2 value of correlation analysis)

6.4

Discussion

The examined classification techniques differed in their performance in both
the manipulated and real data sets. Using the manipulated data, the following
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accuracy was found (from high to low): Expectation-Maximization algorithm
(100 % accuracy), k-means clustering utilizing normalized scores (99 % accuracy),
hierarchical clustering utilizing normalized scores (97 % accuracy), k-means clustering utilizing non-normalized scores (73 % accuracy) and hierarchical clustering
non-normalized scores (72 % accuracy). Normalizing the input data enabled both
the hierarchical and k-means clustering methods to ’recognize’ curve patterns
with greater accuracy, indicating that the ’overlap’ of clusters in space hampered
the ability of the hierarchical and the k-means classification.
Using the real data set, only k-means (normalized scores) and hierarchical
clustering (normalized scores) extended the ability to describe variances in jump
height beyond that achieved using the group analysis (e.g. one cluster). Similar
to the manipulated data set, without normalizing the input data the hierarchical
and k-means classification techniques had a reduced ability to accurately describe
variances in jump height. This highlights the importance of considering the shape
of force curves when classifying them. Normalizing similarity scores (transformation of scores into their correlation matrix) had a significantly positive effect
on the performance of both hierarchical and partitional classification techniques,
indicating that differences in magnitude between similarity scores are not as
effective as their quantified numerical relationship at maximising the ability to
predict a dependent variable. Although not examined here, the same effect is
likely to occur when discrete points are used for classification. To the best of the
author’s knowledge, previous studies that aimed to identify movement patterns
by clustering discrete kinematic and kinetic variables did not normalize their
input variables (Marshall 2010; Stout et al. 1995; Carriero et al. 2009; OByrne et
al. 1998; Kienast et al. 1999), which may have reduced their ability to recognize
movement patterns.
To date, no study has compared classification approaches using biomechanical
waveforms, which makes it difficult to compare the present findings relating to
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the effect of normalizing the input data. For this reason the present work applied
k-means clustering to a publically available data set (The Berkeley Growth Data:
Tuddenham and Snyder 1954). The Berkeley Growth Data has been used recently
to measure the accuracy of k-means (e.g. Jaques and Preda 2013) and, similar
to force curves, the shapes of the sample of curves might hold the information
needed to classify the data correctly. Applying k-means to the Berkeley Growth
Data using non-normalized and normalized similarity scores, k-means attained
classification accuracies of 74.2 % and 94.6 %, respectively. In the experiment
of Jaques and Preda (2013)2 , the highest accuracy of k-means was 66.7 %. The
increase in accuracy of k-means in the present work is due to the effect of normalization (accounting for +20.4 %) and the use of similarity scores (accounting for
+7.5 %). The contrasting findings between non-normalized and normalized scores
for hierarchical and partitional techniques (for our manipulated and real data,
and the Berkeley Growth data) strongly suggest that input variables should be
normalized when classifying curves where the curve shape might hold important
information.
While the Expectation-Maximization algorithm was effective for classifying
the generated data set, it failed to successfully classify the real data;it was not
able to generate clusters with a higher ability to describe variances in jump height
than that achieved at a single group (i.e. one cluster). A possible reason for this
contrasting performance lies in the nature of both data sets. The manipulated data
set holds clear distribution patterns where peak force differed across curves within
a cluster by only ± 5 %. The real data set, however, has much more variation and
the probability distribution does not differ clearly across clusters (Figure 6.6).
In respect to the benefit of performing a subgroup analysis, while some commonalities can be found with the single group analysis regarding the location of
2

Jaques and Preda (2013), assessed the ability of k-means by utilized non-normalized data
(whole discrete curve, 20 spline coefficients and functional principal component scores)
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Figure 6.6: Probability distribution for similarity scores computed during three
key-phases (KP) for the manipulated (left) and real data set (right)
strongest relation to jump height (around 85 % of the jump cycle), clear differences
exist between the findings of the group and subgroup analyses. Alone the subgroup analysis was able to capture key phases which reflect specific characteristics
of each cluster, resulting in different locations of key phases and predictor variables across clusters. These differences caused a change in predictor variables (see
Figure 6.5) resulting in greater ability of a subgroup analysis to describe variances
in jump height over a group level analysis (on average +8.3 %). In addition to this
increased ability to describe variances in jump height, the subgroups required
less information to predict jump height (on average 17 % less of the movement
cycle). This is important as it could be argued that since jump height is directly
related to the impulse of the analysed phase, the greater the duration of the phase
considered, the more likely it is to explain jump height. While effectiveness of a
subgroup analysis has not been examined in previous CMJ studies, gait studies
have also concluded that a subgroup analysis is more appropriate than the whole
group analysis (Stout et al., 1995; Carriero et al., 2009; O’Byrne et al., 1998; Kienast
et al., 1999).
In relation to the use of a subgroup analysis it was possible to identify four
distinct force curve shapes: (i) unimodal with high initial forces, where peak
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force occurs shortly after the start of the concentric phase, (ii) unimodal with low
initial force, where peak force occurs around 70 % of the movement cycle, (iii)
bimodal with high initial forces, where peak force occurs shortly after the start
of the concentric phase, and (iv) bimodal with initial force at both the first and
second maxima, where peak force could occur either before 15 % or around 80 %
of the movement cycle. The characteristics of these clusters strengthen the idea
that different individuals may have different performance related factors (Bates,
1996; Stergiou, 2004; Stergiou and Scott, 2005). The combination of the knowledge
of general curve shapes and the location of performance related factors give a
further insight into inconsistencies in findings in discrete point analysis studies
relating to whether maximum force is a performance related factor (Cormie et al.,
2009; Dowling and Vamos, 1993; Sheppard et al., 2009), or is not (Morrissey et al.,
1998; Newton et al., 1999; Petushek et al., 2010). In light of the subgroup findings,
maximum force does represent different neuromuscular capacities across each
cluster. For cluster 1 and 2 (shapes with low initial forces), maximum force
represents the ability to generate forces at the end of the movement cycle as
the ankle, knee and hip joint extend towards full extension; while it represents
the ability to generate forces quickly (1-15 %) after the start of the concentric
phase for cluster 3 and 4. Consequently, maximum force should not be compared
using a single group analysis because even if an analysis of peak force accounts
for different modalities (curve shapes) of a force curve, it can fail to examine
comparable neuromuscular capacities. The present work indicates that classifying
a sample of individuals into multiple clusters can overcome limitations of a group
analysis and hence enhances the understanding of the underlying neuromuscular
movement’s strategies during a movement task.
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6.5

Conclusion

K-means clustering utilizing normalized subject scores appears to be the most
suitable technique for clustering force curves, while hierarchical clustering also
showed a high level of suitability. Further, when clustering curve shapes, it seems
extremely important to normalize subject scores, by transforming them into their
correlation matrix, before using a clustering technique. In terms of the benefit
of a subgroup analysis, some key phases (phases of variance) differed between
clusters which improves the ability to explain variances in a dependent variable
(jump height), indicating different movement strategies for which some different
performance related factors were evident. Consequently, the findings highlight
the benefit of performing a subgroup analysis over a single group analysis and
may explain, at least in part, the contrasting findings between previous studies
that examined force during vertical jumping at a single group level of analysis.
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Chapter 7
The Identification of Performance
Related Factors in CMJs
7.1

Introduction

Many studies have aimed to identify features that relate to the performance outcome during a countermovement jump (CMJ; section 2.1). However, identified
performance related features are often inconsistent (section 2.1.2), which makes it
difficult to conclude how neuromuscular capacities or the movement technique
have to be altered to enhance the performance outcome (jump height). The reason
for this inconsistency could be explained by both the (commonly) performed data
analysis technique and the effect of inter-subject variability (section 2.2 and 2.4).
The vast majority of previous studies that aimed to identify performance related
factors in CMJs performed a discrete point analysis. Discrete point analysis has
significant limitations and has been associated with contrasting finding in previous studies (section 5.4.3). An alternative to discrete point analysis is the analysis
of continuous waveforms which has been reported to be much more effective than
discrete point analysis (Dona et al., 2009; Donoghue et al., 2008; Godwin et al.,
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2010; Harrison et al., 2007; Newell et al., 2006; Ramsay and Silverman, 2002; Ryan
et al., 2006). This is also supported by findings of the present work (section 5.4.3).
However, limitations in discrete point analysis might not fully explain inconsistencies in finding across previous studies. Another source for contrasting findings
may be inter-subject variability, because jumping strategies and their performance
related factors may differ across individuals (Vanezis and Lees 2005, section 6.4).
If performance related factors differ across individuals, they can be masked when
examining a single data set that contains different movement strategies (Stergiou
and Scott, 2005; Stergiou, 2004). The commonly used single group design therefore
may have, at least in part, contributed to the inconsistency in the findings of the
reviewed studies (section 6.4).
A possible solution to avoid a masking of performance related factors during
an analysis is a subgroup level analysis; where similar patterns, curve shapes
or movement strategies are classified into separated groups, so called clusters
(section 2.4). The benefit of a subgroup analysis has been demonstrated in section 6.4 and in previous research (Carriero et al., 2009; O’Byrne et al., 1998; Kienast
et al., 1999; Toro et al., 2007; O’Malley et al., 1997; von Tscharner et al., 2013; Stout
et al., 1995). The combination of a continuous analysis using a subgroup analysis
might give a better insight into what factors relate to jump height in the CMJ and
might help to understand contradicting findings in previous studies. To date, no
biomechanical study has used a continuous waveform analysis and a subgroup
analysis in combination to identify performance related factors in the CMJ.
The aim of this study is to examine performance related factors using continuous waveform analysis in combination with a subgroup analysis.
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7.2

Methods

Subjects One-hundred-and-twenty-five male athletes (age = 22.4±4.2 years;
mass = 71.1±9.4 kg; height = 1.82±0.1 m), who were physically active, experienced
in performing the countermovement jump (based on the sports they played:
Gaelic football, Gaelic hurling and basketball), and free from lower limb injury
participated in this study. The University Ethics Committee approved the study
and all participants were informed of any risk and signed an informed consent
form before participation.

Data capture

Prior to data collection, every participant performed a standard

warm-up routine consisting of low intensity jogging, stretching and ten submaximal and five maximal countermovement jumps. Each participant performed
15 maximum effort countermovement jumps without an arm swing, standing
with each foot on a separate force platform. Participants rested for 30 seconds
between trials. A motion analysis (Vicon 512 M, Oxford Metrics Ltd, England)
system and two force plates (BP-600900, AMTI, MA, USA) recorded the position
of spherical reflective markers1 (250 Hz) and the vertical ground reaction force
(1000 Hz), respectfully. Based on jump height, the best jump performance of each
subject was identified and used for analysis. Jump height was calculated by the
centre of mass vertical velocity at takeoff, with takeoff determined when the force
fell below 5 N. Only the vertical force-time curve during the propulsion phase was
analyzed because it holds the information needed to fully describe jump height.
The start of the propulsion phase was identified from the power-time curve of the
body’s centre of mass, when the power became positive.
1

Six spherical reflective markers were placed on the left and right body side on the following
anatomical landmarks: fifth metatarsal joint, posterior calcaneus (in line with the fifth metatarsal
joint), lateral malleolus, lateral femoral epicondyle, greater trochanter and the glenohumeral
joint. These markers were used to reconstruct the position of the ankle, knee, hip and shoulder
joint during the CMJ. In addition, the markers were attached to the anatomical landmarks using
double-sided tape.
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Data processing The raw position and force data were exported and processed using a self-developed MatLab code. The data was filtered using a recursive second-order low pass Butterworth digital filter (Winter, 2009). The force
plate data was filtered using a cutoff frequency of 50 Hz and the marker position
data was filtered using multiple cutoff frequencies (toe 6.62 Hz, heel 6.62 Hz,
ankle 7.52 Hz, knee 9.21 Hz, hip 8.50 Hz and shoulder 6.64 Hz; Moran 1998). The
three-dimensional position information of the captured markers was reduced
to the sagittal plane and used to create a four-segment model with frictionless
hinge joints. Segments of the model were the foot, shank, thigh and head-armstrunk, which were connected by joints that represent the ankle, knee and hip joint
(Figure 7.1). This model has been used in previous studies to examine the CMJ
(Petushek et al., 2010; Vanrenterghem et al., 2008).
Kinematic and kinetic variables for each joint were computed for the left
and right body side. The average of kinematic and kinetic variables of the both
body sides was used for data analysis. Segment angles were calculated in an
anti-clockwise direction from the right horizontal with the distal end point of
the segment as the origin (Figure 7.1). Joint angles (θ) were defined as the angle
between the connected segments (Equation 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3).

θankle = θf oot + (pi − θshank )

(7.1)

θknee = (pi − θshank ) + θthigh

(7.2)

θhip = θthigh + (pi − θtrunk )

(7.3)

Joint kinetics were calculated using standard inverse dynamics, combining
kinematic and ground reaction force data with anthropometric data (Winter, 2009).
A detailed description of their calculation is given in Appendix C. Joint extensor
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(a) definition segment angles

(b) definition joint angles

Figure 7.1: Graphical representation of the created four-segment model, joints
between the segments represent the ankle, knee and hip joint
moments were defined as positive and flexor moments were defined as negative
(AragonVargas and Gross, 1997b).

Data classification To classify the kinematic and kinetic waveforms, subject
scores (similarity scores) were computed using Analysis of Characterising Phases
(ACP; section 5.3). Subject scores were normalized and fed into a hierarchical
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clustering approach, which generated four clusters. The normalization of similarity scores was performed by transforming them into their correlation matrix.
For detailed information about the clustering process, the reader is referred to
Appendix D. Similarity scores were generated using solely kinematic and kinetic variables observed on a joint level to identify movement strategies for the
following reasons:
1. CoM velocity, CoM power or vertical ground reaction force (force) have a
high relation to jump height (section 2.1, 5.4.3 and 6.4). Including these
variables in a classification might result in the generation of clusters based
on performance outcome rather than movement strategy.
2. Whole body variables were discarded because the variables observed on a
joint level fully determine whole body variables. Hence, the information
of whole body variables which are important to describe jump height are
hidden within the kinematic and kinetic variables observed on a joint level.
3. In addition, variables on a joint level hold by far the more meaningful information for the identification of a training intervention that overloads
neuromuscular capacities to increase the performance outcome. Identifying
a training program based on whole body performance related factors has
the potential to suggest trainings programs that overload the whole body
performance related factors, which may change joint kinematics and kinetics
inappropriately and results in a decrease in the performance outcome.

Data analysis

Analysis of Characterising Phases was applied to generate

similarity scores, which were used for statistical analysis (correlation analysis)
to identify performance related factors. Key phases were identified using information from VARIMAX rotated functional principal components, which retained
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more than 99% of the variance within the data’s magnitude domain (section 5.3)2 .
Key phases were used to calculate similarity scores for the time, magnitude and
magnitude-time domain by calculating the area between a participant’s curve (p)
and the mean curve across the data set (q) for every point (i) within a key phase
(Equation 7.4 for the time or magnitude domain; Equation 7.5 for the combined
magnitude-time domain).
Z
qi − pi

(7.4)

0.5(∆time qi,i+1 + ∆time pi,i+1 )∆magnitude qi pi

(7.5)

score =
Z
score =

If a key phase correlated significantly with jump height, the key phase was
extend to determine the exact phase over which a performance related factor
exists (as described in section 5.3). A feature (similarity score or key phase) was
considered to be a performance related factor if it correlated significantly with
jump height (performance outcome). Performance related factors were classified
into weak (r2 < .09), moderate (.09 < r2 < .49) and strong (r2 > .49; Cohen 1988).
To examine if there is a benefit of a subgroup over a single group analysis
when identifying performance related factors, ACP was performed on each of
the generated clusters (subgroup analysis) and the whole data set (single group
analysis). The ability to identify performance related factors was assessed by
comparing the r2 -value of a stepwise multiple regression model. In addition, to
examine if findings differ between single group and subgroup analysis, performance related factors identified using the single group and each of the subgroups
were directly contrasted. Data processing, clustering and analysis were performed
in MATLAB (R2012a, MathWorks Inc., USA).
2

The data’s magnitude domain was used to identify pattern of variances because it, unlike the
time domain, holds non-linear pattern of variation
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7.3

Results

Hierarchical clustering with four clusters utilizing normalized scores was identified as the most appropriate clustering technique for the examined kinematic
and kinetic waveforms and generated clusters with distinct movement pattern
(Appendix D). The statistical analysis for differences between the clusters found
significant differences in jump height (cluster 2 > cluster 4; Table 7.1). It should
be noted that findings of the magnitude-time domain are not reported as findings
of the combined magnitude-time domain are almost identical to findings of the
magnitude domain.
Table 7.1: Jump height (mean, standard deviation and 95 % confidence interval)
of the four generated clusters
mean

95% confidence interval

Cluster 1*

38 cm

30.9 to 45.1

Cluster 2*

41 cm

39.0 to 43.1

Cluster 3 ‘

37 cm

34.0 to 39.9

Cluster 4*

37 cm

35.1 to 38.8

* significant difference (cluster 2 > cluster 4; p < 0.05)

Cluster 1: Cluster 1 contained six subjects and the performed regression analysis explained 100 % of the variances in jump height (r2 = 1.00). However, the small
sample size in cluster 1 limits the statistical power of the cluster and increases
the probability of committing a type II error (Cohen, 1988). Because of its small
sample size, it was discarded for the statistical analysis.
Cluster 2: Cluster 2 contained 40 subjects and the performed regression analysis
explained 96 % of the variances in jump height. Defining characteristics in cluster
2 ,in comparison to cluster 3 and 4, are low knee and hip joint angles throughout
the movement cycle, the ability to generate large knee moments, to maintain hip
moments in the end of the movement cycle and a delayed ankle, knee and hip
peak power (AppendixD). Performance related factors were found in concentric
ankle duration, ankle angular velocity (57-100 %), ankle moment (24-82 %), ankle
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power (27-96 %; Figure 7.2; Table 7.2), concentric knee duration, knee angular
velocity (78-100 %), knee moment (95-100 %), knee power (95-100 %; Figure 7.2;
Table 7.2), hip joint angle (1-100 %), hip angular velocity (30-100 %), hip moment
(1-100 %) and hip power (12-100 %; Figure 7.3; Table 7.3).

(a) ankle angular velocity

(b) knee angular velocity

(c) ankle moment

(d) knee moment

(e) ankle power

(f) knee power

Figure 7.2: Ankle (left) and knee (right) joint kinematics (angular velocity, moment and power) of subjects in cluster 2. Red phases represent key phases with
significant correlation to jump height
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(a) hip angle

(b) hip angular velocity

(c) hip moment

(d) hip power

Figure 7.3: Hip joint kinematics (angular velocity, moment and power) of subjects
in cluster 2. Red phases represent key phases with significant correlation to jump
height
Table 7.2: List of descriptive statistics of phases that have been identified to be
related to performance in subjects of cluster 2 in ankle and knee joint
Key phase
to
100

p value r2 value
0.000
-0.28

Variable
Ankle time domain

1

Ankle Angle Velocity SS PC2

70

to

99

0.000

0.32

0.10

to

0.56

Ankle Angle Velocity SS PC3

89

to

100

0.001

0.25

0.05

to

0.49

Ankle Angle Velocity SS PC4

57

to

87

0.003

0.20

0.03

to

0.45

Ankle Moment SS PC1

36

to

82

0.002

0.23

0.04

to

0.48

Ankle Moment SS PC4

24

to

63

0.004

0.20

0.02

to

0.44

Ankle Power SS PC1

27

to

60

0.010

0.16

0.01

to

0.40

Ankle Power SS PC2

36

to

81

0.001

0.24

0.04

to

0.48

Ankle Power SS PC3

82

to

96

0.000

0.32

0.10

to

0.56

Ankle Power SS PC4

63

to

93

0.000

0.37

0.14

to

0.60

Knee Time Domain

1

to

100

0.035

0.11

-0.34

to

-0.01

Knee Angle Velocity SS PC1

92

to

100

0.000

0.29

0.08

to

0.53

Knee Angle Velocity SS PC3

78

to

99

0.001

0.27

0.06

to

0.51

Knee Moment SS PC2

95

to

100

0.017

-0.14

-0.38

to

0.00

Knee Power SS PC1

95

to

100

0.004

-0.20

-0.45

to

-0.03

98

confidence interval
-0.52 to -0.07

Table 7.3: List of descriptive statistics of phases that have been identified to be
related to performance in subjects of cluster 2 in hip joint
p value r2 value
0.000
-0.34

Variable
Hip Angle SS PC1

Key phase
18
to
94

Hip Angle SS PC2

67

to

100

0.000

-0.31

-0.55

to

-0.09

Hip Angle SS PC3

1

to

55

0.001

-0.26

-0.50

to

-0.06

Hip Angle Velocity SS PC2

89

to

101

0.002

0.23

0.04

to

0.47

Hip Angle Velocity SS PC3

30

to

64

0.001

0.24

0.04

to

0.48

Hip Angle Velocity SS PC4

49

to

84

0.000

0.33

0.10

to

0.57

Hip Angle Velocity SS PC5

70

to

99

0.000

0.30

0.08

to

0.54

Hip Moment SS PC1

90

to

100

0.011

0.16

0.01

to

0.40

Hip Moment SS PC2

1

to

27

0.001

0.26

0.05

to

0.50

Hip Moment SS PC3

71

to

98

0.000

0.30

0.08

to

0.53

Hip Moment SS PC4

37

to

88

0.000

0.44

0.19

to

0.65

Hip Moment SS PC5

6

to

65

0.000

0.37

0.13

to

0.60

Hip Power SS PC1

12

to

47

0.000

0.32

0.10

to

0.56

Hip Power SS PC2

92

to

100

0.007

0.17

0.01

to

0.42

Hip Power SS PC3

51

to

89

0.000

0.54

0.30

to

0.73

Hip Power SS PC4

79

to

98

0.000

0.29

0.07

to

0.53

Hip Power SS PC5

21

to

74

0.000

0.50

0.26

to

0.70

p value r2 value
0.000
0.48

confidence interval
-0.57
to
-0.11

Variable
CoMz Body Velocity SS PC1

Key phase
71
to
100

CoMz Body Velocity SS PC3

55

to

93

0.000

0.28

0.07

to

0.52

force SS PC1

77

to

99

0.000

0.54

0.30

to

0.72

force SS PC3

50

to

92

0.000

0.65

0.44

to

0.80

force SS PC4

11

to

72

0.000

0.28

0.07

to

0.52

CoMz Power SS PC1

82

to

100

0.000

0.76

0.59

to

0.86

CoMz Power SS PC3

59

to

94

0.000

0.75

0.58

to

0.86

CoMz Power SS PC4

31

to

79

0.000

0.30

0.08

to

0.53

99

confidence interval
0.24
to
0.68

Cluster 3 (n = 25): Cluster 3 contained 25 subjects and the regression analysis
explained 90 % of the variances in jump height. Defining characteristics of cluster
3 are, compared to cluster 2 and 4, high ankle and knee joint extension throughout
the movement cycle, the inability to generate large ankle and knee moments, the
ability to generate large initial hip moments and the inability to maintain large
moments at the end of the movement cycle (Appendix D). Performance related
factors were found in ankle joint angle (63-100 %), ankle moment (13-100 %), ankle
power (89-100 %; Figure 7.4; Table 7.4), knee joint angle (88-100 %), knee angular
velocity (95-100 %), knee moment (58-96 %), knee power (72-92 %; Figure 7.5;
Table 7.5), hip angular velocity (97-100 %), hip moment (98-100 %) and hip power
(98-100 %; Figure 7.4; Table 7.5).
Table 7.4: List of descriptive statistics of phases that have been identified to be
related to performance in subjects of cluster 3 in ankle joint
p value r2 value
0.002
-0.35

Variable
Ankle Angle SS PC1

Key phase
76 to 100

Ankle Angle SS PC3

63

to

97

0.009

-0.26

-0.57

to

-0.02

Ankle Moment SS PC2

33

to

88

0.000

0.43

0.13

to

0.70

Ankle Moment SS PC3

67

to

100

0.001

0.39

0.09

to

0.67

Ankle Moment SS PC4

13

to

63

0.005

0.30

0.04

to

0.60

Ankle Power SS PC2

89

to

100

0.010

0.25

0.02

to

0.56

Variable
Knee Angle SS PC1

Key phase
88
to
100

p value r2 value
0.007
-0.27

confidence interval
-0.64 to -0.07

confidence interval
-0.58
to
-0.03

Knee Angle Velocity SS PC3

95

to

100

0.003

0.33

0.05

to

0.63

Knee Moment SS PC1

77

to

96

0.023

0.21

0.01

to

0.52

Knee Moment SS PC3

58

to

93

0.005

0.30

0.04

to

0.60

Knee Power SS PC1

81

to

95

0.025

0.20

0.00

to

0.51

Knee Power SS PC3

72

to

91

0.007

0.28

0.03

to

0.58

Hip Angle Velocity SS PC4

97

to

100

0.029

0.19

0.00

to

0.50

Hip Moment SS PC3

98

to

100

0.020

0.21

0.01

to

0.53

Hip Power SS PC2

99

to

100

0.008

0.27

0.02

to

0.57

Variable
CoMz Body Velo SS PC1

Key phase
87
to
101

force SS PC1

85

to

force SS PC2

53

to

force SS PC4

66

force SS PC5

1

p value r2 value
0.001
0.37

confidence interval
0.08
to
0.65

101

0.000

0.47

0.16

to

0.72

83

0.000

0.53

0.22

to

0.76

to

93

0.000

0.51

0.20

to

0.75

to

3

0.035

0.19

0.00

to

0.51

100

(a) ankle angle

(b) hip angular velocity

(c) ankle moments

(d) hip moment

(e) ankle power

(f) hip power

Figure 7.4: Ankle (left) and hip (right) joint kinematics (joint angle, angular
velocity, moment and power) of subjects in cluster 3. Red phases represent key
phases with significant correlation to jump height

101

(a) knee angle

(b) knee angular velocity

(c) knee moment

(d) knee power

Figure 7.5: Knee
(joint angle,
moment and
Variablejoint kinematics
Key phase
p valueangular
r2 value velocity,
confidence interval
Ankle
Angle
SS
PC1
76
to
100
0.002
-0.35
-0.64
to
-0.07
power) of subjects in cluster 3. Red phases represent key phases with significant
correlation
toAngle
jump
height
Ankle
SS PC3
63 to 97
0.009
-0.26
-0.57 to -0.02
Ankle Angle Velocity SS PC3

72

to

90

0.021

-0.21

-0.52

to

-0.01

Ankle Moment SS PC2

33

to

88

0.000

0.43

0.13

to

0.70

Ankle Moment SS PC3

67

to

100

0.001

0.39

0.09

to

0.67

Ankle Moment SS PC4

13

to

63

0.005

0.30

0.04

to

0.60

SS PC2
89 to 100
0.010 that
0.25
0.56
Table 7.5:Ankle
ListPower
of descriptive
statistics
of phases
have 0.02
beentoidentified
to be
related to performance in subjects of cluster 3 in knee and hip joint
Key phase
to
100

p value r2 value
0.007
-0.27

Variable
Knee Angle SS PC1

88

Knee Angle Velocity SS PC3

95

to

100

0.003

0.33

0.05

to

0.63

Knee Moment SS PC1

77

to

96

0.023

0.21

0.01

to

0.52

Knee Moment SS PC3

58

to

93

0.005

0.30

0.04

to

0.60

Knee Power SS PC1

81

to

95

0.025

0.20

0.00

to

0.51

Knee Power SS PC3

72

to

91

0.007

0.28

0.03

to

0.58

Hip Angle Velocity SS PC4

97

to

100

0.029

0.19

0.00

to

0.50

Hip Moment SS PC3

98

to

100

0.020

0.21

0.01

to

0.53

Hip Power SS PC2

99

to

100

0.008

0.27

0.02

to

0.57

Variable
CoMz Body Velo SS PC1

87

force SS PC1

85

to

101

0.000

0.47

0.16

to

0.72

force SS PC2

53

to

102
83

0.000

0.53

0.22

to

0.76

force SS PC4

66

to

93

0.000

0.51

0.20

to

0.75

force SS PC5

1

to

3

0.035

0.19

0.00

to

0.51

CoMz Power SS PC2

86

to

100

0.000

0.59

0.29

to

0.80

Key phase
to
101

p value r2 value
0.001
0.37

confidence interval
-0.58
to
-0.03

confidence interval
0.08
to
0.65

Cluster 4: Cluster 4 contained 51 subjects and the regression analysis explained
80 % of the variances in jump height. Defining characteristics of cluster 4 are high
ankle moments throughout most of the movement cycle, the ability to generate
large initial knee moments, and the inability to generate large hip moments
(Appendix D). Performance related factors were found in ankle angular velocity
(83-100 %), ankle moment (1-99 %), ankle power (66-100 %; Figure 7.6; Table 7.6),
concentric knee duration, knee angle (88-100 %), knee angular velocity (71-100 %),
knee moment (1-85 %), knee power (12-86 and 95-100 %; Figure 7.6; Table 7.6), hip
joint angle (39-100 %), hip angular velocity (79-100 %), hip moment (10-88 %) and
hip power (27-88 %; Figure 7.7; Table 7.7).
Table 7.6: List of descriptive statistics of phases that have been identified to be
related to performance in subjects of cluster 4 in ankle joint
p value r2 value
0.001
0.20

Variable
Ankle Angle Velocity SS PC2

Key phase
90
to
100

Ankle Angle Velocity SS PC3

83

to

99

0.002

0.18

0.03

to

0.40

Ankle Moment Ankle SS PC1

77

to

99

0.000

0.24

0.06

to

0.45

Ankle Moment Ankle SS PC2

1

to

35

0.000

0.30

0.10

to

0.51

Ankle Moment Ankle SS PC3

43

to

93

0.000

0.39

0.18

to

0.59

Ankle Moment Ankle SS PC4

9

to

74

0.000

0.40

0.18

to

0.60

Ankle Power Ankle SS PC2

83

to

100

0.000

0.34

0.13

to

0.54

Ankle Power Ankle SS PC3

66

to

93

0.000

0.40

0.19

to

0.60

Knee time domain

1

to

100

0.001

-0.15

-0.36

to

-0.02

Knee Angle SS PC1

88

to

100

0.015

-0.13

-0.58

to

-0.08

Knee Angle Velocity SS PC2

91

to

100

0.000

0.44

0.22

to

0.63

Knee Angle Velocity SS PC3

71

to

99

0.000

0.30

0.10

to

0.51

Knee Moment SS PC2

1

to

40

0.006

0.14

0.01

to

0.35

Knee Moment SS PC3

48

to

85

0.001

0.22

0.05

to

0.43

Knee Moment SS PC4

11

to

77

0.000

0.23

0.06

to

0.45

Knee Power SS PC1

95

to

100

0.001

-0.21

-0.43

to

-0.04

Knee Power SS PC2

12

to

61

0.001

0.20

0.04

to

0.42

Knee Power SS PC4

33

to

82

0.000

0.35

0.14

to

0.56

Knee Power SS PC5

66

to

86

0.000

0.24

0.06

to

0.45

p value r2 value
0.004
-0.16

confidence interval
0.04
to
0.42

Variable
Hip Angle SS PC1

Key phase
70
to
100

confidence interval
-0.37
to
-0.02

Hip Angle SS PC2

39

to

96
103

0.007

-0.14

-0.35

to

-0.01

Hip Angle Velocity SS PC1

92

to

100

0.000

0.23

0.06

to

0.45

Hip Angle Velocity SS PC4

79

to

99

0.001

0.20

0.04

to

0.41

Hip Moment SS PC1

43

to

88

0.000

0.28

0.09

to

0.50

(a) ankle angular velocity

(b) knee angular velocity

p value r2 value
0.001
0.20

Variable
Ankle Angle Velocity SS PC2

Key phase
90
to
100

Ankle Angle Velocity SS PC3

83

to

99

0.002

0.18

0.03

to

0.40

Ankle Moment Ankle SS PC1

77

to

99

0.000

0.24

0.06

to

0.45

Ankle Moment Ankle SS PC2

1

to

35

0.000

0.30

0.10

to

0.51

Ankle Moment Ankle SS PC3

43

to

93

0.000

0.39

0.18

to

0.59

(c) ankle moment
Ankle Moment Ankle SS PC4

confidence interval
0.04
to
0.42

9

to

74

0.000

(d) knee
moment
0.40
0.18
to
0.60

Ankle Power Ankle SS PC2

83

to

100

0.000

0.34

0.13

to

0.54

Ankle Power Ankle SS PC3

66

to

93

0.000

0.40

0.19

to

0.60

Knee time domain

1

to

100

0.001

-0.15

-0.36

to

-0.02

Knee Angle Velocity SS PC2

91

to

100

0.000

0.44

0.22

to

0.63

Knee Angle Velocity SS PC3

71

to

99

0.000

0.30

0.10

to

0.51

Knee Moment SS PC2

1

to

40

0.006

0.14

0.01

to

0.35

(e) ankle power

Knee Moment SS PC3

48

to

85

0.001

(f) knee power

0.22

0.05

to

0.43

KneeAnkle
Moment SS
PC4 and knee
11
to
77 joint
0.000
0.23
0.06
to velocity,
0.45
Figure 7.6:
(left)
(right)
kinematics
(angular
moPower SSof
PC1
to
100
-0.21
-0.43 to
ment andKnee
power)
subjects 95
in cluster
4. Red0.001
phases
represent
key-0.04
phases with
significant
correlation
Knee
Power SS PC2 to jump
12height
to
61
0.001
0.20
0.04
to
0.42
Knee Power SS PC4

33

to

82

0.000

0.35

0.14

to

0.56

Power
SS PC5
66
to
86 phases
0.000 that
0.24
0.45
Table 7.7:Knee
List
of descriptive
statistics
of
have0.06
beentoidentified
to be
related to performance in subjects of cluster 4 in knee and hip joint
p value r2 value
0.004
-0.16

Variable
Hip Angle SS PC1

Key phase
70
to
100

Hip Angle SS PC2

39

to

96

0.007

-0.14

-0.35

to

-0.01

Hip Angle Velocity SS PC1

92

to

100

0.000

0.23

0.06

to

0.45

Hip Angle Velocity SS PC4

79

to

99

0.001

0.20

0.04

to

0.41

Hip Moment SS PC1

43

to

88

0.000

0.28

0.09

to

0.50

Hip Moment SS PC5

10

to

73

0.000

0.23

0.06

to

0.45

Hip Power SS PC2

57

to

88

0.000

0.30

0.10

to

0.51

Hip Power SS PC6

27

to

75

0.000

0.25

0.06

to

0.46

104

confidence interval
-0.37
to
-0.02

(a) hip angle

(b) hip angular velocity

(c) hip moment

(d) hip power

Figure 7.7: Hip joint kinematics (joint angle, angular velocity, moment and power)
of subjects in cluster 4. Red phases represent key phases with significant correlation to jump height
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Single group analysis: Using the single group analysis, ACP identified performance related factors in ankle joint angle (62-100 %), ankle angular velocity
(89-100 %), ankle moment (7-100 %), ankle power (70-100 %; Figure 7.8; Table 7.8),
knee joint angle (47-100 %), knee angular velocity (86-100 %), knee moment (1-93
%), knee power (25-92 and 96-100 %; Figure 7.9; Table 7.6), hip joint angle (1-100
%), hip angular velocity (29-100 %), hip moment (1-100 %) and hip power (8-100
%; Figure 7.10; Table 7.7).

(a) ankle angle

(b) ankle angular velocity

(c) ankle moment

(d) ankle power

Figure 7.8: Ankle joint kinematics (joint angle, angular velocity, moment and
power) using the single group analysis. Red phases represent key phases with
significant correlation to jump height
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(a) knee angle

(b) knee angular velocity

(c) knee moment

(d) knee power

Figure 7.9: Knee joint kinematics (joint angle, angular velocity, moment and
power) using the single group analysis. Red phases represent key phases with
significant correlation to jump height

Table 7.8: List of descriptive statistics of phases that have been identified to be
related to performance using a single group analysis in ankle joint
Variable
Ankle Angle SS PC1
Ankle Angle SS PC3
Ankle Angle Velocity SS PC2
Ankle Moment SS PC1
Ankle Moment SS PC3
Ankle Moment SS PC4
Ankle Power SS PC2
Ankle Power SS PC3
Variable
Hip Angle SS PC1
Hip Angle SS PC2
Hip Angle Velocity SS PC1
Hip Angle Velocity SS PC3
Hip Angle Velocity SS PC4
Hip Angle Velocity SS PC5
Hip Moment SS PC1
Hip Moment SS PC2
Hip Moment SS PC3

29
1
90
73
52
29
1
97
61

80
62
89
69
37
7
83
70

key phase
to
100
to
97
to
100
to
100
to
89
to
66
to
100
to
92

key phase
to
100
to
82
to
100
to
99
to
87
to
70
to
24
to
100
to
90

p value r² value
0.00
-0.27
0.01
-0.24
0.00
0.28
0.00
0.52
0.00
0.52
0.00
0.35
0.00
0.53
0.00
0.45

p value
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1070.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00

r² value
-0.40
-0.36
0.44
0.38
0.29
0.26
0.34
0.23
0.48

confidence interval
-0.42
to -0.09
-0.40
to -0.07
0.11
to
0.44
0.37
to
0.64
0.38
to
0.64
0.19
to
0.50
0.39
to
0.64
0.30
to
0.58
confidence interval
-0.54
to
-0.24
-0.51
to
-0.20
0.29
to
0.57
0.22
to
0.52
0.12
to
0.44
0.08
to
0.41
0.17
to
0.49
0.06
to
0.39
0.33
to
0.61

Variable
Ankle Angle SS PC1
(a)SShip
Ankle Angle
PC3angle
Ankle Angle Velocity SS PC2
Ankle Moment SS PC1
Ankle Moment SS PC3
Ankle Moment SS PC4
Ankle Power SS PC2
Ankle Power SS PC3

80
62
89
69
37
7
83
70

key phase
to
100
to
97
to
100
to
100
to
89
to
66
to
100
to
92

p value r² value
confidence interval
0.00
-0.27
-0.42
to -0.09
(b)
velocity
0.01
-0.24hip angular
-0.40
to
-0.07
0.00
0.28
0.11
to
0.44
0.00
0.52
0.37
to
0.64
0.00
0.52
0.38
to
0.64
0.00
0.35
0.19
to
0.50
0.00
0.53
0.39
to
0.64
0.00
0.45
0.30
to
0.58

Variable
key phase
p value r² value
confidence interval
Hip Angle SS PC1
29
to
100
0.00
-0.40
-0.54
to
-0.24
Hip Angle(c)
SS PC2
1
to
82
0.00
-0.36
-0.51
to
-0.20
hip moment
(d)
hip power
Hip Angle Velocity SS PC1
90
to
100
0.00
0.44
0.29
to
0.57
Hip
Angle
Velocity
SS
PC3
73
to
99
0.00
0.38
0.22
to
0.52
Figure 7.10: Hip joint kinematics (joint angle, angular velocity, moment
and
Hip Angle Velocity SS PC4
52
to
87
0.00
0.29
0.12
to
0.44
power)
using
the
single
group
analysis.
Red
phases
represent
key
phases
with
Hip Angle Velocity SS PC5
29
to
70
0.00
0.26
0.08
to
0.41
significant
correlation
to1jump
Hip Moment
SS PC1
to height
24
0.00
0.34
0.17
to
0.49
Hip Moment SS PC2
97
to
100
0.01
0.23
0.06
to
0.39
Hip Moment SS PC3
61
to
90
0.00
0.48
0.33
to
0.61
Hip Moment SS PC5
29
to
81
0.00
0.52
0.37
to
0.64
Hip Moment SS PC6
6
to
57
0.00
0.43
0.28
to
0.57
Hip Power SS PC1
8
to
47
0.00
0.37
0.21
to
0.51
Hip Power SS PC2
96
to
100
0.01
0.23
0.05
to
0.39
Hip Power SS PC3
74
to
91
0.00
0.45
0.30
to
0.58
Hip Power SS PC4
52
to
85
0.00
0.56
0.42
to
0.67
Table 7.9:
List SSofPC6
descriptive
phases0.49
that have
to be
Hip Power
23
tostatistics
72 of 0.00
0.34 been
to identified
0.62

related to performance using a single group analysis in knee joint
Variable
Knee Angle SS PC1
Knee Angle SS PC2
Knee Angle Velocity SS PC1
Knee Angle Velocity SS PC3
Knee Moment SS PC2
Knee Moment SS PC3
Knee Moment SS PC4
Knee Power SS PC1
Knee Power SS PC2
Knee Power SS PC4
Knee Power SS PC5

78
47
91
86
11
51
1
25
96
38
67

key phase
to
100
to
97
to
100
to
99
to
80
to
93
to
44
to
38
to
100
to
83
to
92

p value r² value
0.00
-0.31
0.01
-0.25
0.00
0.60
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.34
0.00
0.42
0.01
0.22
0.07
0.16
0.00
-0.38
0.00
0.39
0.00
0.44
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confidence interval
-0.46
to
-0.14
-0.41
to
-0.08
0.47
to
0.70
0.36
to
0.63
0.17
to
0.49
0.26
to
0.55
0.05
to
0.39
-0.01
to
0.33
-0.52
to
-0.22
0.23
to
0.53
0.28
to
0.57

Variable
key phase
Ankle Angle SS PC1
80
to
100
Ankle Angle SS PC3
62
to
97
Ankle Angle Velocity SS PC2
89
to
100
Ankle Moment SS PC1
69
to
100
Ankle Moment SS PC3
37
to
89
Ankle Moment SS PC4
7
to
66
Ankle Power SS PC2
83
to
100
Table 7.10:
ofSSdescriptive
AnkleList
Power
PC3
70 statistics
to
92of

p value r² value
confidence interval
0.00
-0.27
-0.42
to -0.09
0.01
-0.24
-0.40
to -0.07
0.00
0.28
0.11
to
0.44
0.00
0.52
0.37
to
0.64
0.00
0.52
0.38
to
0.64
0.00
0.35
0.19
to
0.50
0.00
0.53
0.39
to
0.64
phases
beento identified
0.00 that
0.45 have
0.30
0.58

related to performance using a single group analysis hip joint
Variable
Hip Angle SS PC1
Hip Angle SS PC2
Hip Angle Velocity SS PC1
Hip Angle Velocity SS PC3
Hip Angle Velocity SS PC4
Hip Angle Velocity SS PC5
Hip Moment SS PC1
Hip Moment SS PC2
Hip Moment SS PC3
Hip Moment SS PC5
Hip Moment SS PC6
Hip Power SS PC1
Hip Power SS PC2
Hip Power SS PC3
Hip Power SS PC4
Hip Power SS PC6
Variable
Knee Angle SS PC1
Knee Angle SS PC2
Knee Angle Velocity SS PC1
Knee Angle Velocity SS PC3
Knee Moment SS PC2
Knee Moment SS PC3
Knee Moment SS PC4
Knee Power SS PC1
Knee Power SS PC2
Knee Power SS PC4
Knee Power SS PC5

29
1
90
73
52
29
1
97
61
29
6
8
96
74
52
23

78
47
91
86
11
51
1
25
96
38
67

key phase
to
100
to
82
to
100
to
99
to
87
to
70
to
24
to
100
to
90
to
81
to
57
to
47
to
100
to
91
to
85
to
72

p value
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00

key phase
to
100
to
97
to
100
to
99
to
80
to
93
to
44
to
38
to
100
to
83
to
92

r² value
-0.40
-0.36
0.44
0.38
0.29
0.26
0.34
0.23
0.48
0.52
0.43
0.37
0.23
0.45
0.56
0.49

p value r² value
0.00
-0.31
0.01
-0.25
0.00
0.60
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.34
0.00
0.42
0.01
0.22
0.07
0.16
0.00
-0.38
0.00
0.39
0.00
0.44
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confidence interval
-0.54
to
-0.24
-0.51
to
-0.20
0.29
to
0.57
0.22
to
0.52
0.12
to
0.44
0.08
to
0.41
0.17
to
0.49
0.06
to
0.39
0.33
to
0.61
0.37
to
0.64
0.28
to
0.57
0.21
to
0.51
0.05
to
0.39
0.30
to
0.58
0.42
to
0.67
0.34
to
0.62
confidence interval
-0.46
to
-0.14
-0.41
to
-0.08
0.47
to
0.70
0.36
to
0.63
0.17
to
0.49
0.26
to
0.55
0.05
to
0.39
-0.01
to
0.33
-0.52
to
-0.22
0.23
to
0.53
0.28
to
0.57

to be

The ability to describe jump height using the single group analysis, cluster 1,
cluster 2, cluster 3 and cluster 4 was 85 %, 100 %, 96 %, 90 % and 80 %, respectively.
The average ability to describe jump height across the subgroups was 91.5 % (the
weighted mean3 was 88 %). Comparing identified performance related factors
across the generated clusters and the single group analysis demonstrated some
commonalities between the identified factors. However, there were numerous
dissimilarities in respect to whether performance related factors were present
across clusters / analyses, and if they mapped in the identified phase and their
relationship strength (Figure 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13).

3

The weighted mean is an average that takes the number of subject and the ability to
describe jump height of a cluster into account. The weighted average was calculated as
P
abilityclsuter
memberscluster
( sample
size data set) ) ∗
100
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(a) ankle angle

(b) ankle angular velocity

(c) ankle moment

(d) ankle power

Figure 7.11: Cross comparison of performance related factors identified using a
single group and subgroup analysis for kinematic and kinetic variables at the
ankle joint
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(a) knee angle

(b) knee angular velocity

(c) knee moment

(d) knee power

Figure 7.12: Cross comparison of performance related factors identified using a
single group and subgroup analysis utilizing kinematic and kinetic variables of
the knee joint
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(a) hip angle

(b) hip angular velocity

(c) hip moment

(d) hip power

Figure 7.13: Cross comparison of performance related factors identified using a
single group and subgroup analysis utilizing kinematic and kinetic variables of
the hip joint
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7.4

Discussion

Data clustering

While the generated clusters display distinct movement

strategies, the order of peak moments and peak powers is identical across the
clusters4 . The hip joint generated consistently the largest peak moments, which
is in agreement with previous research (Vanezis and Lees, 2005; Bobbert et al.,
1987; Vanrenterghem et al., 2008), and peak moments in the ankle joint were
greater than the peak moments in the knee joint (as reported in Vanezis and Lees
2005; AragonVargas and Gross 1997b). Peak power was greatest in the ankle joint
(AragonVargas and Gross, 1997b; Bobbert et al., 1986; Vanezis and Lees, 2005;
Vanrenterghem et al., 2008) and the hip joint was greater than the knee joint across
the clusters (Vanrenterghem et al. 2008, Table 7.11).
Table 7.11: Mean (95 % confidence interval) peak moment and peak power for
cluster 2, 3 and 4
Ankle joint
0.34
Cluster 2 Peak moment (Nm\BW)
(0.33-0.35)
2.87
Peak power (Nm\BW)
(2.67-3.08)
0.35
Cluster 3 Peak moment (Nm\BW)
(0.34-0.37)
2.61
Peak power (Nm\BW)
(2.40-2.84)
0.37
Cluster 4 Peak moment (Nm\BW)
(0.36-0.39)
3.07
Peak power (Nm\BW)
(2.92-3.23)

Knee Joint
0.26
(0.24-0.29)
1.77
(1.62-1.92)
0.21
(0.19-0.24)
1.57
(1.39-1.74)
0.27
(0.25-0.29)
1.61
(1.48-1.74)

Hip Joint
0.44
(0.42-0.47)
2.14
(2.00-2.38)
0.48
(0.45-0.53)
2.33
(2.16-2.50)
0.43
(0.40-0.45)
1.84
(1.72-1.97)

Order
Hip > Ankle > Knee
Ankle > Hip > Knee
Hip > Ankle > Knee
Ankle > Hip > Knee
Hip > Ankle > Knee
Ankle > Hip > Knee

Cluster 2 demonstrated low knee and hip joint angles throughout the movement cycle and the ability to generate large initial knee moments. In addition,
subjects were able to maintain high ankle, knee and hip moments for longer,
which resulted in ankle, knee and hip peak power occurring closer to takeoff.
Further, jump height was significantly higher in cluster 2 compared to cluster
4. Comparing jump heights between cluster 2 and 3 demonstrated the tendency
4

Cluster 1 is not included in the discussion because of its small sample size (n = 6).
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for higher jump heights in cluster 2. It should be noted that the 95 % confidence
interval overlapped by only 0.9 cm between these clusters.
In contrast to cluster 2, both clusters 3 and 4 used large joint extension throughout the whole movement cycle in one or more joints, which may has a negative
effect to jump height. A joint in greater extension may not be able to generate
high moments in the beginning of the movement (strength-length relationship)
and might have a limiting effect to generate high joint angle velocity due the
rotational moment of inertia. This might explain the better jump performance of
cluster 2. Subjects in cluster 3 performed the CMJ using high ankle and knee joint
angles throughout the movement cycle and demonstrated an inability to generate
large ankle and knee moments. This may be due to too large plantar-flexion in
the ankle and knee extension in the latter phase of the jump, resulting in perhaps
a less favourable force-length relationship for the muscle (Hill, 1939). Further,
while cluster 3 was able to generate large initial hip moments; it was not able
to maintain large moments for long. Subjects in cluster 4 generated high ankle
moments throughout most of the movement cycle, were able to generate large
initial knee moments, but were not able to generate large hip moments. The
inability to generate large hip moments may be due to the significantly greater
hip joint angles (greater joint extension) in cluster 4 compared to cluster 2 and 3
due possibly to the force-length relationship and/or the smaller range of motion
of the hip joint.
The characteristics of cluster 2, 3 and 4 imply differences in performance
related factors. For example, decreasing ankle and knee joint extension in cluster
3 may increase the performance outcome, while decreasing the hip joint angle
may increase the performance of cluster 4.

Identified performance related factors - Ankle joint

The ankle joint angle

has a negative, moderate relationship with jump height in cluster 3. The single
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group analysis identified almost the same phase as cluster 3 to have a negative, but
very weak, relationship between joint angle and jump height (63-100 vs. 62-100 %,
r2 ≈ -0.31 vs. -0.07). This indicates that the single group analysis was sensitive
enough to identify the performance related factor of cluster 3 within the whole
group. However, the single group analysis underestimates the influence of the
performance related factor for cluster 3, and inappropriately suggests decreasing
the joint angles (greater dorsi-flexion) for subjects in cluster 2 and 4. Given that
cluster 2 and 4 have already lower joint angles, decreasing their joint angles
further might have a negative effect on performance. The difference between
cluster 2, 4 and 3 in respect to ankle angle at takeoff might explain why ankle
angle at takeoff was not included in one of the best jump height predictor models
reported by AragonVargas and Gross (1997b).
For joint angular velocity, larger values during the latter part of the movement
cycle were found to be positively related to jump height in clusters 2, 4 and the
single group analysis, while differences exist in the identified strength of the
relationship. The single group analysis indicates only a weak relationship, cluster
4 indicates a moderate relationship, while cluster 2 indicates a strong relationship.
The single group analysis again underestimated the effect of angular velocities
in the latter phase of the jump. This is likely due to the effect of cluster 3, where
no key phase in joint angular velocity demonstrated a significant relationship to
jump height.
Ankle joint moments in the middle of the moment cycle (approximately 20-90
%) demonstrated positive moderate relationships with jump height for clusters
2, 3, 4 and the single group analysis, indicating the importance to maintain high
moments to achieve maximal jump height. In contrast to cluster 2, 3 and the
single group analysis, initial joint moments in cluster 4 were moderately related
to jump height, which highlights the importance of the movement strategies in
the loading phase for cluster 4. High initial moments may be generated due
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to a better use of the loading phase achieved by a greater stretch-shortening
cycle5 . While not examined within the present work, the following loading
phase movement strategies may have resulted in high initial moment, as they
are associated with enhancements of the stretch-shortening cycle: greater load
and speed of stretch (Bosco et al., 1981; Cavagna et al., 1968; Bobbert et al., 1986)
as well as short eccentric-concentric coupling times, and a smaller joint range of
motion (Moran and Wallace, 2007). Findings of previous studies that examined
initial or peak moment do not support the findings of the present work. In the
study of AragonVargas and Gross (1997b) neither initial nor peak moment was
included in one of the best jump height predictor models. In addition, in the study
of Vanezis and Lees (2005) peak moment did not differ between ’poor’ and ’good’
jumpers.
Performance related factors identified in joint power differed between clusters
2, 4, the single group analysis and cluster 3. While in clusters 2, 4 and the
single group analysis the phase around peak power was found to be strongly
positively related to jump height, in cluster 3 only the phase after peak power
was found to be strongly related. The contrast in findings might be related to a
large phase shift variation in cluster 3 (Figure 7.4[e]). To examine this possibility,
the discrete measure of peak power was analysed, but no significant correlation
between peak power and jump height (r2 = -0.01; p = 0.908) was found. The
differences in performance related factors between the clusters might explain
differences in previous findings. Vanezis and Lees (2005) identified peak power as
a performance related factor, while Vanrenterghem et al. (2004) and AragonVargas
and Gross (1997b) did not. This difference between the studies might have
been caused by the number of individuals that used a cluster 3 type movement
5

High initial moments are thought to be an indicator of greater stretch-shortening cycle utilisation (Bobbert et al., 1986; Bosco et al., 1981)
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strategy in the studies of Vanezis and Lees (2005), Vanrenterghem et al. (2004) and
AragonVargas and Gross (1997b).

Knee joint Knee joint angle had a negative moderate relationship with jump
height in the latter phase of the movement in cluster 3, 4 and in the single group
analysis. In contrast to the ankle finding, there is no difference in the classification
to the strength of the performance related factors, but the single group analysis
identified the relationship with jump height 40 % earlier than cluster 3 and 4. This
difference may be caused by the combination of high joint angles in cluster 3 and
4. As stated for the ankle angle, the findings of the single group analysis cannot
be generalized for cluster 2, which may have a more optimal knee angle. The
performance related factors identified in cluster 3 and 4 are in agreement with
findings of Chappell and Limpisvasti (2008). Chappell and Limpisvasti (2008)
found an increase of the knee angle at takeoff after a 6 week training intervention,
which increased jump height in a drop jump. However, findings of cluster 2 are
in agreement with the study of AragonVargas and Gross (1997b), who found that
knee angles at takeoff are not included in good jump height predictor models.
In addition, it should be noted that the difference in magnitude of joint angles
between cluster 2 and 3 decreased towards the end of the movement cycle, which
implies a greater range of motion in cluster 2. A greater range of motion in cluster
2 implies a greater angular-impulse and greater CoM amplitude, both factors that
are related to jump height (Winter 2009 and Cormie et al. 2009, respectively).
Performance related factors in knee angular velocity followed a comparable
pattern across clusters 2, 3, 4 and the single group analysis, with similar strength
(moderate) but differences in the starting point. The consistency across clusters 2,
3, 4 and the single group analysis indicates the importance of high knee angular
velocity when performing a maximal CMJ. To the author’s knowledge no previous
study has examined the relationship between knee angular velocity and jump
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height. However, an increase in angular velocity will contribute to greater angular
power, and also increase the vertical velocity of the body’s centre of mass.
Performance related factors identified in knee moments differ remarkably
across the clusters. In cluster 2, knee moments at 95-100 % had a negative moderate
relationship to jump height. In cluster 3 moments from 58-93 % had a positive
moderate relationship to jump height, while moments from 1 to ≈90 % in cluster
4 and the single group analysis had a positive moderate relationship. Cluster 3, 4
and the single group indicate the importance of the ability to maintain moments
throughout the jump, while cluster 4 and the single group also indicate the need
to generate high initial moments. High initial moments may be achieved by a
greater stretch-shortening cycle in the hip joint (Bobbert et al., 1986; Bosco et al.,
1981) and highlight the importance of the movement strategy of the loading phase
in cluster 4. In contrast, cluster 2 identified a negative relationship between the
moments magnitudes at the end of the movement and jump height. Inspecting
moment curves visually indicates that moment curves of cluster 2 are highly
inconsistent in their shape, and the location of the maximum moment prior to
takeoff varies largely (Figure 7.2[d])6 . Further, it should be noted that, due to the
shape variation, no key phase covered the area of the maximum moment prior
to takeoff (around 80 %). Hence, the identified performance related factor may
reflect the maximum moment prior to takeoff, as the moment decreases rapidly
towards takeoff. To test this possibility the discrete measure of maximum moment
within 70-100 % was analyzed for its relation to jump height. Significant moderate
correlation were found between ’maximum moment 70-100 %’ to jump height (p
= 0.035, r2 = 0.11). To the author’s knowledge, previous studies have not reported
any discrete measure within knee moments to be a performance related factor.
AragonVargas and Gross (1997b) did not identify either initial or peak moment to
6

A landmark or phase shift registration approach could potentially be applied to overcome
this limitation.
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be included in a good predictor model of jump height. Vanezis and Lees (2005)
did not find differences in peak moment between ’poor’ and ’good’ performances
and visual inspection of plots published by Vanrenterghem et al. (2004) indicate
a decrease of peak moment in maximal compared to sub-maximal CMJs (25, 50,
75 and 100 %). The differences between the findings of the present work and
previous work are likely caused by the applied data analysis technique. Visual
inspection of figure 7.2[d], demonstrates a large variety in moment curve shapes
where peak could occur anywhere during the movement cycle. Therefore, the
discrete measure ’peak moment’ does not represent a comparable neuromuscular
capacity across subjects. In contrast, ACP compared only moment variables that
represent a comparable neuromuscular capacity across subjects.
Performance related factors identified in knee power demonstrate a similar
behaviour to those identified in knee moments. Cluster 3, 4 and the single group
analysis identified the area around the peak power as a moderate performance
related factor. Differences between cluster 3, 4 and the single group analysis exist
solely in the duration before the peak. In contrast, in cluster 2 the declining phase
after the peak was positively related to performance, which may relate to peak
power. The ’peak power’ phase in cluster 2 was not covered by a key phase due
to the variations in shape of the power curves. An additional test of peak power
in cluster 2 demonstrated a moderate significant correlation with jump height
(p = 0.009 r2 = 0.16). This is in agreement with AragonVargas and Gross (1997b),
who identified peak power to be included within multiple ’good jump height’
predictor models.

Hip joint The hip joint angle has a negative moderate relationship with jump
height throughout the whole movement cycle for cluster 2 and the single group
analysis, but for only the latter 60 % of the movement cycle in cluster 4, and no
relation to jump height in cluster 3. The variety of performance related factors
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reflects the contrast of those in previous research. AragonVargas and Gross (1997b)
did not find hip angle at takeoff to be included in a predictor model. Chappell
and Limpisvasti (2008) found no change in hip angle at takeoff after a trainings
intervention that increased jump height of a drop jump, while Vanrenterghem
et al. (2004) reported that the performance of a CMJ is greater with a less upright
trunk (+ 10 %) than with an upright trunk (large hip extension angles). In addition,
it should be noted that the magnitude of the joint angles between cluster 2 and
4 were significantly different, and decreased towards the end of the movement
cycle, which implies a greater range of motion in cluster 2. This may result in
a greater angular-impulse, and a greater CoM amplitude; the latter of which is
associated with a greater jump height (Cormie et al., 2009).
Hip angular velocity at the latter part of the movement cycles in cluster 2, 3, 4
and the single group was identified as a performance related factor. Differences
between them occur in respect of their starting location and their strength. Only
cluster 2 demonstrated a strong relationship for hip angular velocity, while the
influence in cluster 4 was close to a strong relation.
For joint moments, cluster 2, 4 and the single group analysis were found
to hold moderate and strong performance related factors throughout most of
the movement cycle; while in cluster 3 performance related factors (moderate)
were found for only a short period prior to takeoff. Findings of cluster 2 and
the single group analysis are in agreement with the study of AragonVargas and
Gross (1997b), who found initial and maximal hip moment to be included in good
jump height predictor models. The strength of the relation between maximal hip
moment and jump height found by AragonVargas and Gross (1997b) is similar
to the correlation strength of this work (r2 = 0.23 vs. 0.28). In addition, visual
inspection of plots published by Vanrenterghem et al. (2004) indicates an increase
in initial and peak moment in maximal compared to sub-maximal CMJs (25, 50,
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75 and 100 %). In contrast to the findings of the present work, Vanezis and Lees
(2005) did not find differences in peak moment between good and poor jumpers.
For joint power, clusters 2, 4 and the single group analysis were found to
hold moderate and strong performance related factors throughout most of the
movement cycle, while in cluster 3 it was a performance related factor (moderate)
for only a short period prior to takeoff. This is in agreement with the study of
AragonVargas and Gross (1997b), who found peak hip power to be correlated
to jump height with an r2 -value of 0.44, which is slightly higher than that of the
present study (≈ 0.30)

Practical implications

The variety of identified performance related factors

support the assumption that people utilise different movement strategies and that
these strategies in turn have different performance related factors. As such, they
will require different training interventions. For example, training interventions
for cluster 2 should aim to increase the magnitude of ankle kinetics in the middle
of the movement cycle, knee kinetics at the very end and the majority of work
should focus on increasing the magnitude of hip kinetics over the entire movement
cycle. For cluster 3, a training intervention should aim to decrease ankle joint
angles (greater dorsi-flexion) and increase the magnitude of knee kinetics at
the end. However, training interventions for cluster 4 should focus to increase
the magnitude of ankle kinetics, knee kinetics at the start and to increase the
ability to maintain magnitudes of knee and hip kinetics in the middle phase. This
highlights the benefit of using a subgroup analysis when identifying performance
related factors. In contrast to the subgroup analysis, single group analysis does
not account for different movement strategies and suggests only one training
solution for all subjects. Further, different movement strategies can cause the
identification of performance related factors that may decrease the performance
of some individual movement strategies. For example, the single group analysis
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suggested a decrease in ankle joint angle to increase jump height. However, this
is only the case for cluster 3, and decreasing the ankle angle (greater dorsi-flexion)
in cluster 2 may result in decreasing in jump height. Another limitation of the
single group analysis is that a movement strategy can artificially alter the strength
of a performance related factor.
It should be noted that the joint angular velocity in the latter phase of the
movement cycle was identified as a performance related factor across every joint
and each group, except the ankle joint in cluster 3. This highlights the importance
of the joint angular velocity towards takeoff, which can be explained by the direct
relation of joint angular velocity at takeoff to the CoM velocity at takeoff, which
determines jump height (Equation 2.1).
In terms of the employed data analysis techniques, the findings strongly
support the use of continuous data analysis techniques. In contrast to continuous
data analysis, discrete point analysis requires previous knowledge or experience
of the user to identify key measures and can discard important information
(Dona et al., 2009; Donoghue et al., 2008). For example, initial and joint angles
at takeoff have demonstrated a relation to jump height in this work. To the
author’s knowledge only one study has examined joint angles at takeoff in the
CMJ (AragonVargas and Gross, 1997b), while no study has examined initial joint
angles. Consequently, the use of continuous data analysis can locate previously
non-examined factors that relate to performance. The comparison of a single
group and subgroup analysis demonstrates that the subgroup analysis alone was
able to identify performances related factors that reflect specific characteristics
of a movement strategy. This ability resulted in a greater capacity to describe
variances in jump height (+6 %) and supports the use of a subgroup analysis over
a single group level analysis. This is in agreement with previous gait studies who
have also concluded that a subgroup analysis is more appropriate than a single
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group analysis (Stout et al., 1995; Carriero et al., 2009; O’Byrne et al., 1998; Kienast
et al., 1999).
The findings of the study clearly show that different subjects (groups of subjects) have different performance related factors. However, jump height in cluster
2 was significantly greater than in cluster 4 and the jump height between cluster
2 and 3 was very close to statistical significance. Additionally, the movement
patterns in 3 and 4 indicate limitations in the movement strategy used (large joint
extension). The combination of greater jump height in cluster 2 and possible
movement strategy limitations may imply that the movement strategy of cluster
2 is a more optimal strategy, which in turn may imply that the movement strategy
of cluster 3 and 4 should be altered towards the movement strategy of cluster 2.
This requires further examination using a training intervention design.

7.5

Conclusion

Hierarchical clustering utilizing normalized subject scores appears to be the most
suitable technique for clustering kinematic and kinetic variables to detect movement patterns in the CMJ. Performance related factors differ across individuals,
indicating that different training interventions should be used by different individuals / subgroups. In terms of the benefit of a subgroup analysis, it was able to
provide a greater ability to describe jump height and give a much deeper insight
into what factors relate to jump height. Consequently, the findings highlight
the benefit of performing a subgroup analysis over a single group analysis and
explain, at least in part, the contrasting findings between previous studies that
examined vertical jumping at a single group level of analysis.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
8.1

Summary

The present work has aimed to enhance the capacity in identifying biomechanical
based performance related factors in CMJs.
The performance related factors identified in previous CMJ studies are often
inconsistent. One possible reason for this is the data analysis technique commonly
used, discrete point analysis, which has significant limitations. Due to these
limitations the use of continuous waveform analysis has increased (but is still
used relatively little). One of the recommended continuous waveform analysis
techniques is functional principal component analysis (fPCA). When employing
fPCA the user has to choose a number of factors (n basis, h order and the number
of principal component). The number of basis (n basis) and order (h order, degree
of freedom - 1) are chosen during the transformation of the discrete observations
and might influence the ability of fPCA to describe a dependent variable. Findings
of chapter 3 indicated that the choice of n basis and h order have minor influence
on fPCA’s ability to describe a dependent variable if the functional data has a good
fit to the discrete observations. However, chapter 4 demonstrated that the number
of examined principal component has a significant influence on fPCA’s ability to
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describe the dependent variable (jump height). The findings demonstrated that
principal components that have a small effect on the data variance can have a
large impact when describing the dependent variable. In chapter 5, I introduced
a self-developed data analysis technique (Analysis of Continuous Phases; ACP)
and compared its ability to both discrete point analysis and fPCA in describing
a dependent variable. Findings demonstrate the superiority of continuous data
analysis techniques (fPCA and ACP) over discrete point analysis, as they hold
a ≈ 70 % higher ability to describe a dependent variable. In addition, ACP was
more accurate (+ 8 %) than fPCA.
Another possible source of error and inconsistencies in identified performances
related factors across previous studies is the commonly used single group analysis
design. A single group analysis does not account for different movement strategies
across individuals and has the potential to mask performance related factors. A
possible solution to a single group analysis is a subgroup analysis, which uses
clustering routines to identify different movement strategies. However, it is not
clear which clustering techniques are best. In addition, it is unclear if and how
the normalisation of the data that feeds into a clustering technique influences the
ability to recognize movement strategies. Chapter 6 found that that a k-means
approach and a hierarchical clustering approach, utilising normalized subject
scores, have the greatest ability to identify different movement strategies. In
addition, it was found that employing a subgroup analysis has a higher ability to
describe a dependent variable compared to a single group analysis.
In the last chapter (chapter 7) the ’optimal data analysis solution’, determined
in the above mentioned studies of this PhD, was applied using a frequently employed movement task, the countermovement jump (CMJ). Performance related
factors were identified and discussed in relation to previous studies and highlight
the use of ACP and the importance of a subgroup analysis.
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In conclusion, the findings of this PhD thesis strongly indicate the beneficial
use of continuous waveform analysis, especially ACP, in combination with a
subgroup analysis.

8.2

Future Research

The present work has highlighted the weakness of discrete point and single group
analysis and has presented more powerful data analysis techniques (Analysis of
Characterising Phases and subgroup analysis). However, these approaches may
still be improved upon, creating a many possibilities for future research to enable
the field of biomechanics to accurately identify performance related factors.

Analysis of Characterising Phases

Analysis of Characterising Phases as

presented in this thesis identifies phases of variation (key phases) using principal
components, which identified solely linear patterns of variation within a data
set. Relationships between performances related factors and jump height may
’hide’ in non-linear patterns of variation within a data set and are not identified.
The use of a kernel principal component analysis (a non-linear extension of PCA;
Hoffmann 2007) might be able to provide a better insight than (f)PCA. In addition,
the use of the Mahalanobis distance as subject scores rather than the generated
subject scores (area between curves within key phases) might more accurately
identify performance related factors than those found in the present work.
Another highly interesting field of continuous data analysis, which was not
part of this thesis, is the use of a landmark or phase shift registration. Performing
a registration approach might avoid the re-testing discrete points based on visual
inspection of graphs, as it aligns curves to their distinctive characteristics. In
addition, the author strongly believes that the benefit of examining the combined
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magnitude-time domain in registered curves will be much more helpful than in
the non-registered curves, which is a research topic in itself.

Subgroup Analysis The chosen clustering solutions may not have been the
optimal clustering solution. A factor that may have influenced the ability to
detect movement strategies correctly is the high dimensionality of data input.
Applying a dimension reduction approach prior to the classification might have a
positive effect on the effectiveness of the classification process to identify different
movement strategies. In addition, another theory of clustering is the use of
fuzzy clustering, where an individual can belong to more than 1 cluster. The use
of a fuzzy clustering technique might be more appropriate than the clustering
approaches utilised here.

Intervention Study

The identified performance related factors represent

solely an association between performance outcome and a given phase of the
movement cycles and might not have a causative effect. To examine if the identified factors have a cause effect, an intervention study should be performed.
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Appendix A
Appendix A: Overview of How to
Generate Functional Data
Introduction This section will give an overview how functional data can be
generated and is dedicated to the reader who has not worked previously with
functional data analysis. For further reading on functional data the reader is
referred to the text of Ramsay and Silverman (2002).
The transformation from discrete observations into functional data is conducted using a mathematical model. This model represents a function of a curve
[f (t)], where constants (a1, a2, a3 and a4) and individual variables (x, y and z) are
represented by a basis system and a matrix of individual computed coefficients,
respectively (Equation A.1).

f (t) = a1 x3 (t) + a2 y 2 (t) + a3 z(t) + a4 (t)

(A.1)

The Basis System The basis system remains the same across the sample of
signals, holding a set of known (constant) functions Pi that are independent from
each other. A basis system can contain different types of functions (e.g. monomial
or polynomial function) which have different abilities to capture the behaviour of
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the multiple discrete observations. Ramsay (2006), reports that most functional
data analyses involve either a Fourier basis for periodic data or a beta-spline basis
(b-spline basis) for non-periodic data. This section will use a beta-spline basis as
the example, as a beta-spline basis was used in the present work. The first step in
generating a b-spline basis is the division of the basis system into i subintervals
which are separated by knots (see Figure A.1). Knots connect a subinterval with
the following subinterval, achieving the whole basis system. For example, a
b-spline basis with 12 subintervals holds 13 knots. The position of the knots can
be expressed by a vector of non-decreasing real numbers (at 0 %, 8.3 %, 16.6 %,
24.9 % . . . 100 %), which define the start and end position of each subinterval.
Subsequently, after the positions of the knots are known, spline functions for
each subinterval have to be computed. These spline functions are represented by
polynomial curves of chosen h order (degree of freedom - 1). The value of the h
order describes the degree of the polynomial fit within each subinterval created
by the polynomial curves. Equation A.2 and A.3 illustrate how to compute these
polynomial curves N for each point t within the basis system, while figure A.1
visualizes the generated b-spline basis system.

1,u <u<u

i
i+1
Ni0 (u) = {0,otherwise

Nin (u) =

u − ul−1
ul+n − u n−1
Nln−1 (u) +
N (u)
ul+n−1 + ul−1
ul+n + ul l+1

(A.2)

(A.3)

Matrix of Coefficients After the basis system is computed, individual coefficients have to be calculated for each subinterval for a given signal. The De Boor
algorithm can be used to compute these coefficients and can be reviewed in detail
in De Boor (1978). The computed coefficients represent the functional data and
are used within functional data analysis to extract information from a data set.
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Figure A.1: Example of a b-spline basis system of order 4 with 25 bases over 100
% of the movement cycle
To evaluate a functional duplicate f(x) of a signal, a linear combination (Equation
A.4) of basis system N and matrix of coefficients P needs to be conducted (Figure
A.2).

f (x) =

L
X

Pj Njn (x)

(A.4)

j=0

To date no study has examined if the number of basis and the degree of
freedom affects the ability to describe a dependent variable.

Pik (u) = (1 − αik )Pik−1 (u) + αij Pik−1 + 1(u)

(A.5)

with

αik =

u − uI+i+1
uI−n+k+i − uI+i+1
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(A.6)

Figure A.2: Example of a b-spline basis system of order 4 with 25 bases over 100
% of the movement cycle and a functional duplicate f(x) of a signal
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Appendix B
Appendix B: Overview of How to
Perform a (Functional) Principal
Component Analysis
Introduction This section will give an introduction to functional principal
component analysis (fPCA) and is dedicated to the reader who has not worked
previously with fPCA or PCA. For further reading on fPCA/PCA the reader is
referred to the text of Jolliffe (2005) or Daffertshofer et al. (2004).
In fPCA, individual computed coefficients (functional data; Appendix A) are
used for data analysis. The process of fPCA is explained, using a sample of 42
force curves (Figure B.1) and is separated in five sections: a) model of variance, b)
Eigen analysis, c) score generating, d) test of variance and, e) visualisation.

Model of Variance

In fPCA, the computed individual coefficients are used

to create (in two steps) a variance-covariance matrix to describe the variation in
the data, which can been seen as a model of variance. The first step in computing
the variance-covariance matrix is to centre the coefficient matrix, achieving a
variance matrix (Equation B.1). To achieve a variance matrix (X), the coefficients
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Figure B.1: Sample of 42 force curves to explain the principals of fPCA
(x) of every subinterval (t) and each subject (i), have to be subtracted from the
overall mean coefficient (for each in the subinterval; Figure B.2).

Xi (t) = X̄(t) − xi (t)

(B.1)

Figure B.2: Variance matrix created using a sample of 42 force curves
The second step to create a variance-covariance matrix is to calculate the
covariance from the variance matrix. The covariance matrix V is computed by
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Equation B.2, where N is the number of subjects, X the variance matrix and X’ the
transposed variance matrix.

V = N −1 − XX 0

(B.2)

Eigen Analysis To examine the generated model of variance, an Eigen analysis is performed to find a simplified expression of the variance-covariance matrix.
This is achieved by solving the Eigen function of the variance-covariance matrix
(Equation B.3), which discovers a coordinate system of variance and calculates (a)
loadings along the computed axes and (b) scale factors for every generated axis in
the coordinate system.

V ζ = ρζ

(B.3)

The Eigen analysis generates Eigen vectors (ζ), also called principal components, and Eigen values (ρ). Each generated principal components holds a series
of loadings to an axis of variance. A loading can represent either a discrete factor
(when PCA is applied to discrete data points) or a point in time (when PCA is
applied to multiple continuous curve). The Eigen value of a principal component
indicates its effect size. The process of solving the Eigen function can be described
in three steps.
Firstly, the Eigen analysis generates an axis through the largest variance in the
variance covariance matrix.
Secondly, the Eigen analysis computes further linear fits, orthogonal to the axis
of largest variance generating a coordinate system of variance.
Thirdly, the Eigen analysis calculates (a) unit measures for each of the identified
axes, so called loadings and (b) scale factors (Eigen values) for each of the
identified axes of variance (Figure B.3).
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Figure B.3: Model of variance and the generated principal component using the
example data. Plot (a) shows the model of variance (blue dots) and linear fit
through the largest variance in the variance covariance matrix (straight red line).
Plot (b) shows the model of variance, the linear fit through the largest variance
and the loadings of the principal component (pink line)
The sum of all Eigen values fully describes the ’length’ of the created coordinate system of variance, where each Eigen value indicates the effect size (ES) of
its corresponding principal component (i; Equation B.4).

ESi = (ρi /

X
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ρ) ∗ 100

(B.4)

The interested reader is referred to Jolliffe (2005) for further information about
the Eigen analysis. A VARIMAX rotation can be applied to both the principal component and Eigenvalue to increase their interpretability (Figure B.4; Donoghue
et al. 2008; Harrison et al. 2007; Jolliffe 2005; Ramsay and Silverman 2002; Ramsay
2006; Ryan et al. 2006).

Figure B.4: Generated principal components (top row) and the examined VARIMAX rotated principal components. These five three principal components reflect
the five patterns of variance and account together for 99 % of the variance within
data

Score Generation

The generated principal components give important in-

formation about the pattern of variance within the data but not how strong an
individual is affected by a pattern. To assess how strong an individual is affected
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by a pattern, a principal component score has to be calculated (Equation B.5).
Principal component scores are generated by the inner product (S) of a principal
component (ζ) and variance from the mean of a signal (X) for a principal component (j) and each participant (i). A high principal component score indicates a
large influence of the principal component, while the algebraic sign indicates the
direction.
Z
Si,j =

ζj Xi

(B.5)

Figure B.5 illustrates the generation of a principal component score. It can
be seen how the principal component score ’grows’ over time and how strong it
is influenced by the area around the peak in the principal component. A peak
in a principal component indicates where the pattern of variance is strongest.
Therefore, the use of the inner product of a principal component and the ’variance
to the mean’ of a curve can give a good indication of how strong a curve is
influenced by a pattern of variance.

Figure B.5: Visualization of computing a principal component score
After the principal component scores have been computed, fPCA can use a
variety of statistical analysis approaches to examine if principal component scores
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differ between groups (e.g. t-test, ANOVA) or if the principal component scores
are related to the dependent variable (e.g. correlation, regression).

Visualisation
The information given by the principal component scores indicates the behaviour
of each individual to a pattern of variance. However, principal components and
their defined ’pattern of variance’ are difficult to interpret without a visualisation
tool. Ramsay (2006) suggests creating a plot consisting of three curves: a) the
mean of the data, b) a multiple of the principal component added to the mean, and
c) a multiple of the principal component subtracted from the mean (Figure B.6).

Figure B.6: Visualisation of principal component 1 generated using a sample of 42
force curves
The combination of the information given by principal component scores and
the visualization tool allows the interpretation of the pattern of variance (Ramsay,
2006). For example, the sign of the principal component scores indicates the
tendency of the behaviour of a subject, while the magnitude indicates how strong
the subject is affected be the principal component.
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Appendix C
Appendix C: Inverse dynamics
This section gives an overview how inverse dynamics are calculated using a free
body diagram for generic body segment (Winter, 2009). As an example serves
the shank segment of the used four-segment body model to calculate knee joint
13
reaction

ShankC.1).
forces and knee moments (Figure

14
Fkneez

Fkneex

m*az

d1

m*ax
m*g

d3
d2

d4
Fanklex

15

Fanklez

16

Figure C.1: Free shank segment diagram of the four-segment body model
Anterior-posterior (horizontal) knee joint reaction forces were calculated as
follows:
17
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X

F x = m ∗ ax

(C.1)

Fkneex − Fanklex = m ∗ ax

(C.2)

Fkneex = m ∗ ax + Fanklex

(C.3)

Proximal-distal (vertical) knee joint reaction forces were calculated as follows:

X

F z = m ∗ az

(C.4)

Fkneez − mg − Fanklez = m ∗ az

(C.5)

Fkneez = m ∗ az + mg + Fanklez

(C.6)

Where Fkneex and Fkneez are knee joint (proximal) reaction force in the x or
z direction. Fanklex and Fanklez are ankle joint (distal) reaction force in the x or
z direction. The acceleration of the CoM shank segment in x and z direction
is described by ax and az , while m and g is the mass of segment and gravity,
respectively.
Joint moments were calculated as follows were calculated as follows:

X

M oment = −(I ∗ α)

(C.7)

−Fkneex d1 − Fkneez d2 + Mknee − Fanklex d3 − Fanklez d4 − Mankle = (I ∗ α)

(C.8)

Mknee = Fkneex d1 + Fkneez d2 + Fanklex d3 + Fanklez d4 + Mankle + (I ∗ α)

(C.9)
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Where Mknee is the joint moment at the proximal end, Mankle is the joint moment at the distal end, I is the moment of inertia and α is the segment angular
acceleration
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Appendix D
Appendix D: Data Classification of
Chapter 7
The aim of this Appendix is to inform the reader about the generation and interpretation of the subgroups examined in Chapter 7. Appendix D is separated into
two parts. The first part gives general information about the clustering approach
and the numbers of cluster chosen to generate subgroups based on the kinematic
and kinetic waveforms captured during a CMJ. The second part gives detailed
information about differences between the generated clusters.

Part 1
To classify the captured kinematic and kinetic waveforms, subject scores were
computed using Analysis of Characterising Phases (see section 5.3). Analysis of
Characterising Phases detects phases of variation (key phases) within the sample
of curves which are used to generate a subject’s score (similarity score). Similarity
scores were computed for key phases using the magnitude domain. Similarity
scores were determined by calculating the area between a participant’s curve (p)
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and the mean curve across the data set (q) for every point (i) within the key phases
(Equation D.1).
Z
similarity score =

p i − qi

(D.1)

Key phases were identified using the information generated by the principal
components needed to describe 99.5 % of the variances in the data (see section 4.4).
To increase the interpretability of the retained principal components a VARIMAX
rotation was performed (Harrison et al., 2007; Ramsay and Silverman, 2002).
To classify the data sets the computed similarity scores were input into a hierarchical classification algorithm (hierarchical classification) and a k-means approach
(partitional classification) using normalized and non-normalized similarity scores
(see section 6.4), and an Expectation-Maximization algorithm (model-based classification) using non-normalized similarity scores. The normalization of the input
data was performed by transforming the similarity scores into their correlation
matrix (Equation D.2), which quantifies numerically the relationship between
them (section 6.4). The correlation matrix (corrMat) between curves was created
by calculating the Pearson’s r-value for the similarity scores (SS1, SS2, . . . , SSz)
for every curve (i, j = 1, 2, . . . number of curves).

Pn

(SS1i − SS1(i,j) ) . . . (SSzi − SSz(i,j) )
q
corrM at(i,j) = qP i=1
n
2
(SSzi − SSz(i,j) )2
i=1 (SS1i − SS1(i,j) ) . . .

(D.2)

The hierarchical algorithm calculated pairwise distances using Euclidean distance, and created a hierarchical cluster tree using the nearest distance (Martinez
et al., 2004). The k-means classification technique used the Euclidean distance as
the distance measure and the Expectation-Maximization algorithm was applied
using the Gaussian mixture model (Martinez et al., 2004).
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The performance of each cluster technique was measured by assessing the
ability to explain variances in jump height (dependent variable) across generated
clusters. This approach was based on the assumption that an appropriate grouping of subjects does not mask performance related factors and hence enhances the
ability to describe variances in jump height. In order to assess the ability to explain
variances in jump height for a given number of clusters the average r2 -value of a
stepwise regression analysis was computed across these clusters. Input variables
for the regression model were similarity scores measured solely over the key
phases of a cluster. If the stepwise regression analysis was not able to identify any
predictor variables within a cluster, the highest r2 -value computed during the correlation analysis (between the generated similarity scores and jump height) was
used. If a cluster technique assigned only one participant to a cluster, the cluster
was discarded. The entire process was repeated 10 times using different random
initial weights in the k-means and model based clustering to achieve a repeatable
measure of the expected accuracy. The classification technique with x clusters
that generated the highest stable ability to explain variances in jump height was
considered the most appropriate classification technique for the captured force
curves.

Results
Hierarchical clustering (normalized scores) reached its highest stable ability to
describe jump height using seven clusters (92 %), k-means (normalized scores)
reached its highest stable ability using four clusters (90 %), k-means (nonnormalized scores) reached its highest stable ability using six clusters (88 %) and
hierarchical clustering (non-normalized scores) reached its highest stable ability
to describe jump height using five clusters (88 %). The Expectation-Maximization
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algorithm did not show a stable ability to describe jump height for any number of
clusters (Figure D.1).

(a) 1st. iteration

(b) 2nd. iteration

(c) 3th. iteration

(d) 4th. iteration

(e) 9th. iteration

(f) 10th. iteration

Figure D.1: Ability to describe jump height for the two hierarchical clustering, the
two k-means approaches and the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, at
multiple numbers of clusters and for various iterations

Discussion and Conclusion
Hierarchical clustering (normalized scores) with seven clusters was able to describe jump height best. However, varying the number of clusters in hierarchical
clustering (normalized scores) between four and eight clusters had no major
impact to the ability to explain jump height (1 %), while using four clusters results
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in greater sample sizes within the clusters. Due to the insignificantly lower ability
to describe jump height and the greater sample sizes using four clusters (allowing
stronger statistical analysis), the author decided to use hierarchical clustering
(normalized scores) with four clusters rather than seven clusters for the analysis.

Part 2
To understand the underlying neuromuscular capacities of the generated clusters
the following section performed a one-way ANOVA (Bonferroni adjustment for
multiple comparisons) to identify differences between the generated clusters
using joint angle, angular velocity, joint moment and joint power of the ankle,
knee and hip joint. All statistical analysis was performed using MatLab (R2012a,
MathWorks Inc., USA).

Results
Cluster 1 contained six subjects and the performed regression analysis explained
100 % of the variances in jump height (r2 = 1.00). The small sample size in cluster
1 (n = 6) limits the statistical power of the cluster and increases the probability of
committing a type II error (Cohen, 1988). Because of its small sample size, cluster
1 was not used in statistical analysis. Cluster 2 contained 40 subjects and the
performed regression analysis explained 96 % of the variances in jump height.
Cluster 3 contained 25 subjects and the performed regression analysis explained
90 % of the variances in jump height. Cluster 4 contained 51 subjects and the
performed regression analysis explained 80 % of the variances in jump height.
The statistical analysis for differences between the clusters found significant
differences in jump height (cluster 2 > cluster 4; Table D.1) and over numerous key
phases in joint angles, angular velocity, joint moment and joint power. Differences
between cluster groups are detailed in Table D.2.
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Table D.1: Jump height (mean and 95 % confidence interval) of the four generated
clusters
mean

95% confidence interval

Cluster 1*

38 cm

30.9 to 45.1

Cluster 2*

41 cm

39.0 to 43.1

Cluster 3 ‘

37 cm

34.0 to 39.9

Cluster 4*

37 cm

35.1 to 38.8

* significant difference (cluster 2 > cluster 4; p < 0.05)
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Joint power

Joint moments

Angular velocity

Joint angle

key phase
(%)
1-25
67-84
-98-100
-29-41
54-66
--81-89
-1-6
29-45
62-75
89-96
-9-19
32-44
57-68
79-86
93-98
cluster 3 > cluster 2, 4
cluster 3 > cluster 2, 4
--cluster 3 > cluster 2, 4
-cluster 3, 4 > cluster 2
cluster 4 > cluster 2
--cluster 4 > cluster 2
-cluster 4 > cluster 2
cluster 4 > cluster 2
cluster 4 > cluster 3
cluster 2 > cluster 3, 4
-cluster 4 > cluster 2
cluster 3, 4 > cluster 2
cluster 4 > cluster 2
cluster 4 > cluster 3
cluster 2 > cluster 3

differences

Ankle Joint

-99-100
1-7
34-49
-89-95
1-2
10-28
-50-65
-91-96

66-79

key phase
(%)
1-25
67-85
-99-100
8-19
37-50
-cluster 3, 4 > cluster 2
cluster 3, 4 > cluster 2
-cluster 3,4 > cluster 2
cluster 4 > cluster 2, 3
cluster 4 > cluster 2, 3
-cluster 3 > cluster 2
cluster 4 > cluster 2
-cluster 2 > cluster 3, 4
cluster 2, 4 > cluster 3
cluster 4 > cluster 2, 3
-cluster 2 > cluster 3, 4
cluster 4 > cluster 3
cluster 4 > cluster 2, 3
-cluster 4 > cluster 2
-cluster 2 > cluster 3, 4

differences

Knee Joint

99-100
-31-41
51-60
----1-6
24-40
71-78
85-89
-18-31
-49-60
83-88
--

65-83

key phase
(%)
1-21
cluster 4 > 3 > cluster 2
cluster 4 > cluster 2, 3
cluster 3 > cluster 2
cluster 4 > cluster 2, 3
-cluster 2, 3 > cluster 4
cluster 2, 3 > cluster 4
----cluster 3 > cluster 4
cluster 3 > cluster 4
cluster 2 > cluster 4
cluster 2 > cluster 4
-cluster 3 > cluster 4
-cluster 2, 3 > cluster 1, 4
cluster 2 > cluster 4
--

differences

Hip Joint

Table D.2: Significant differences between clusters within kinematic and kinetic
variables of the ankle, knee and hip joint

Discussion
Given the diversity and complexity of the findings, they are discussed separately
for the ankle, knee and hip joint.

Ankle Joint: Statistical analysis indicated larger ankle joint angles in cluster
3 relative to clusters 2 and 4. Further, visual examination of joint angle curves
indicates that cluster 2 and 4 follow an equal joint angle pattern (Figure D.2a). For
angular velocity, cluster 4 had larger magnitudes than cluster 2 for ≈ most of the
movement cycle over the phase 30-90 %. Cluster 3 had larger magnitudes than
cluster 2 for 29-41 %. Visual examination of angular velocity curves indicates that
cluster 3 and 4 follow a similar pattern. However, cluster 3 is not able to match
the increase in slope of cluster 4 (visible at approximately 60 %). In terms of peak
velocity, cluster 2, 3 and 4 have similar peak values (Figure D.2b).
For the ankle moment, findings indicate differences in initial magnitudes
and the ability to maintain high moments. In the beginning of the movement
cycle cluster 4 generates greater moments than cluster 2 (for much of the phase
between 1 and 45 %). Visual examination of ankle moment indicates that cluster 3
tends generate moments between the magnitudes of cluster 2 and 4 (Figure D.2c).
Cluster 3 and 4 are similar in curve shape and are not able to maintain moment as
well as cluster 2 in the end of the movement. Cluster 3 losses the ability to maintain
high moment earlier than cluster 4 (≈ 59 vs. 75 %), which results in significant
lower moments for the phase of 62-75% (cluster 4 > cluster 3). The ability of
cluster 2 to maintain moments is indicated by significant largest moments for
89-96% of the movement cycle (cluster 2 > cluster 3, 4).
For ankle power, cluster 4 demonstrated higher ankle powers than cluster
2 for much of the phase between 9 and 68 %. Cluster 3, similar to cluster 4
demonstrated higher power magnitudes than cluster 2 in the first part of the
jump (32-43 %). However, cluster 3 does not match the high positive slope of
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cluster 4, which results in lower power magnitude in the area around peak power
(79-86%). An additional analysis of the discrete measure peak power supported
this interpretation. Cluster 2 demonstrated higher power values than cluster 3
in the phase prior to takeoff. The difference between cluster 2 and 3 is caused by
the tendency of cluster 2 to generate a greater and delayed peak. An additional
test of the position (in %) of peak power indicated differences between cluster 2, 3
and 4 (cluster 2 > cluster 3, 4).

(a) joint angle

(b) angular velocity

(c) moment

(d) power

Figure D.2: Ankle joint kinematics and kinetics; red shaded area represent a key
phase with significant differences between two or more clusters

Knee Joint:

The analysis of knee joint angles indicated larger angles (larger

extension) in cluster 3 and 4 compared to cluster 2 throughout much of movement
cycle. Angular velocity was greater in cluster 4 than cluster 2 and 3 for the
first part of the jump a lot of the phase between 8-50 %, greater in cluster 3
and 4 than cluster 2 for the middle part of the jump (66-79 %) and greater in
cluster 2 than cluster 3 and 4 in the end of the movement cycle (99-100 %). The
difference between the clusters can be explained, based on visual examination,
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by differences in the location of when the velocity starts to increase. Cluster 2
increased its velocity at approximately 66 % and cluster 3 at approximately 50
%, while cluster 4 maintains a similar rate of velocity development, which is
highlighted by the position of the peak velocity (Figure D.3b). An additional test
of the discrete measure position of peak velocity indicated differences between
cluster 2, 3 and 4 (cluster 2 > cluster 3, 4).
Initial knee moment were smallest in cluster 3 (1-7 %, cluster 2,4 > cluster 3),
moments in the middle of the movement cycle were greatest in cluster 4 (34-49 %,
cluster 4 > cluster 2, 3) and knee moments at the end were greatest in cluster 2
(89-95 %, cluster 2 > cluster 3, 4). This indicates that cluster 2 and 4 have similar
initial moment magnitudes. For cluster 2, moments drop to similar magnitudes
observed in cluster 3 shortly after the start, while cluster 4 is able the maintain
high moments for longer (approximately 65 %; Figure D.3c). From approximately
65 %, cluster 2 is able to maintain moments towards the end of the movement
cycle, while cluster 3 and 4 are not (89-95 %, cluster 2 > cluster 3, 4).

(a) joint angle

(b) angular velocity

(c) moment

(d) power

Figure D.3: Knee joint kinematics and kinetics; red shaded area represent a key
phase with significant differences between two or more clusters
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Hip Joint: The analysis of hip joint angles indicated larger angles in cluster 4
than cluster 2. Cluster 4 demonstrated significantly greater joint angles (knee joint
extension) over much of the movement cycle (cluster 4 > cluster 2, 3 for much of
the phase between 1 and 100 %).
Angular velocity was greater in cluster 2 and 3 compared to cluster 4 over
most of the 31-60 % phase (Figure D.4b).
Hip moments were larger in cluster 3 for much of the phase from 1-40 %
(cluster 3 > cluster 4) and largest in cluster 2 for most of the 71-89 % part of the
jump (cluster 2 > cluster 3). While cluster 3 was able to generate high initial
moments (cluster 3 > cluster 4 for 1-40 %), it is not able to maintain them. In
contrast, cluster 2 demonstrated medium initial moments but greater ability to
maintain them (cluster 2 > cluster 4 for 71-89 %). Based on visual examination,
moments of cluster 4 tends to be the smaller throughout the movement cycle
(Figure D.4d).

(a) joint angle

(b) angular velocity

(c) moment

(d) power

Figure D.4: Hip joint kinematics and kinetics; red shaded area represent a key
phase with significant differences between two or more clusters
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Conclusion
Defining characteristics of cluster 2 are low knee and hip joint angles (greater joint
flexion), the ability to generate large knee moments, to maintain hip moments
towards the end of the movement cycle and a delayed ankle, knee and hip peak
power.
Defining characteristics of cluster 3 are high ankle and knee joint angles
(greater joint extension) throughout the movement cycle, the inability to generate
large ankle and knee moments, the ability to generate large initial hip moments
and the inability to maintain large moments towards the end of the movement
cycle.
Defining characteristics of cluster 4 are high ankle moment throughout much
of the movement cycle, the ability to generate large initial knee moments, and the
inability to generate large hip moments.
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